LCFF Budget Overview for Parents
Local Educational Agency (LEA) Name: Sebastopol Union Elementary School
CDS Code: 49-70938
Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) Year: 2019-20
LEA contact information: Linda Irving, Superintendent
School districts receive funding from different sources: state funds under the Local Control Funding
Formula (LCFF), other state funds, local funds, and federal funds. LCFF funds include a base level of
funding for all LEAs and extra funding - called "supplemental and concentration" grants - to LEAs based
on the enrollment of high needs students (foster youth, English learners, and low-income students).

Budget Overview for the 2019-20 LCAP Year

This chart shows the total general purpose revenue Sebastopol Union Elementary School expects to
receive in the coming year from all sources.
The total revenue projected for Sebastopol Union Elementary School is $6,059,492, of which $4,436,921
is Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF), $319,330 is other state funds, $1,019,918 is local funds, and
$283,323 is federal funds. Of the $4,436,921 in LCFF Funds, $425,230 is generated based on the
enrollment of high needs students (foster youth, English learner, and low-income students).
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LCFF Budget Overview for Parents
The LCFF gives school districts more flexibility in deciding how to use state funds. In exchange, school
districts must work with parents, educators, students, and the community to develop a Local Control and
Accountability Plan (LCAP) that shows how they will use these funds to serve students.

This chart provides a quick summary of how much Sebastopol Union Elementary School plans to spend
for 2019-20. It shows how much of the total is tied to planned actions and services in the LCAP.
Sebastopol Union Elementary School plans to spend $6,919,224 for the 2019-20 school year. Of that
amount, $2,968,364 is tied to actions/services in the LCAP and $3,950,860 is not included in the LCAP.
The budgeted expenditures that are not included in the LCAP will be used for the following:
Specific expenditures above the LCAP's actions/services include general operational expenses such as
utilities, maintenance, special education, annual audits, instructional materials, STRS on-behalf, yard
duty aides, administration, business support staff, custodial staff and supplies, substitute costs, and
insurance.

Increased or Improved Services for High Needs Students in 2019-20
In 2019-20, Sebastopol Union Elementary School is projecting it will receive $425,230 based on the
enrollment of foster youth, English learner, and low-income students. Sebastopol Union Elementary
School must demonstrate the planned actions and services will increase or improve services for high
needs students compared to the services all students receive in proportion to the increased funding it
receives for high needs students. In the LCAP, Sebastopol Union Elementary School plans to spend
$425,412 on actions to meet this requirement.
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LCFF Budget Overview for Parents
Update on Increased or Improved Services for High Needs Students in 2018-19

This chart compares what Sebastopol Union Elementary School budgeted last year in the LCAP for
actions and services that contribute to increasing or improving services for high needs students with what
Sebastopol Union Elementary School estimates it has spent on actions and services that contribute to
increasing or improving services for high needs students in the current year.
In 2018-19, Sebastopol Union Elementary School's LCAP budgeted $387,690 for planned actions to
increase or improve services for high needs students. Sebastopol Union Elementary School estimates
that it will actually spend $371,578 for actions to increase or improve services for high needs students in
2018-19.
The difference between the budgeted and actual expenditures of $-16,112 had the following impact on
Sebastopol Union Elementary School's ability to increase or improve services for high needs students:
The district estimated to spent $387,690 in supplemental fund for the 2018-19 school year. Expenditures
came in less by $16,112 due to lower expenses in ELAC/DLAC supplies, translation services and
instruction materials. In addition Parent Apps were not purchased in 2018-19.
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LCAP Year (select from 2017-18, 2018-19, 2019-20)
2019-20
Local Control Accountability Plan and Annual Update (LCAP) Template

Local Control
Accountability Plan
and Annual Update
(LCAP) Template
LEA Name
Sebastopol Union Elementary
School

Addendum: General instructions & regulatory requirements.
Appendix A: Priorities 5 and 6 Rate Calculations
Appendix B: Guiding Questions: Use as prompts (not limits)
California School Dashboard: Essential data to support completion of
this LCAP. Please analyze the LEA’s full data set; specific links to the
rubrics are also provided within the template.

Contact Name and Title
Linda Irving
Superintendent

Email and Phone
lirving@sebusd.org
(707) 829-4570

2017-20 Plan Summary
The Story
Describe the students and community and how the LEA serves them.

SEBASTOPOL UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT
Our Beliefs:
We believe that every human being has inherent worth.
We believe that family is the foundation of self and society.
We believe that caring, trusting relationships cultivate success.
We believe that individuals have a responsibility to contribute to the health and well-being of family,
community and society.
We believe that a healthy community supports its members.
We believe that embracing diversity strengthens community.
Our Mission:
As a progressive district that is an integral part of its engaged and diverse community, Sebastopol
Union School District graduates all of its students as globally-minded citizens, critical and creative
thinkers, skilled collaborators, and fully-engaged learners who achieve academic excellence and are
socially and emotionally resilient; we accomplish this with inspired teaching of a rigorous and
meaningful curriculum in a dynamic learning environment where we support and challenge every
student in partnership with families and community.
Our Objectives:
Each student will demonstrate increased proficiency in reading and math as measured at set
intervals throughout the school year using districtwide formative assessments and annually by state
standardized tests.
All students will graduate as competent critical and creative thinkers having had multiple
experiences at every level throughout their school careers.
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Every student will demonstrate, on an annual basis, an increased understanding of his/her role as a
globally-minded citizen.
One hundred percent of 8th graders will meet or exceed graduation requirements by 2016.
Our Strategies:
We will create and implement formative assessments in reading and math districtwide to inform and
improve instruction in order to increase student achievement.
We will study our financial resources, assets and realities – state funding, decreasing enrollment –
and recommend options to best ensure the long-term fiscal health of our district in order to best
achieve our mission.
We will create and implement a system that ensures our students graduate with the following
competencies: critical and creative thinking and global-minded citizenship.
Our Parameters:
All site decisions will be consistent with our mission and objectives.
No program or service will be accepted unless it is consistent with the Strategic Plan, benefits clearly
exceed costs, and provisions are made for staff development and program evaluation.
We will not retain any program or service unless it contributes to achieving our mission and
objectives, and benefits exceed costs.
We will make all decisions in the best interest of children and through the lens of our strategic plan.
There will be an annual reflective review and analysis of the Strategic Plan and, if necessary,
revisions will be made to ensure that Sebastopol Union School District remains a dynamic
organization.

LCAP Highlights
Identify and briefly summarize the key features of this year’s LCAP.

Our LCAP currently contains 3 Goals:
Goal 1: Student Achievement through quality curriculum and instruction, with parent involvement
and a broad course of study for all learners- (Priorities 1-teachers/inst mat, 2, 3, 4, 6,7 and 8)
Students will achieve academic success through the implementation of California Common Core
Standards (CCSS) aligned District curriculum for a broad course of study, engaging instruction
supported by sustained professional development and utilization of benchmark/formative
assessments with technology integration for all students
Highly qualified Teachers provide a rigorous, high quality and engaging educational program to
support each student and every significant subgroup in mastering the CCSS and preparing them
with 21st Century Learning skills defined in the District’s Strategic Plan.
It will also include a focus on intervention such as Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) and
Response to Intervention (RtI).
Goal 2 - Improved School Climate through high engagement and quality facilities - (Priorities 1
facility- 3, 5, 6, 8)
Parents will be involved and knowledgeable about their child’s education through improved
communication for all populations (bilingual) and via electronic means while truants receive
supports resulting in improved attendance. Restorative Practices will continue to be utilized.
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Parent Involvement - Success in seeking input from parent/guardians in school and district decision
making and promote parental participation in programs
Student Engagement: students will report that grading practices are clear and fair, that they clearly
understand assignments and teacher expectation and that there are opportunities for them to be
involved in improving the school climate and culture.
Facilities and programming will be maintained for optimal health and safety, thus promoting a
positive school climate
Other pupil outcomes (8): There will be sustained or increased enrollment to support the
educational program defined in the District’s Strategic Plan via marketing and a quality instructional
and innovative program.
Goal 3 - Special populations including low-socioeconomic, foster students and English learners will
improve in academics, attendance, and social-emotional health. Offer intervention/after-school
academic and attendance supports, as well as on-site counseling. English Learners will improve
English proficiency and success as evidenced by their English Language Proficiency Assessments
for California (ELPAC) scores and reclassification data.
The district will create a new Teacher on Special Assignment (TOSA) position that will coordinate
intervention district-wide through the Title I, Title II, Title III, Underperforming Grant, MTSS
programs and supplemental funding. This will include working with classroom teachers through onsite coaching to enhance instruction, implementation of intervention district-wide, and may include
direct instruction to students as needed. The focus of the TOSA work will be on intervention for the
achievement of all students including a focus on underrepresented groups and long term English
learners. We will be working with Kate Kinsella and her team on this project through a contract
service along with the TOSA.
The district will continue to work closely with parents of English Learners (EL) learners on how to
be more engaged in the school program. They will be provided information on attendance,
immigration assistance, and ESL classes coordinated with Santa Rosa Junior College. The
parents will also be provided an App called Learning Upgrade to assist them in helping their
children with beginning reading strategies and their own English achievement. The English Learner
Advisory Committee and the District English Learner Advisory Committee (ELAC/DELAC) group
will continue to play a large role in district direction and opportunities for parent involvement.

Review of Performance
Based on a review of performance on the state indicators and local performance indicators included in the
California School Dashboard, progress toward LCAP goals, local self-assessment tools, stakeholder input, or
other information, what progress is the LEA most proud of and how does the LEA plan to maintain or build
upon that success? This may include identifying any specific examples of how past increases or improvements
in services for low-income students, English learners, and foster youth have led to improved performance for
these students.
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Greatest Progress
We reviewed the Dashboard academic indicators for Brook Haven (grades 5-8) and for Park Side.
Compared to 2017 test data, 2018 showed an improvement in ELA moving from orange to yellow.
Math remained constant at orange. ELA materials for K-5 are in its 2nd year of implementation and
we are seeing improvement. Grades 7/8 are still piloting ELA/ELD materials for adoption. In Math,
the district is in the second year of CCSS material implementation and 6-8. The analysis shows a
need to review middle school math instructional materials. Math improvement is needed for all
groups.
Last year the district adopted new instructional materials in Math grades K-8 and English Language
Arts/English Language Development (ELA/ELD) for grades K-6. Through Professional Development,
the district saw improvement in EL achievement. The new ELA/ELD materials provide the EL
students with previews of the lesson and scaffolding which has shown increased success in the
classroom.
English Learners will improve English proficiency and success as evidenced by their ELPAC scores
and reclassification data once posted. The district’s ELD coordinator oversaw the program and was
provided professional development on the new assessment and ELD curriculum. The district will
continue to work closely with parents of EL learners on how to be more engaged in the school
program. The ELAC/DELAC group will continue to play a large role in district direction and
opportunities for parent involvement.
Academic Engagement/Chronic absenteeism was a new category last year and the District scored in
the orange range. The subgroups of low socioeconomic and Hispanic were in the orange while all
others were yellow (White, disabilities, and two or more races). Hispanic families (red for the district
report) often leave to visit family out of the county and they, along with low socioeconomic students,
can find it difficult to complete and turn in independent study 5-day work contracts.
Attendance was a bright spot for Park Side with the percentage of students who were absent 10% or
more of the instructional days they were enrolled was 11.8% declining 2.6% scoring in the yellow
range. Whites scored green while all other student groups scored yellow: Students with Disabilities,
ELs, Hispanics, Socioeconomically Disadvantaged and Two or More Races.
Performance level attendance varied:
• Students with Disabilities: 13.2% chronically absent (38 students) declining 4.6%
• English Learners: 13.7% chronically absent (73 students) declining 1.8%
• Hispanic: 13.1% chronically absent (99 students) declining 1.2%
• Socioeconomically Disadvantaged: 18.8% chronically absent (149 students) declining 1.8%
• Two or More Races: 20% chronically absent (35 students) declining 4.2%
Overall Park Side saw a decline in chronic absenteeism of 2.6% for 280 students
District-wide the Suspension Rate improved (from orange to green) with the implementation of
restorative practices. In 2018 the district implemented PBIS as a part of the MTSS grant. We also
offered parent education classes and seminars. Brook Haven’s Suspension Rate (242) – Was green
with 2.9 % of students suspended at least once and declining 2%. Students with disabilities were
orange with all others green. Park Side had no suspensions last year.
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Referring to the California School Dashboard, identify any state indicator or local performance indicator for
which overall performance was in the “Red” or “Orange” performance category or where the LEA received a
“Not Met” or “Not Met for Two or More Years” rating. Additionally, identify any areas that the LEA has
determined need significant improvement based on review of local performance indicators or other local
indicators. What steps is the LEA planning to take to address these areas with the greatest need for
improvement?

Greatest Needs
Based on the Equity Dashboard released in Fall 2018 the district has the following findings for
needed improvement:
Brook Haven
Chronic Absenteeism/Academic Engagement – The percentage of students who were absent 10%
or more of the instructional days they were enrolled was 15.2% increasing 4.1 scoring in the red
range. Whites scored green while all other student groups scored yellow: Students with Disabilities,
ELs, Hispanics, Socioeconomically Disadvantaged and Two or More Races.
Performance level attendance varied:
 Students with Disabilities: Were the only group scoring red with 25.7% chronically absent
(35 students) increasing 2.6%
 English Learners: Orange 8.6% chronically absent (35 students) increasing 6.6%
 Hispanic: Orange 11.9% chronically absent (101 students) increasing 6.92%
 Socioeconomically Disadvantaged: Orange 19.1% chronically absent (131 students)
increasing 4%
 White: Orange 19.1% chronically absent (110 students) increased by 1.8%
Overall Brook Haven saw an increase in chronic absenteeism of 4.1%% for 237 students
Academic Achievement and English Learner progress:
Park Side
ELA: - Overall Park Side students overall maintained in ELA and achieved yellow status, 8 points
above standard. However, Hispanic and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups scored orange,
while white students were green. This shows an achievement gap. Please refer to the Performance
Gap page for detailed analysis.
Math - Overall Park Side Math students overall declined 10.8 points in math and achieved yellow
status, 7.3 points below standard. Hispanic and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups scored
orange, while white students were green. This shows an achievement gap. Please refer to the
Performance Gap page for detailed analysis.
Brook Haven
ELA: - Overall Brook Haven students overall increased 5.3 points in ELA and achieved yellow
status, although were 21.5 points below standard. All students achieved in the yellow range: White,
Hispanic, ELs and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups.
Math - Overall Brook Haven students overall declined 7.4 points in math and achieved orange
status, 84.3 points below standard. Student groups achieving in the orange range: White, Hispanic,
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ELs groups, while Socioeconomically disadvantaged scored red 106.7 points below standard and
declining 7.1 points
Please refer to the Performance Gap page for detailed analysis.
n data collection.

Referring to the California School Dashboard, identify any state indicator for which performance for any student
group was two or more performance levels below the “all student” performance. What steps is the LEA
planning to take to address these performance gaps?

Performance Gaps
Park Side
ELA: - Overall Park Side students overall maintained in ELA and achieved yellow status, 8 points
above standard. However, Hispanic and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups scored orange,
while white students were green. This shows an achievement gap.
 Hispanic students (31) scored 22.5 points below standard and declined 10.4 points/State
31.3 points below standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (37) scored 24.4 points below standard,
maintained achievement over the year/State 34.7 points below standard
ELL – Current EL’s (14 students) in ELA are 64.9 points below standard and declined 25.3 points.
Compared to their English only counterparts who performed 17.1 points above standard although
declined 13.1 points. Park Side only had 8 Reclassified ELs tested so no data for them was shown.
Math - Overall Park Side Math students overall declined 10.8 points in math and achieved yellow
status, 7.3 points below standard. Hispanic and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups scored
orange, while white students were green. This shows an achievement gap.
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Hispanic students (30) scored 33.2 points below standard and declined 21.5 points/State
65.8 points below standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (37) scored 36.9 points below standard,
declining 12.1 points over the year/State 67.4 points below standard


ELL – Current EL’s (14 students) are 70.8 points below standard in Math and declined 39.1 points.
Compared to their English only counterparts who performed 1.2 points above standard although
declined 15.4 points. Park Side only had 8 Reclassified ELs tested so no data for them was shown.
Brook Haven
ELA: - Overall Brook Haven students overall increased 5.3 points in ELA and achieved yellow
status, although were 21.5 points below standard. All students achieved in the yellow range: White,
Hispanic, ELs and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups.
 White: students (94) scored 1.8 points below standard and maintained/State 27.7 points
above standard
 English Learners: students (61) scored 67.8 points below standard and increased 10.2
points/State 47.1 points below standard
 Hispanic students (92) scored 45.8 points below standard and increased 12.6 points/State
31.3 points below standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (112) scored 44.3 points below standard,
increasing by 9.5/State 34.7 points below standard
ELL – Current EL’s (19 students) are 110.8 points below standard and declined 9.3 points.
Compared to their English only counterparts who performed 4 points below standard and increased
5.3 points. Reclassified ELs (42) tested scoring 48.4 points below standard and maintaining.
Math - Overall Brook Haven students overall declined 7.4 points in math and achieved orange
status, 84.3 points below standard. Student groups achieving in the orange range: White, Hispanic,
ELs groups, while Socioeconomically disadvantaged scored red 106.7 points below standard and
declining 7.1 points
 Hispanic students (92) scored 103.3 points below standard while increasing 7.5 points/State
65.8 points below standard
 English Learners (61) scored 121.7 points below standard while increasing 8.5 points/State
69.9 points below standard
 White (93) scored 68.4 points below standard declining 20.6 points/State 1 point below
standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (112) scored 106.7 points below standard,
declining 7.1 points over the year/State 67.4 points below standard
ELL – Current EL’s (19 students) are 144.5 points below standard and increased 10.6 points.
Compared to their English only counterparts who performed 71.2 points below standard and
declined 13.9 points. Reclassified ELs (42) tested 111.4 points below standard declining 14.3 points.
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Comprehensive Support and Improvement
An LEA with a school or schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement (CSI) under the Every
Student Succeeds Act must respond to the following prompts.

Schools Identified
Identify the schools within the LEA that have been identified for CSI.

We have not been identified for CSI
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Support for Identified Schools
Describe how the LEA supported the identified schools in developing CSI plans that included a school-level
needs assessment, evidence-based interventions, and the identification of any resource inequities to be
addressed through the implementation of the CSI plan.

We have not been identified for CSI

Monitoring and Evaluating Effectiveness
Describe how the LEA will monitor and evaluate the implementation and effectiveness of the CSI plan to
support student and school improvement.

We have not been identified for CSI
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Annual Update
LCAP Year Reviewed: 2018-19
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goal 1
Students will achieve academic success through the implementation of CCSS aligned District curriculum for a broad course of study,
engaging instruction supported by sustained professional development and utilization of benchmark/formative assessments with
technology integration for all students.
Teachers provide a rigorous, high quality and engaging educational program to support each student and every significant subgroup in
mastering the CCSS and preparing them with 21st Century Learning skills defined in the District’s Strategic Plan.
Muti-Tiered Systems of Supports (MTSS) will be implemented to provide academic, behavioral and social-emotional supports, districtwide for all students. (SUMS Grant Cohort 3)
Students and parents receive supports and services including curriculum for English Learners, struggling students and parent
education.

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

State Priorities:

X
X
X
X
X

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 2: State Standards (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 7: Course Access (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 8: Other Pupil Outcomes (Pupil Outcomes)

Local Priorities:
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Annual Measurable Outcomes
Expected

Actual
Priority 1 - Students were provided Common Core-aligned Instructional
Materials K-6 in ELA and Math K-8. The district extended the K-5 ELA
program into 6th grade and the K-4th-grade math program into 5th.

Metric/Indicator
Priority 1 - Students will be provided Common Core aligned Instructional
Materials K-5 in ELA and K-8 in Math. Grades -6-8th will Pilot and adopt
ELA as documented by board minutes.

The 7-8 ELA program was evaluated for adoption by the new 7-8 ELA
teacher. The 6-8 grade math program was collaboratively evaluated for
adoption by the new 6th-grade math teacher and the new 7-8 grade math
teacher.

Priority 2 - Teacher implementation survey

Priority 2- Professional development aligned to the Common Core and
instructional materials was offered by the district.

Priority 7 - Course access - Students have access to a broad course of
study (English, social science, physical education, science, mathematics,
visual and performing arts, career technical education...) as evidenced by
the master schedule and bell schedules

Priority 7 - Continued to maintain 100% of a broad course of study

Priority 8 - Other pupil outcomes Grades TK-8 (EdCode 51220). STAR
Readin in ELA, STAR Math scores 1st-8th, , PE testing 5th/7th.
Visual and performing arts in Middle school

PE Testing indicated the need for more training at the elementary level. PE
testing showed improvement in body composition and flexibility by 5% each
year for 5th grade.

Priority 8 - Other pupil outcomes Grades TK-8 (EdCode 51220).

STAR Reading and Math showed some grade level improvement by
increasing in percentile rank by 8% per grade level grouping over the prior
year.
Continued 100% of students passing visual and arts assessment in middle
school. We were unable to offer Drama during the 18-19 school-year due to
facility and staffing constraints.
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Expected

Actual

18-19
Priority 1Students will be provided Common Core aligned Instructional
Materials K-6 in ELA and Math K-8. The district will extend the K-5 ELA
program into 6th grade and the K-4th grade math program into 5th.
The 7-8 ELA program will be evaluated for adoption by the new 7-8 ELA
teacher. The 6-8 grade math program will be collaboratively evaluated for
adoption by the new 6th grade math teacher and the new 7-8 grade math
teacher.
Priority 2- Professional development aligned to the Common Core and
instructional materials will continue to be offered by the district.
Priority 7 - Continue to maintain 100% of a broad course of study
Priority 8 - Other pupil outcomes Grades TK-8 (EdCode 51220).
PE Testing indicates the need for more training at the elementary level. PE
testing will show improvement in body composition and flexibility by 5%
each year for 5th grade.
STAR Reading and Math will show grade level improvement by increasing
in percentile rank by 5% per grade level grouping over the prior year.
Continue 100% of students passing visual and performing arts assessment
in middle school
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Expected

Actual

Baseline
Instructional Materials:
Currently the district is in the process of adopting new Common Core
aligned instructional materials.
15-16 - Piloted Math K-8
15-16 - Adopted 6-8 Math
16-17 - Piloted K-5 Math and K-8 ELA
16-17 - Adopted ELA and math K-5
17-18 - Continue ELA pilot for 6-8
Priority 2 - 90% of teachers report 80% implementation based on the
teacher implementation survey
Priority 7 - Course Access - 100% alignment based on schedule
Priority 8 - Other pupil outcomes Grades TK-8
(EdCode 51220).
PE testing indicates: Large improvements from 5th to 7th grade. 5th grade
lowest scores in body composition and flexibility STAR ELA and Math
scores indicate students are making progress in 1st-8th grade annually.
Visual and performing arts in Middle school - 100% of students pass visual
and performing arts assessment in middle school

Metric/Indicator
Priority 4 - Pupil Achievement - Muti-Tiered Systems of Supports (MTSS)
will be implemented to provide academic, behavioral and social-emotional
supports, district-wide for all students. (SUMS Grant Cohort 3)

Implemented planned MTSS supports and services

18-19
Implementation of planned MTSS supports and services

Baseline
Support programs include: Title I reading intervention and PBIS at Park
Side. Homework support at both sites. Behavioral supports include
counseling, restorative processes, and Safe School Embassadors
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Expected

Actual
98% of teachers held appropriate credentials and were correctly assigned.
The district obtained .a waiver for authorization for multiple subject teachers
to teach Physical Education and English Language Development.

Metric/Indicator
Priority 1 - Teacher Assignments and Credentials
SARC report and yearly teacher seniority list of credentials and due date
18-19
100% of teachers will continue to hold appropriate credentials and be
correctly assigned

Baseline
100% of teachers have current credentials and correct assignments
Baseline

Assessments:
On the CAASPP, students had 3 point growth from baseline on the state
summative assessments in ELA and a 9 point decrease in math.

Metric/Indicator
Priority 4 - Pupil achievement - Assessments
SBAC Math and ELA % standard meet/exceed
18-19
Assessments:
On the CAASPP, students will show 10% growth from baseline on the state
summative assessments.

Student academic improvement was measured by analysis of district adopted
benchmark assessments (STAR) in ELA and math, SBAC interim
assessments that are aligned to the CCSS, annual CELDT results, and
reclassification rates.

Student academic improvement will be measured by analysis of district
adopted benchmark assessments in ELA, SBAC interim assessments and
iXL in math that are aligned to the CCSS, annual CELDT results and
reclassification rates. Instructional
Baseline
Student Data Analysis:
SBAC English Language Arts - LEA wide Sebastopol was 35% proficient in
ELA, with White students at 41% Hispanic/Latino and Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged were both at 26% and English Learners 18%.
SBAC Mathematics – LEA wide Sebastopol was 27% proficient in Math and
Hispanic/Latino – 14%, Socioeconomic Disadvantaged – 23% and English
Learners 21%.
 increase focus on math achievement of all learners
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Expected


Actual

investigate CCSS aligned instructional materials for adoption

All students, including unduplicated students and students with exceptional
needs need to be enrolled in a broad course of study. Programs and
services that meet the needs of unduplicated students and students with
exceptional needs are needed.
100% of teachers will participate fully in professional development on
programs and services that will enable English learners to access the CCSS
and ELD standards for purposes of gaining academic content knowledge and
English language proficiency that is offered by the district, based on tracked
attendance, agendas and survey.

Metric/Indicator
Priority 2 - Implementation of State Standards
Professional development schedules/agendas, surveys and attendance
sheets
18-19
100% of teachers will participate fully in professional development on
programs and services that will enable English learners to access the CCSS
and ELD standards for purposes of gaining academic content knowledge
and English language proficiency that is offered by the district, based on
tracked attendance, agendas and survey.
Baseline
Baseline being established: Teachers participate fully in professional
development on programs and services that will enable English learners to
access the CCSS and ELD standards for purposes of gaining academic
content knowledge and English language proficiency that is offered by the
district, based on tracked attendance, agendas and survey.

Actions / Services
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.
startcollapse

Action 1
Planned
Actions/Services
Provide benchmark/formative
assessments and training per the
Strategic Plan

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Provided benchmark/formative
assessments and training per the
Strategic Plan

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) Teacher time for training and
collaboration on
formative/benchmark
assessments

A) Teacher time for training and
collaboration on
formative/benchmark
assessments

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-
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xxxx (certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)
Base $48,318

xxxx (certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)
Base $43,637

B) Cost for purchase of
Formative/Benchmark
Assessments

B) Cost for purchase of
Formative/Benchmark
Assessments

01-0000-0-1460-1000-4110-5000000 = $5,000
01-0000-0-1560-1000-4310-5000000 = $3,831

01-0000-0-1460-1000-4110-5000000
01-0000-0-1560-1000-4310-5000000

Base $8,831

Base $3,831

Action 2
Planned
Actions/Services
Adoptions:
Investigate NGSS and HistorySocial Studies instructional
materials and pilot and adoption for
6-8 grades

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Adoptions:
Investigated NGSS and HistorySocial Studies instructional
materials and pilot and adoption
for 6-8 grades

A) Continue refining math/ELA
implementation through
professional development
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxxxxxx (certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)

Estimated Actual
Expenditures
A) Continued refinement of
math/ELA implementation
through professional
development
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxxxxxx (certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)

Base $32,212
Base $32,153
B) Cost for NGSS adoption/pilotResource 0000 Object 4110

B) Cost for NGSS adoption/pilotResource 0000 Object 4110

01-0000-0-1610-1000-4110-000TXBK = $6,000 (science)
01-0000-0-1630-1000-4110-500TXBK = $6,000 (social studies)

01-0000-0-1610-1000-4110-000TXBK = (science)
01-0000-0-1630-1000-4110-500TXBK = (social studies)

Base $12,000
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Base $7,123

C) Staff time for review and pilot

C) Staff time for review and pilot

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxxxxxx (certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)
Other $9,203

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxxxxxx (certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)
Other $9,187

D) Implementation of Common
Core Standards in all subject
areas for student achievements
(180 days of instruction)

D) Implementation of Common
Core Standards in all subject
areas for student achievements
(180 days of instruction)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx1100/1200/1300-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)
excludes salaries in other actions
Base $2,355,425

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx1100/1200/1300-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)
excludes salaries in other actions
Base $2,394,578

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Action 3
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Continue to evaluate STEM/PBL
program through adoption of
instructional materials, professional
development and collaborative
work time.

Refocused from STEM/PBL to the
evaluation of Science and
History/Social Studies programs
through the review and pilot of
instructional materials,
professional development and
collaborative work time.

A) Confirm timeline for
implementing science
instructional materials
01-0000-0-0000-7150-1300-500SUPT (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-7150-3xx1-500SUPT(administrative benefits)
Base $850

A) Confirmed timeline for
implementing science
instructional materials and
planned professional
development
01-0000-0-0000-7150-1300-500SUPT (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-7150-3xx1-500SUPT(administrative benefits)
Base $1,035

B) Certificated staff Collaboration
time for STEM/PBL
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B) Certificated staff Collaboration
time for STEM/PBL

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxxxxxx (certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)
Base $32,212

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxxxxxx (certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)
Base $32,153

Action 4
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Integrate Technology into
curriculum through implementation
of a quality
Chromebook/gmail/google
program for students. -Continue
training of using technology as an
instructional tool and to give
students access to 21st Century
learning skills.

Integrated Technology into the
curriculum through the
implementation of a quality
Chromebook/Gmail/google
program for students. -Continued
training on the use of technology
as an instructional and
assessment tool and to give
students access to 21st Century
learning skills.

A) Integrate/replace chomebooks
for student

A) Integrated/replaced
chomebooks for students

01-0004-0-0000-2490-4402-500TECH (equipment)

01-0004-0-0000-7300-5840-500TECH (contracted services)

Locally Defined $10,000

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Locally Defined $4,320

B) Provide Google training to
teachers

B) Provided Google training to
teachers

01-4035-0-1110-2140-5202-5000000 (conference)

01-4035-0-1110-2140-5202-5000000 (conference)

Title II $1,674
C) Work with Tech support to
implement Gmail accounts
01-0004-0-0000-7300-5840-500TECH (contracted services)

Title II $0
C) Worked with Tech support to
implement Gmail and other
student and teacher accounts
01-0004-0-0000-7300-5840-500TECH (contracted services)

Locally Defined $8,742
Locally Defined $8,640
D) Continue training of using
technology as an instructional tool
and to give students access to
21st Century learning skills.
Cost included in Goal 1 Action 2
D (implementation of Common
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D) Continued to offer technology
training and support as an
instructional tool and to give
students access to 21st Century
learning skills.
Cost included in Goal 1 Action 2

Core Standards in all subject
areas)
$0

D (implementation of Common
Core Standards in all subject
areas)
$0

Action 5
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

-Review MTSS/ RtI strategies and
programs for implementation with
struggling learners including
reading pull out and small group
instruction

-Reviewed MTSS/ PBIS strategies
and programs for implementation
with struggling learners including
reading pull out and small group
instruction

A) Review MTSS/RtI strategies
and programs for implementation
with struggling learners

A) Reviewed MTSS/RtI strategies
and programs for implementation
with struggling learners

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certified salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certified benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certified salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certified benefits)

Supplemental $19,837

Supplemental $24,115

B) Offer Reading supports for
struggling readers in grades K-3

B) Offered Reading supports for
struggling readers in grades K-3

01-3010-0-1560-1000-1100-5000000 (certified salaries)
01-3010-0-1560-1000-3xx1-5000000 (certified benefits)

01-3010-0-1560-1000-1100-5000000 (certified salaries)
01-3010-0-1560-1000-3xx1-5000000 (certified benefits)

Title I $88,313

Title I $92,186

C) Provide small group instruction
for struggling learners

C) Provided small group
instruction for struggling learners

01-0000-0-1110-1000-2100300/100-SUPP (classified
salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx2300/100-SUPP (classified
benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-2100300/100-SUPP (classified
salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx2300/100-SUPP (classified
benefits)

Supplemental $95,423
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Supplemental $88,228

Action 6
Planned
Actions/Services
Technology enhancements,
supplemental materials and
program placements for special
education students will be utilized
along with evaluation program
placements for this population

Actual
Actions/Services
Technology enhancements,
supplemental materials and
program placements for special
education students will be utilized
along with evaluation program
placements for this population

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) Trainings and staff time to
evaluation best practices program
and placements

A) Trainings and staff time to
evaluation best practices program
and placements

01-0000-0-0000-3120-1200-500PSYC (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-0000-3120-3xx1-500PSYC (certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-3120-1200-500PSYC (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-0000-3120-3xx1-500PSYC (certificated benefits)

Base $11,368

Base $11,331

B) Cost for alternative placement
and transportation for special
education students

B) Cost for alternative placement
and transportation for special
education students

01-6500-0-5770-1180-5810-500xxxx (contracted NPS services)
01-6500-0-5770-1180-5110-500xxxx (contracted NPS services)

01-6500-0-5770-1180-5810-500xxxx (contracted NPS services)
01-6500-0-5770-1180-5110-500xxxx (contracted NPS services)

Special Education $98,209

Special Education $86,169

Action 7
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Keep updated the excel
spreadsheet that includes seniority
list, credential held and expiration
date(s). Provide this list to the
Teachers' Union (SETA) annually
to share with members. Highlight
expiration of credentials

Kept updated the excel
spreadsheet that includes seniority
list, credential held and expiration
date(s). Provided this list to the
Teachers' Union (SETA) annually
to share with members. Highlight
expiration of credentials

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) Review credential status to
teacher assignments to ensure
100% highly qualified teachers

A) Reviewed credential status to
teacher assignments to ensure
100% highly qualified teachers

01-0000-0-0000-7400-2400-500DADM (HR confidential salary)
01-0000-0-0000-7400-3xx2-500DADM (HR confidential benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-7400-2400-500DADM (HR confidential salary)
01-0000-0-0000-7400-3xx2-500DADM (HR confidential benefits)

Base $7,347

Action 8
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Base $7,634

Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Muti-Tiered Systems of Supports
(MTSS) will be implemented to
provide academic, behavioral and
social-emotional supports, districtwide for all students. (SUMS Grant
Cohort 3)

Muti-Tiered Systems of Supports
(MTSS) was implemented to
provide academic, behavioral and
social-emotional supports, districtwide for all students. (SUMS Grant
Cohort 3)

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) MTSS Implementation

A) MTSS Implementation

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500MTSS = $2,500
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500MTSS = $473
01-0000-0-1110-1000-2100-500MTSS = $600
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx2-500MTSS= $55
01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500MTSS = $4,532

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500MTSS
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500MTSS
01-0000-0-1110-1000-2100-500MTSS
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx2-500MTSS
01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500MTSS

Other $8,160

Other $25,000

Action 9
Planned
Actions/Services
Coordinate services for Foster
Youth through a liaison hired by
the District. This will include
orientation, review of records and
dissemination of information.
Special Education will be consulted
as needed.

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Coordinated services for Foster
Youth through a liaison hired by
the District. This included
orientation, review of records and
dissemination of information.
Special Education was consulted
as needed.

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) Liaison

A) Liaison

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

Supplemental $22,078

Supplemental $23,047

B) Special education staff for
testing, coordination and other
services

B) Special education staff for
testing, coordination and other
services

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)
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Supplemental $16,400

Supplemental $7,554

Analysis
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual annual
measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.

The implementation of CCSS aligned District curriculum for a broad course of study had mixed results. Implementation was achieved
for K-6 ELA and Math for K-5, it continued for 6-8 Math. The 7-8 Pilot for ELA continued into the 18/19 school year. Math grades 6-8
materials will be re-evaluated next year for better alignment to the CCSS along with new teaching staff.
The district utilized benchmark/formative assessments with technology integration for all students including STAR Reading and Math.
Through MTSS, the scores were reviewed by teachers for realignment of instruction for student success.
Teachers provided a rigorous, high quality and engaging educational program to support each student and every significant subgroup
in mastering the CCSS and preparing them with 21st Century Learning skills defined in the District’s Strategic Plan.
Students and parents received supports and services including curriculum for English Learners, struggling students and parent
education.
Still, there are needs for intervention in an MTSS and Universal Design for Learning strategies for engaging instruction supported by
sustained professional development Teachers continue to strive for rigorous, high quality and engaging educational program to
support each student and every significant subgroup in mastering the CCSS and preparing them with 21st Century Learning skills
defined in the District’s Strategic Plan.
The district changed focus from STEM/PBL to the analysis and adoption of instructional materials in science and social studies.

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.

100% of students continued to have standards-aligned instructional materials as evidenced by an annual public hearing on the
sufficiency of instructional materials.
Instructional strategies were used including RtI, ELD best practices, technology integration and other supports as measured by
teacher training and surveys. Student academic improvement was measured by analysis of district adopted benchmark assessments
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in ELA and Math (STAR Assessment), SBAC interim assessments are aligned to the CCSS. Instructional Assistants helped with small
group instruction to increase student achievement
Professional development attendance was tracked and collaborative agendas available for review showing training, topics, and
agendas to promote engagement with the Common Core, ELD strategies, RtI, and technology. Teachers were surveyed this year to
evaluate the status of implementation and student focus groups will be conducted for input; the results of which were available. At
least 90% of teachers surveyed reported that they are prepared to teach CCSS, EL students and/or 21st Century learning skills.
API, UC, CSU Career Tech course completion, AP testing, and EAP are not applicable.
100% of students, including unduplicated student and students with exceptional needs, were enrolled in a broad course of study.

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.

Continues refining math/ELA implementation through professional development and implementation of common core standard in all
subjects areas increased due to salary improvement approved during the 2018/19 school year.
Classified personnel salaries were budgeted at $95Kfor small instruction for struggling learners however the district was not able to
continuously hire the full number of aides therefore the actual amount expended was $9K less at $86,169. The district continues to
recruit personnel for full staffing in 2019-20.
Cost for alternative placement came in $13K less due to two students leaving in fall and one student moving into the district in the
winter.
The district is still in the adoption process for the Science and Social Studies programs therefore the $30,000 budgeted for 2019-20.
Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.

This goal will continue into the following year as Goal 1. Foster Youth coordination needs to be increased for improved collaboration
and student success. Instructional material adoption and implementation needs to continue. Intervention services will be increased.
The MTSS Cohort 3 grant, received in 18/19, will continue implementation.
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Annual Update
LCAP Year Reviewed: 2018-19
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goal 2
Improved School Climate - Parents will be involved and knowledgeable about their child’s education through improved communication
for all populations (bilingual) and via electronic means while truants receive supports resulting in improved attendance. Restorative
Practices will continue to be utilized.
Parent Involvement - Success in seeking input from parent/guardians in school and district decision making and promote parental
participation in programs
Student Engagement: students will report that grading practices are clear and fair, that they clearly understand assignments and
teacher expectation and that there are opportunities for them to be involved in improving the school climate and culture.
Muti-Tiered Systems of Supports (MTSS) will be implemented to providing academic, behavioral and social-emotional supports,
district-wide for all students. (SUMS Grant Cohort 3)
Facilities and programming will be maintained for optimal health and safety, thus promoting a positive school climate
Other pupil outcomes (8): There will be sustained or increased enrollment to support the educational program defined in the District’s
Strategic Plan via marketing and a quality instructional and innovative program.
HS dropout and graduation rates NA because we are a TK-8 district.

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

State Priorities:

X
X
X
X

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 3: Parental Involvement (Engagement)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)
Priority 6: School Climate (Engagement)

Local Priorities:
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Annual Measurable Outcomes
Expected

Actual

Metric/Indicator
Priority 6 - School Climate Pupil suspension/expulsion rates
Surveys of pupils, parents, teachers on the sense of safety and school
connectedness via the California Healthy Kids Survey (CHKS). Increase
attendance rate

18-19

School Climate:
Continued suspension and expulsion rates below the county average.
Increased attendance rate at both sites.
The CHKS survey data showed improved rates in the area of school climate
and student focus groups reported improved clarity around assignments and
grading.
Participated in KKIS to improve attendance rate

School Climate:
Continue suspension and expulsion rates below the county average.
Increase attendance rate at both sites.
The CHKS survey data will show improved rates in the area of school
climate and student focus groups will report improved clarity around
assignments and grading.
Participate in KKIS to improve attendance rate

Baseline
In 16/17 Brook Haven had 7 suspensions and Park Side had none for a
suspension rate of 1.7%. No students were reported expelled for the year.
The suspension rate is significantly below the County average at 3.4%.
California Healthy Kids Survey CHKS - Results included:
Attendance rate is currently 96.8%, in need of improvement

Metric/Indicator
Priority 3 - Parent Involvement
Efforts to seek parent input in decision making at district and school sites
Surveys, attendance sheets, correspondence, website, email, volunteer sign
in sheets

Based on parent surveys, on average between the two schools, 95% of
parents surveyed, including the parents of unduplicated students and
students with exceptional needs, reported the schools regularly seek parent
input and participation.
90% of parents participated in IEP for exceptional needs students
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Expected

Actual

IEP attendance signature page
18-19
Based on parent surveys, on average between the two schools, 95% of
parents surveyed, including the parents of unduplicated students and
students with exceptional needs, reported the schools regularly seek parent
input and participation.
90% of parents participate in IEP for exceptional needs students

Baseline
Based on parent surveys, on average between the two schools, 88% of
parents surveyed, including the parents of unduplicated students and
students with exceptional needs, reported the schools regularly seek parent
input and participation.
80% of parents participate in IEP for exceptional needs students

Increased the district attendance rate by .6% from baseline to 13.3% as
reported on the Dashboard

Metric/Indicator
Priority 5 - Student Engagement
School attendance rates
Chronic Absenteeism rates
Middle School dropout rates

Maintained CALPADS reports middle school dropout rates, of which there are
0 dropouts.
Decreased Chronic absentees by 3% from baseline are reported to SARB
reports and notifications.

18-19
Increase the district attendance rate by 1% from baseline as reported in the
District audit.

Participated in KKIS to improve the attendance rate

Maintain CALPADS reports middle school dropout rates, of which there are
0 dropout.
Decrease Chronic absentees by 3% from baseline are reported to SARB
reports and notifications.
Participate in KKIS to improve attendance rate
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Expected

Actual

Baseline
The district attendance rate (96%) as reported in the District audit.
CALPADS reports middle school dropout rates, of which there are 0
dropout.
Chronic absentees(10%) are reported to SARB reports and notifications.
Attendance rate is currently 94%, in need of improvement

Metric/Indicator
Priority 1 - School facilities maintained. as evidenced by Ticket System FIT
report and the Facility Master Plan.

Maintain District FIT rating of good or better

18-19
Maintain District FIT rating of good or better
Baseline
The District received a FIT rating of good.

Actions / Services
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.
startcollapse

Action 1
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Parent Involvement: -Increased
opportunities for parent
participation are planned at the
school and classroom levels,
inviting participation along with
bilingual supports. School website
has current information on school

Parent Involvement: -Increased
opportunities for parent
participation are planned at the
school and classroom levels,
inviting participation along with
bilingual supports. School website
has current information on school

A) Newsletters, Outreach, Q and
A Documents, Parent meetings

A) Newsletters, Outreach, Q and
A Documents, Parent meetings

01-0000-0-0000-7110-5852-500STRG (marketing community
services)

01-0000-0-8100-5000-5852-500STRG (marketing community
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and classroom activities and eblasts are used.

and classroom activities and eblasts are used.

Continue to provide Stakeholder
input to refine strategies and to
sustain or increase current
enrollment through the promotion
of a positive school climate. And
continue to hold the Marketing
Committee meetings to add input
on best strategies and implement
marketing products and activities.

Continued to provide Stakeholder
input to refine strategies and to
sustain or increase current
enrollment through the promotion
of a positive school climate. And
continued to hold the Marketing
Committee meetings to add input
on best strategies and
implemented marketing products
and activities.

Base $3,000

services)
Base $3,600

B) Marketing, website updates,
brochures and other promotional
materials

B) Marketing, website updates,
brochures and other promotional
materials

01-0000-0-8100-5000-5852-500STRG (marketing community
services)

01-0000-0-8100-5000-5852-500STRG (marketing community
services)

Base $4,450

Base $32,456

C) School office and district office
send phone and email messages
to the families in addition to
updating website

C) School office and district office
sent phone and email messages
to the families in addition to
updating website

01-0000-0-0000-2700-2400100/300-SCAD (classified salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx2100/300-SCAD (classified
benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-2700-2400100/300-SCAD (classified salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx2100/300-SCAD (classified
benefits)

Base $11,391

Base $13,986

D) Community meetings and
district-wide celebrations

D) Community meetings and
district-wide celebrations

01-0000-0-8100-5000-4390-500STRG (other supplies;
community)

01-0000-0-8100-5000-4390-500STRG (other supplies;
community)

Base $1,000

Base $641

E) Blackboard Connect mass
address e-blast system

E) Parent Square mass address
e-blast system

01-0004-0-0000-2490-5806-500TECH (contracted services;
Blackboard service fee)

01-0004-0-0000-2490-5806-500TECH (contracted services;
Blackboard service fee)
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Other $1,550

Other $2,425

F) Stakeholder meetings

F) Stakeholder meetings

cost included in Goal 2 Action 1A
$0

cost included in Goal 2 Action 1A
$0

G) Maintain a current district
website that reflects a 21st
Century education program

G) Maintained a current district
website that reflects a 21st
Century education program

01-0000-0-8100-5000-5852-500STRG (marketing community
services)
Base $2,550

Included in Goal 1 Action 1B
expense
Base $0

H) Continue to hold the Marketing
Committee meetings to add input
on best strategies and implement
marketing products and activities.

H) Continued to hold the
Marketing Committee meetings to
add input on best strategies and
implement marketing products
and activities.

Cost included in marketing
expenses in Goal 2 Action 1 A
$0

Cost included in marketing
expenses in Goal 2 Action 1 A
$0

Action 2
Planned
Actions/Services
Attendance rate is currently 94%,
in need of improvement.
Participate in KKIS to improve
attendance rate

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Attendance rate is currently 94%,
in need of improvement.
Participated in KKIS regarding
attendance rate

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) Participate in KKIS to improve
attendance rate

A) Participated in KKIS to
improve attendance rate

01-0000-0-0000-2700-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)

01-0000-0-0000-2700-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)

Supplemental $2,700

Supplemental $2,700

Action 3
Planned

Actual

Budgeted
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Estimated Actual

Actions/Services

Actions/Services

Expenditures

Student Engagement:

Student Engagement:

Grading practices:
 Grade data from the online grading program is
up-to-date and utilized
for student and family
review of progress.
 Teachers will agree to
common grading
practices, communication
of expectations and
clarification of directions.
Teachers will develop a
calendar for large
projects to help support
students as they learn to
manage their time.

Grading practices:
 Grade data from the online grading program was
kept up-to-date and
utilized for student and
family review of
progress.
 Teachers worked to align
common grading
practices,
communication of
expectations and
clarification of directions.
Teachers strived to
develop cooridnation for
large projects to help
support students as they
learn to manage their
time.

Restorative Practices will continue

Expenditures

A) AERIES parent portal for
grade sharing and access to
teacher emails

A) AERIES parent portal for
grade sharing and access to
teacher emails

01-0000-0-0000-7200-5807-500STIS (contracted services; Aeries
service fee)

01-0000-0-0000-7200-5807-500STIS (contracted services; Aeries
service fee)

Base $2,700
B) Teachers review and provide
feedback on instructional
practices and guided review of
student achievement data
01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

Base $2,701
B) Teachers reviewed and
provided feedback on
instructional practices and guided
review of student achievement
data
01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

Supplemental $19,797
Supplemental $24,115

Restorative Practices continued

C) Data personnel for online
grading, parent e-communication,
assessment and reporting

C) Data personnel for online
grading, parent e-communication,
assessment and reporting

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300/2420xxx-SCAD (school administrative
salaries)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1/3xx2xxx-SCAD (school administrative
benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-27001300/2420-xxx-SCAD (school
administrative salaries)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1/3xx2xxx-SCAD (school administrative
benefits)

Base $19,674

Base $25,363

D) Trainings for teachers on
AERIES grading process

D) Trainings for teachers on
AERIES grading process

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxxxxxx (certificated salaries)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxxxxxx (certificated salaries)
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01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)
Base $6,903

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)
Base $6,890

E) Conduct focus groups to
provide feedback to teachers/staff
and admin

E) Conduct focus groups
provided feedback to
teachers/staff and admin

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx1100/1200/1300-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx1100/1200/1300-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)

Base $16,106

Base $16,077

Action 4
Planned
Actions/Services
School Climate - Attendance 



The school office will
contact parents quickly
and consistently about
any and all absences
and tardies, strongly
encourage parents to get
their child to school on
time and students will be
recognized for
consistently getting to
school on time.
The district will continue
to participate in the West
County Consortium
SARB process and
worked with the new
coordinator to align

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

School Climate - Attendance 



The school office
contacted parents
quickly and consistently
about any and all
absences and tardies,
strongly encourage
parents to get their child
to school on time and
students were
recognized for
consistently getting to
school on time.
The district continued to
participate in the West
County Consortium
SARB process and
worked with the new

A) Staff contact with families and
recognition for good attendance
01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300/2420xxx-SCAD (school administrative
salaries)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1/3xx2xxx-SCAD (school administrative
benefits)

Estimated Actual
Expenditures
A) Staff contacted with families
and recognition for good
attendance
01-0000-0-0000-27001300/2420-xxx-SCAD (school
administrative salaries)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1/3xx2xxx-SCAD (school administrative
benefits)

Base $5,106
Base $4,371
B) Participation in the West
County Consortium SARB
process

B) Participated in the West
County Consortium SARB
process

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300-300SCAD (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1-300-

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300-300SCAD (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1-300-
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parent letters and
processes. Work with the
West County JPA SARB
Coordinator on the
process, procedure and
follow through for
identified families.

coordinator to align
parent letters and
processes. Worked with
the West County JPA
SARB Coordinator on
the process, procedure
and follow through for
identified families.

SCAD (administrative benefits)
Base $2,313

SCAD (administrative benefits)
Base $2,871

Action 5
Planned
Actions/Services
School Climate:-Administer the
California Healthy Kids Survey to
determine more information on
school climate.
 Continue student focus
groups 5-8 to provide
input on how they can
work together and with
adults at school to
sustain a positive
social/emotional culture
the school
 Continue to work
promoting a sense of
community
 Continue to utilize
restorative practices

Actual
Actions/Services
School Climate:-Administered the
California Healthy Kids Survey to
determine more information on
school climate.
 Continued student focus
groups 5-8 to provide
input on how they can
work together and with
adults at school to
sustain a positive
social/emotional culture
the school
 Continued to work
promoting a sense of
community
 Continued to utilize
restorative practices

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) Administer the California
Healthy Kids Survey to determine
more information on school
climate.

A) Administerd the California
Healthy Kids Survey to determine
more information on school
climate.

01-0000-0-1530-1000-1100-3000000 (certificated salary; physical
education)
01-0000-0-1530-1000-3xx1-3000000 (certificated salary; physical
benefits)

01-0000-0-1530-1000-1100-3000000 (certificated salary; physical
education)
01-0000-0-1530-1000-3xx1-3000000 (certificated salary; physical
benefits)

Base $590

Base $620

Action 6
Planned
Actions/Services
Provide counseling as needed for
high risk families

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Provided counseling as needed for
high risk families

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) Counseling Services

A) Counseling Services

01-0004-0-1110-3110-1200-300COUN (certificated salary;

01-0004-0-1110-3110-1200-300COUN (certificated salary;
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counselor)
01-0004-0-1110-3110-3xx1-300COUN (certificated benefits;
counselor)
Locally Defined $67,843

counselor)
01-0004-0-1110-3110-3xx1-300COUN (certificated benefits;
counselor)
Locally Defined $16,520

B) Continue Restorative Justice
Program and provide training to
school personnel

B) Continues Restorative Justice
Program and provided training to
school personnel

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300-300SCAD (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1-300SCAD (administrative benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300-300SCAD (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1-300SCAD (administrative benefits)

Base $2,379

Base $3,281

Action 7
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Offer innovative programming,
promoting climate and to attract
families and students.

Offered innovative programming,
promoting climate and to attract
families and students.

A) Provide professional develop
on instructional strategies and
tech

A) Provided professional develop
on instructional strategies and
tech

Provide either sustained or
differentiated professional
development on instructional
strategies including RtI, STEM,
CCS, PBL, Daily 5 and technology
resources.

Provided either sustained or
differentiated professional
development on instructional
strategies including MTSS, CCS
ELA Benchmark, and technology
resources.

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxxxxxx (certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxxxxxx (certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxxxxxx (certificated benefits)

Continue to provide and maintain
enrollment in innovative programs
with active students and parent
engagement

Continued to provide and maintain
enrollment in innovative programs
with active students and parent
engagement

B) Continue professional
development to more thoroughly
implement innovate programs
that include parent participation
and create a sense of community

B) Continued professional
development to more thoroughly
implement innovative programs
that include parent participation
and create a sense of community

Included in line above; Goal 2
Action 7A
$0

Included in line above; Goal 2
Action 7A
$0

Base $10,354
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Base $10,335

C) Continue to offer professional
development in technology
district-wide including information
to parents on cyber safety

C) Continued to offer professional
development in technology
district-wide including information
to parents on cyber safety

01-0004-0-0000-7300-5840-500TECH (contracted services)

01-0004-0-0000-7300-5840-500TECH (contracted services)

Other $168

Other $0

D) Continue to offer and
implement innovative
programming and provide
information to parents.

D) Continue to offer and
implement innovative
programming and provided
information to parents.

01-3010-0-1110-1000-5300-1000000 (membership fees)

Included in Goal 1 Action 2D
Title I $0

Title I $8,733
E) Continue to offer and
implement PBL at Brook Haven
and provide information to
parents

E) Continued to offer and
implement PBL at Brook Haven
and provided information to
parents

01-0000-0-1110-2140-5800-3000000 (contracted services)
Base $0
Base $2,550

Action 8
Planned
Actions/Services
-Parents will be involved by
participating in Safe Routes to
School (SRTS) innovative
encouragement and educational
activities like weekly Walk/Roll
days, Walking School Buses,
Spring Frequent Walk/Roll
programs, Family Bicycling

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

-Parents were involved by
participating in Safe Routes to
School (SRTS) innovative
encouragement and educational
activities like weekly Walk/Roll
days, Walking School Buses,
Spring Frequent Walk/Roll
programs, Family Bicycling

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) Safe Routes to School

A) Safe Routes to School

No cost to district
$0

No cost to district
$0
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Workshops and School Team
meetings.

Workshops and School Team
meetings.

Action 9
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Facility-The District will maintain
optimal School Climate for learning
through revision and
implementation of its Facilities
Master Plan as scheduled (EC
17002(d)), as evidenced by ticket
system support and FIT rating of
good or better.

Facility-The District maintained
optimal School Climate for learning
through revision and
implementation of its Facilities
Master Plan as scheduled (EC
17002(d)), as evidenced by ticket
system support and FIT rating of
good or better.

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) Ticket System

A) Ticket System

No cost to district for ticket
system
$0

No cost to district for ticket
system
$0

B) Work with Maintenance for
FIT, Ticket, Facility Plan

B) Worked with Maintenance for
FIT, Ticket, Facility Plan

01-8150-0000-8110-2200-5000000 (classified maintenance
salary)
01-8150-0000-8110-3xx2-5000000 (classified maintenance
benefit)

01-8150-0000-8110-2200-5000000 (classified maintenance
salary)
01-8150-0000-8110-3xx2-5000000 (classified maintenance
benefit)

Other $31,148

Other $36,329

Analysis
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual annual
measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.

Improved School Climate - Parents were involved and knowledgeable about their child’s education through improved communication
for all populations (bilingual) and via electronic means while truants received supports resulting in improved attendance. Restorative
Practices were utilized.
Parent Involvement - Success in seeking input from parent/guardians in school and district decision making and promote parental
participation in programs
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Student Engagement: student reported that grading practices are clear and fair, however they don't clearly understand assignments
and teacher expectation. There is a problem with return rate of homework. They feel that there are opportunities for them to be
involved in improving the school climate and culture.
Facilities and programming were maintained for optimal health and safety, thus promoting positive school climate
Other pupil outcomes (8): There was not sustained or increased enrollment to support the educational program defined in the
District’s Strategic Plan via marketing and a quality instructional and innovative program.
HS dropout and graduation rates NA because we are a TK-8 district.

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.

The actions and services were successful in addressing the identified needs and goals identified in the prior year LCAP. This
continues to be a focus for the district. The Goal will continue but the actions will change for new accomplishments.Past successful
Actions included: Repairs were made and equipment replaced as needed to maintain facilities in good condition FIT report conducted
to monitor the status of facility needs and add these needs to District priorities as appropriate. We responded to our RESIG facilities
inspection report recommendations, making repairs and improvements. The electronic ticket system was utilized successfully.
Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.

The district spent more in newsletters, outreach and other documents since the district contracted with Target River for additional
marketing program. This marketing program was approved after budget adoption.
Salaries and benefits increased for personnel in this action due to salary improvements negotiated for all units during the 2018/19
school year.
During the fiscal year the counselor quit therefore expenses were lower than anticipated. The will be contracting with an outside
agency for services in the 2019-20.

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.

This goal will continue into the following year with revised actions.
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Annual Update
LCAP Year Reviewed: 2018-19
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goal 3
Special populations including low-socioeconomic, foster students and English learners will improve in academics, attendance, and
social-emotional health. Offer intervention/after-school academic and attendance supports, as well as on-site counseling.
English Learners will improve English proficiency and success as evidenced by their ELPAC scores and reclassification data.
State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

State Priorities:

X
X
X

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)

Local Priorities:

Annual Measurable Outcomes
Expected

Actual

Metric/Indicator
Priority 4 Pupil Achievement
Dashboard, student reports, district/school level reports, CELDT testing
results, reclassification rates

Special populations - ELs realized growth on assessments as measured by
the ELPAC testing results, reclassification rates

18-19
Special populations - ELs will realize growth on assessments as measured
by the ELPAC testing results, reclassification rates

CELDT/ELPAC scores increased by 3% from baseline. New baseline will be
established by ELPAC.

Reclassification increased to 16.7%, a high for the district based on ED-Data
on the CDE website

Reclassification with increase by 5% from baseline
CELDT/ELPAC scores will increase by 3% from baseline. New baseline will
be established by ELPAC.
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Expected

Actual

Baseline
ELD position was .35 FTE between the two sites. This has increased to .80
for 17/18
AMAO 1 (Making Annual Progress in Learning English) target was 60.5%,
district achieved 62.8% for Percentage of ELs
AMAO 2 (Percentage of ELs Attaining the English Proficient Level on the
CELDT) target for less than 5 years target was 24.2% and district achieved
28.7%.
AMAO2 for more than 5 years target was 50.9% and the district achieved
61.4%
The reclassification rate was 34.4%
Our English Learner progress was 58.9%, declining 10% per the
Dashboard.
The majority of English Learners are in the CELDT Intermediate range
(41%) with the distribution falling in a bell curve.
The majority of English Learners are in the Intermediate range (41%) with
the distribution falling in a bell curve.

Low socioeconomic saw improvement on the Dashboard report in the areas
of suspension, (up from red) and academics (up to yellow/orange)

Metric/Indicator
Low Socioeconomic students will see improved academic scores on the
Dashboard
18-19
Low socioeconomic will see improvement on the Dashboard report in the
areas of suspension, (up from red) and academics (up from yellow/orange)

Baseline
On the fall Dashboard low socioeconomic students were suspended more
(red) and thus in need of counseling.
They also scored below their peers in academic testing (orange/yellow)
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Expected

Actual
Foster youth saw academic growth based on their personal assessment
reports.

Metric/Indicator
Foster Youth, although not enough to register independently on the
Dashboard, are coming to Sebastopol below grade level and in need to
intense therapy.
18-19
Foster youth will see academic growth based on their personal assessment
reports.

Foster youth received regular counseling to assist with improved socialemotional health as needed and requested.
Foster youth saw improvement in attendance at the middle school level, as
evidenced by their AERIES attendance data

Foster youth will receive regular counseling to assist with improved socialemotional health.
Foster youth will see improvement in attendance at the middle school level,
as evidenced by their AERIES attendance data
Baseline
All foster youth currently receive counseling services. Many are also below
grade level academically. Often times they come without an IEP and end up
being tested by Special Education and qualifying as having a learning
disability.
Keeping Kids in School was used to improve Chronic Absenteeism for foster
and low socioeconomic youth. Through these services 10% saw marked
attendance improvement and exit out of the program

Metric/Indicator
Foster youth and low socioeconomic often times have challenges with
attendance
18-19
Keeping Kids in School will be used to improve Chronic Absenteeism for
foster and low socioeconomic youth. Through these services 10% will see
marked attendance improvement and exit out of the program
Baseline
All cases that have been referred to SARB have been from low
socioeconomic. Interventions have been provided to middle grade foster
youth in regards to attendance

Actions / Services
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.
startcollapse

Action 1
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures
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Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Through the ELD program and
support services, EL students will
gain proficiency. Review ELD
program and supplemental
instructional materials for these
groups as well as implement best
practices

Through the ELD program and
support services, EL students saw
gains proficiency. REvised the
ELD program and supplemental
instructional materials for these
groups as well as implement best
practices

A) ELD Coordinator - .8 FTE

A) ELD Coordinator - .8 FTE

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

Supplemental $57,232

Supplemental $52,861

B) Instructional Materials for EL
Learners

B) Instructional Materials for EL
Learners

01-0000-0-1110-1000-4310-500SUPP = $5,000
01-0000-0-1450-1000-4110-500SUPP = $3,000
01-0000-0-1560-1000-4130-500SUPP = $2,475

01-0000-0-1110-1000-4310-500SUPP = $5,000
01-0000-0-1450-1000-4110-500SUPP = $3,000
01-0000-0-1560-1000-4130-500SUPP = $2,475

Supplemental $10,475
C) Student Program/ App Learning Upgrade 1/2 total cost
01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP(contracted services)

Supplemental $3,476
C) Students used Lexia to assist
with language skills
01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP(contracted services)
Supplemental $3,117

Supplemental $4,560
D) Staff time for review of
instructional materials

D) Staff time for review of
instructional materials

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)

Supplemental $24,159
E) Professional development on
EL instructional materials
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Supplemental $32,153
E) Professional development on
EL instructional materials and
strategies and collaborative

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)
Supplemental $24,159

meetings

F) Teachers receive a refresher
training on EL strategies for the
classroom

F) Teachers received refresher
packet on EL strategies for the
classroom

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)
Supplemental $16,106

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)
Supplemental $22,967

G) Assess EL students using the
CELDT and new state program,
analyze data for program
placement and redesignation

G) Assessed EL students using
the CELDT and new state
program ELPAC, analyzed data
for program placement and
redesignation

01-0000-0-1110-1149-500-SUPP
(certificated substitutes salary)
01-0000-0-1110-3**1-500-SUPP
(certificated substitutes benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)
Supplemental $32,153

01-0000-0-1110-1149-500-SUPP
(certificated substitutes salary)
01-0000-0-1110-3**1-500-SUPP
(certificated substitutes benefits)

Supplemental $8,082
Supplemental $4,513

Action 2
Planned
Actions/Services
Parents and Guardians of EL
students will be provided support
and opportunities for involvement
(DELAC meetings, ESL classes...).
Parent Involvement of English
Learners:

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Parents and Guardians of EL
A) Time for Administration team
students were provided support
and staff for ELAC/DELAC
and opportunities for involvement
meeting
(DELAC meetings, ESL classes...).
01-0000-0-0000-7150-1300-500Parent Involvement of English
SUPP (administrative salary)
Learners:
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Estimated Actual
Expenditures
A) Time for Administration team
and staff for ELAC/DELAC
meeting
01-0000-0-0000-7150-1300-500SUPP (administrative salary)

ELAC/DELAC meetings continue
to receive input best ways to
provide engagement of these
families and the importance of
attendance.
Spanish support provided to
English leaner pupils families in the
school offices and for translation
and for IEPs and parent/teacher
conferences

ELAC/DELAC meetings continue
to receive input best ways to
provide engagement of these
families and the importance of
attendance.
Spanish support provided to
English leaner pupils families in
the school offices and for
translation and for IEPs and
parent/teacher conferences

01-0000-0-0000-7150-3xx1-500SUPP (administrative benefits)
Supplemental $5,683

01-0000-0-0000-7150-3xx1-500SUPP (administrative benefits)
Supplemental $6,332

B) Child care for JC ESL classes
for adults
paid for by the SRJC
$0

B) Child care was used for the
face-to-face Parent Education
evening events not ESL JC
classes $0

C) Parent App - Learning
Upgrade 1/2 total cost

C) Parent App - Did not purchase
an App, but instead offered face
to face Parent Education once a
month in the evenings.

01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)
Supplemental $4,000

Apps not purchused
Supplemental $0

D) Bilingual Support staff
provides outreach and services to
families such as translation

D) Bilingual Support staff
provides outreach and services to
families such as translation

01-0000-0-0000-2700-5803-500SUPP (contracted services)

Included in salaries - no
additional time
Supplemental $0

Supplemental $2,000
E) ELAC/DELAC supplies

E) ELAC/DELAC supplies

01-0000-0-0000-7200-4350-500SUPP (supplies)

01-0000-0-0000-7200-4350-500SUPP (supplies)

Supplemental $1,800

Supplemental $17

Action 3
Planned
Actions/Services
Intervention will be offered to low
socioeconomic students, English
learners and Foster youth including
both academic and counseling
services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Interventions were offered to low
socioeconomic students, English
learners and Foster youth
including both academic and
counseling services

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

A) Counseling - West County
Services

A) Counseling - West County
Services

01-0000-0-1110-3110-5830-300-

01-0000-0-1110-3110-5830-300-
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SUPP
Supplemental $4,914

SUPP
Supplemental $4,914

B) District Counseling

B) District Counseling

01-0000-0-1110-3110-1200-300SUPP
01-0000-0-1110-3110-3xx1-300SUPP

Counselor left district in the fall no replacement hired
Supplemental $0

Supplemental $6,042
C) Boys and Girls Club After
School program at the Middle
School level M-Th

C) Boys and Girls Club After
School program at the Middle
School level M-Th

01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)
Supplemental $25,000

01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)
Supplemental $25,000

Academic Intervention at the
Middle School in ELA and Math

Academic Intervention at the
Middle School in ELA and Math

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)
Supplemental $17,243

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)
Supplemental $14,316

Analysis
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual annual
measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.

A new ELD coordinator was hired at 80%, implementing the new ELPAC test Through the ELD program and support services, EL
students gained proficiency. Reviewed ELD program and supplemental instructional materials for these groups as well as
implemented best classroom practices
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Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.

Parent Involvement of English Learners:
ELAC/DELAC meetings continued to receive input best ways to provide engagement of these families and the importance of
attendance. Parents and Guardians of EL students were provided support and opportunities for involvement.
Spanish support provided to English learner pupils families in the school offices and for translation and for IEPs and parent/teacher
conferences
Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.

Instructional materials were less due to the delay in the ELA/ELD adoption for 7/8. The district was also unable to purchase the EL
student.parents apps however the district was able to purchase workbooks for English Learners instead to support student
achievement.
Bilingual support was lower than budgeted based on the number of requests for translation services.
CELDT subs costs were than estimated.
Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.

This goal will now include special populations such as Foster youth, English Learners, and low socioeconomic students. Academic
interventions and social emotional supports via counseling will be offered. This goal will be expanded in 19-20
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Annual Update
LCAP Year Reviewed: 2018-19
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goal 4

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

State Priorities:
Local Priorities:

Annual Measurable Outcomes
Expected

Actual

startcollapse

Actions / Services
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.
startcollapse

Action 1

Analysis
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual annual
measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.
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Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.
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Stakeholder Engagement
LCAP Year: 2019-20

Involvement Process for LCAP and Annual Update
How, when, and with whom did the LEA consult as part of the planning process for this LCAP/Annual Review and Analysis?
Site level Back to School Night meetings with the community were held
Site Council meetings - Site Council approved the LCAP
Board meeting to review assessment results was held in the fall with the CCASSP results and the Dashboard
Students in grades 5 and 8 took the Healthy Kids Survey in spring 2018
Facility updates provided to the Board monthly and viewed by community/staff via Board packet.
October-May - ELAC/DELAC mtgs ELAC/DELAC (ELAC - Site English Learner Advisory Committee, DELAC - District level ELAC)
meeting to discuss LCAP and provide input from and information to EL families on program.
Student Focus groups held for input
Staff meetings - Teachers met to review student test results and make recommendations for program improvement
January - Met with Preschool/After school Director regarding goals and next steps
May - Negotiations also focused on District goals and next steps, feeding into the LCAP
April - Board reviewed LCAP goals and progress at their monthly meeting
April - Parent/Teacher survey results reviewed and complied for goal setting
April/May - Presentation of Survey results
May - Parent Advisory Meeting - Full review of LCAP - LCAP Advisory Committee reviews and provides feedback on the final LCAP.
Superintendent responds in writing to questions/comments per Ed Code. Notes on feedback are recorded and used either for edits
or future reference.
May - Bond Oversight Committee - Review district expenditures and planned direction for facilities
May 1 - LCAP survey results reviewed from prior year
May 15 - Community notified about the availability of the LCAP and encouraged to submit comments orally at a Parent Advisory
meeting or in writing
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6/7/18 - Public Hearing Board Meeting addressing LCAP. A separate public hearing is held for the budget.
6/14/18 - Board Meeting adopt LCAP and Budget

Impact on LCAP and Annual Update
How did these consultations impact the LCAP for the upcoming year?
Community was informed of district focus for the year.
Board reviewed SBAC results/Dashboard with particular attention to low achieving subgroups, EL, sped...
Facility improvement updates and next steps detail the focus for the District and use of Bond/Deferred Maintenance funds
DELAC meeting, EL parents identified that it would be beneficial to have a bilingual liaison to promote engagement of Hispanic/Latino
parents. They would also like to see lower class sizes. Continue English Classes and offer Citizenship classes.
The student focus group meeting identified changes to instructional practices and grading that have the promise of increasing student
learning.
Teacher meeting resulted in a recommendation to the Board on program adjustment to provide better service delivery to all students.
Preschool and After school at SUSD is an integrated part of our program. They have been a part of the planning process and
provided meaningful feedback in service delivery and parent engagement.
Surveys identified that parents want to continue innovative educational programs and strong elective.
Negotiations served to share the information at the Union level of the above meetings. Union would like more staff professional
development days on the calendar to focus on implementation of the Common Core Standards and technology
Middle School Teachers conducted frank discussions about program offering and improvement. Outcome was a focus on celebration
of success, movement toward supports for all students and coordination of projects
Bond Oversight Committee reviewed facility improvements utilizing Bond funds. Major work has been done on the technology
retrofit, wiring and safety upgrades. The Committee also reviewed the plans for the Brook Haven Multi use room moving forward.
Each Month the Superintendent updates the Board on progress towards District goals. This provides discussion for the Board
around attainment and next steps. The Board did not change the goals in this process.
Site Council reviewed and gave input on attendance and the important of. Also informed about parent/teacher surveys for completion.
Added input and feedback on goals and actions. Spent most time on attendance and parent involvement.
Stakeholder meetings provided direction for the district on a variety of topics
from program, support services, values, engagement and the like.
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Negotiations served to share the information at the Union level of the above
meetings. Union would like more staff professional development days on the
calendar to focus on implementation of the Common Core Standards and
technology
MTSS grant provided a focus for the LCAP.
Meetings with SCOE clarified requirements for the LCAP as new information
was available
The Board Retreat - Board discussed goals and direction
Community and teacher surveys were summarized for input and consideration. The complete survey results are attached to the
LCAP
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Goals, Actions, & Services
Strategic Planning Details and Accountability
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.
(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)
X Modified

Goal

Goal 1
Students will achieve academic success through the implementation of CCSS aligned District curriculum for a broad course of study,
engaging instruction supported by sustained professional development and utilization of benchmark/formative assessments with
technology integration for all students.
Teachers provide a rigorous, high quality and engaging educational program to support each student and every significant subgroup in
mastering the CCSS and preparing them with 21st Century Learning skills defined in the District’s Strategic Plan.
Muti-Tiered Systems of Supports (MTSS) will be implemented to provide academic, behavioral and social-emotional supports, districtwide for all students. (SUMS Grant Cohort 3)
The Underperforming Grant and MTSS grant will provide additional services for teachers to support students.
Students and parents receive supports and services including curriculum for English Learners, struggling students and parent
education.

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities:

X
X
X
X
X

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 2: State Standards (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 7: Course Access (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 8: Other Pupil Outcomes (Pupil Outcomes)

Local Priorities:
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Identified Need:
Based on the Dashboard released in Fall 2018 the district has the following findings:
We reviewed the Dashboard academic indicators for Brook Haven (grades 5-8) for academic indicators, as Park Side. Compared to
2017 test data, 2018 showed an improvement in ELA moving from orange to yellow. Math remained constant at orange. ELA
materials for K-5 are in its 2nd year of implementation and we are seeing improvement. Grades 7/8 are still piloting ELA/ELD
materials for adoption. In Math, the district is in the second year of CCSS material implementation and 6-8. The analysis shows a
need to review middle school math instructional materials. Math improvement is needed for all groups.
Last year district has adopted new instructional materials in Math grades K-8 and English Language Arts/English Language
Development (ELA/ELD) for grades K-6. Through Professional Development, the district saw improvement in EL achievement. The
new ELA/ELD materials provide the EL students with previews of the lesson and scaffolding which has shown increased success in
the classroom.
Special populations including low-socioeconomic, foster students and English learners need improvement in academics, attendance,
and social-emotional health. Needs include intervention/after-school academic and attendance supports, as well as on-site
counseling.
English Learners will improve English proficiency and success as evidenced by their ELPAC scores and reclassification data once
posted. The district will create a Teacher on Special Assignment (TOSA) position to coordinate intervention district-wide through a
combination of resources including Title I, Title II, Title III, Underperforming Grant, Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS,) and
Supplemental programs and funding. This will include working with classroom teachers through on-site coaching to enhance
instruction, implementation of intervention district-wide, and may include direct instruction to students as needed. Teachers will
provide integrated ELD instruction K-5 and received designated ELD in grades 6-8 supported through professional development, new
supplemental instructional materials, and consulting services with Dr. Kate Kinsella.
The district will continue to work closely with parents of EL learners on how to be more engaged in the school program. The
ELAC/DELAC group will continue to play a large role in district direction and opportunities for parent involvement.
Suspension rate improved (from orange to green) with the implementation of restorative practices. In 2018 the district implemented
PBIS as a part of the MTSS grant. We also offered parent education classes and seminars.
Chronic absenteeism is a new category this year and the District scored in the orange range. The subgroups of low socioeconomic
and Hispanic were in the orange while all others were yellow (White, disabilities, and two or more races). Hispanic families often leave
to visit family out of the county and they, along with low socioeconomic students, can find it difficult to complete and turn in
independent study 5-day work contracts.
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Local measures - The District hired a data consultant to create a system for ongoing monitoring of these measures. Refer to the
survey results which is an attachment to this LCAP document.
The School Accountability Report Card (SARC) indicates that 100% of staff are fully credentialed in the area taught.
State-wide summative student achievement data (CAASPP), teacher survey data, observational walkthroughs all indicate the need for
continued professional development on California Math, ELA/ELD, and NGSS curriculum, assessment, and instructional pedagogy.
The District surveys demonstrate the need to continue to upgrade technology and provide professional development for integration
into instruction. Also needed is continued focus on student engagement through instructional strategies.
Parents are requesting education classes on how to help their children in reading/math, homework and discipline strategies.
API, A-g, CTE, AP, and EAP are NA as we are a TK-8 district
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Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

Priority 1 - Students will
be provided Common
Core aligned
Instructional Materials
K-5 in ELA and K-8 in
Math. Grades -6-8th will
Pilot and adopt ELA as
documented by board
minutes.

Instructional Materials:
Currently the district is in
the process of adopting
new Common Core
aligned instructional
materials.
15-16 - Piloted Math K-8
15-16 - Adopted 6-8
Math
16-17 - Piloted K-5 Math
and K-8 ELA
16-17 - Adopted ELA
and math K-5
17-18 - Continue ELA
pilot for 6-8

Priority 1 - Students will
be provided Common
Core aligned
Instructional Materials
K-5 in ELA and K-8 in
Math. Grades -6-8th will
Pilot and adopt ELA as
documented by board
minutes.

Priority 1Students will be
provided Common Core
aligned Instructional
Materials K-6 in ELA
and Math K-8. The
district will extend the K5 ELA program into 6th
grade and the K-4th
grade math program into
5th.

Priority 2 - Teacher
implementation survey

Priority 7 - Course
access - Students have
access to a broad
course of study (English,
social science, physical
education, science,
mathematics, visual and
performing arts, career
technical education...)
as evidenced by the
master schedule and
bell schedules
Priority 8 - Other pupil
outcomes Grades TK-8

Priority 2 - 90% of
teachers report 80%
implementation based
on the teacher
implementation survey
Priority 7 - Course
Access - 100%
alignment based on
schedule
Priority 8 - Other pupil
outcomes Grades TK-8
(EdCode 51220).
PE testing indicates:
Large improvements

Priority 2 - 95% of
teachers report 100%
implementation based
on the teacher
implementation survey
Priority 7 - Continue to
maintain 100% of a
broad course of study

Priority 8 - Other pupil
outcomes Grades TK-8
(EdCode 51220).
PE Testing indicates the
need for more training at
the elementary level.
PE testing will show
improvement in body
composition and
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The 7-8 ELA program
will be evaluated for
adoption by the new 7-8
ELA teacher. The 6-8
grade math program will
be collaboratively
evaluated for adoption
by the new 6th grade
math teacher and the
new 7-8 grade math
teacher.
Priority 2- Professional
development aligned to
the Common Core and
instructional materials
will continue to be
offered by the district.
Priority 7 - Continue to
maintain 100% of a
broad course of study

2019-20

Priority 1 Instructional
Materials:Plan for
additional CCS aligned
materials in unadopted
areas and continue
training in Common
Core and student
engagement.
Priority 1 Implementation of
Integrated (K-5) and
Designated ELD (6-8)
through instructional
materials, professional
development, and
coaching/consulting.

Priority 2- Maintenance
of 100% implementation
based on the teacher
implementation survey,
teacher collaboration
and administrator
observation.

Priority 7 - Continue to
maintain 100% of a
broad course of study

Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

(EdCode 51220). STAR
Readin in ELA, STAR
Math scores 1st-8th, ,
PE testing 5th/7th.
Visual and performing
arts in Middle school

from 5th to 7th grade.
5th grade lowest scores
in body composition and
flexibility STAR ELA
and Math scores
indicate students are
making progress in 1st8th grade annually.
Visual and performing
arts in Middle school 100% of students pass
visual and performing
arts assessment in
middle school

2017-18

2018-19

flexibility by 5% each
year for 5th grade.
STAR Reading and
Math will show grade
level improvement by
increasing in percentile
rank by 5% per grade
level grouping over the
prior year.
Continue 100% of
students passing visual
and performing arts
assessment in middle
school

Priority 8 - Other pupil
outcomes Grades TK-8
(EdCode 51220).
PE Testing indicates the
need for more training at
the elementary level.
PE testing will show
improvement in body
composition and
flexibility by 5% each
year for 5th grade.
STAR Reading and
Math will show grade
level improvement by
increasing in percentile
rank by 5% per grade
level grouping over the
prior year.
Continue 100% of
students passing visual
and performing arts
assessment in middle
school

2019-20

API, UC, CSU Career
Tech course completion,
AP testing, and EAP are
not applicable.
100% of students,
including unduplicated
student (EL, foster,
socio-economic) and
students with
exceptional needs, were
enrolled in and had
access to a broad
course of study.
Priority 8 - Other pupil
outcomes Grades TK-8
(EdCode 51220).
PE Testing indicates the
need for more training at
the elementary level.
PE testing will show
improvement in body
composition and
flexibility by 5% each
year for 5th grade.
STAR Reading and
Math will show grade
level improvement by
increasing in percentile
rank by 5% per grade
level grouping over the
prior year.
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Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Continued 100% of
students passing visual
and performing arts
assessment in middle
school
Priority 4 - Pupil
Achievement - MutiTiered Systems of
Supports (MTSS) will be
implemented to provide
academic, behavioral
and social-emotional
supports, district-wide
for all students. (SUMS
Grant Cohort 3)

Support programs
include: Title I reading
intervention and PBIS at
Park Side. Homework
support at both sites.
Behavioral supports
include counseling,
restorative processes,
and Safe School
Embassadors

By attending MTSS
trainings thought the
SUMS MTSS Cohort 3
grant, the district will
begin to provide more
structured supports and
interventions

Implementation of
planned MTSS supports
and services

Further refinements in
the MTSS program
implementation and
delivery.

Priority 1 - Teacher
Assignments and
Credentials
SARC report and yearly
teacher seniority list of
credentials and due date

100% of teachers have
current credentials and
correct assignments

Credentials/Placement 100% of teachers will
continue to hold
appropriate credentials
and be correctly
assigned

100% of teachers will
continue to hold
appropriate credentials
and be correctly
assigned

100% of teachers will
continue to hold
appropriate credentials
and be correctly
assigned

Priority 4 - Pupil
achievement Assessments
SBAC Math and ELA %
standard meet/exceed

Student Data Analysis:

Assessments:
On the CAASPP,
students will show 5%
growth on the state
summative
assessments.

Assessments:
On the CAASPP,
students will show 10%
growth from baseline on
the state summative
assessments.

Assessments:
On the CAASPP,
students will show 12%
growth from baseline on
the state summative
assessments.

Student academic
improvement will be
measured by analysis of
district adopted

Student academic
improvement will be
measured by analysis of
district adopted

Student academic
improvement will be
measured by analysis of
district adopted

SBAC English
Language Arts - LEA
wide Sebastopol was
35% proficient in ELA,
with White students at
41% Hispanic/Latino
and Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged were
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Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

both at 26% and English
Learners 18%.

benchmark
assessments in ELA,
SBAC interim
assessments and iXL in
math that are aligned to
the CCSS, annual
CELDT results and
reclassification rates.

benchmark
assessments in ELA,
SBAC interim
assessments and iXL in
math that are aligned to
the CCSS, annual
CELDT results and
reclassification rates.

benchmark
assessments in
ELA/Math (STAR
Assessments) and
SBAC interim
assessments (grades 38) that are aligned to the
CCSS, annual ELPAC
results and
reclassification rates.

SBAC Mathematics –
LEA wide Sebastopol
was 27% proficient in
Math and
Hispanic/Latino – 14%,
Socioeconomic
Disadvantaged – 23%
and English Learners
21%.
 increase focus
on math
achievement of
all learners
 investigate
CCSS aligned
instructional
materials for
adoption
All students, including
unduplicated students
and students with
exceptional needs need
to be enrolled in a broad
course of study.
Programs and services
that meet the needs of
unduplicated students
and students with
exceptional needs are
needed.
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Metrics/Indicators

Priority 2 Implementation of State
Standards
Professional
development
schedules/agendas,
surveys and attendance
sheets

Baseline

2017-18

Baseline being
established: Teachers
participate fully in
professional
development on
programs and services
that will enable English
learners to access the
CCSS and ELD
standards for purposes
of gaining academic
content knowledge and
English language
proficiency that is
offered by the district,
based on tracked
attendance, agendas
and survey.

2018-19

100% of teachers will
participate fully in
professional
development on
programs and services
that will enable English
learners to access the
CCSS and ELD
standards for purposes
of gaining academic
content knowledge and
English language
proficiency that is
offered by the district,
based on tracked
attendance, agendas
and survey.

100% of teachers will
participate fully in
professional
development on
programs and services
that will enable English
learners to access the
CCSS and ELD
standards for purposes
of gaining academic
content knowledge and
English language
proficiency that is
offered by the district,
based on tracked
attendance, agendas
and survey.

2019-20

100% of teachers will
participate fully in
professional
development on
programs and services
that will enable English
learners to access the
CCSS and ELD
standards for purposes
of gaining academic
content knowledge and
English language
proficiency that is
offered by the district,
based on tracked
attendance, agendas
and survey.

Planned Actions / Services
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.
startcollapse

Action 1
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]
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[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services
Provide benchmark/formative
assessments and training per the Strategic
Plan

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services

Provide benchmark/formative
assessments and training per the Strategic
Plan

Provide benchmark/formative
assessments and training per the Strategic
Plan

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$47,596
$47,596
Base

2018-19
$48,318
$48,318
Base

2019-20
$41,601
$41,601
Base

$47,596
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Teacher time for training and
collaboration on
formative/benchmark assessments

$48,318
A) Teacher time for training and
collaboration on
formative/benchmark assessments

$41,601
A) Teacher time for training and
collaboration on instructional
strategies and formative/benchmark
assessments

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)
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01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$9,700
$9,700
Base

$8,831
$8,831
Base

$6,341
$6,341
Base

$9,700
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Cost for purchase of
Formative/Benchmark Assessments

$8,831
B) Cost for purchase of
Formative/Benchmark Assessments

$6,341
B) Cost for purchase of
Formative/Benchmark Assessments
and ELD supplemental materials

01-0000-0-1460-1000-4110-5000000 = $5,000
01-0000-0-1560-1000-4310-5000000 = $3,831

01-0000-0-1460-1000-4110-5000000
01-0000-0-1560-1000-4310-5000000

Action 2
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XModified

Action
Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XModified

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XModified

Action

XUnchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services
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2019-20 Actions/Services

Finalize adoptions in ELA and Math
district-wide

Adoptions:
Investigate NGSS and History-Social
Studies instructional materials and pilot
and adoption for 6-8 grades

Adoptions:
Extend NGSS and History-Social Studies
instructional materials and pilot and
adoption for k-8 grades

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$26,654
$26,654
Base

2018-19
$32,212
$32,212
Base

2019-20
$30,653
$30,653
Base

$26,654
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
-Continue refining math/ELA
implementation through professional
development LCFF RS 0000 Object
1100,3xx1

$32,212
A) Continue refining math/ELA
implementation through professional
development

$30,653
A) Continue refining math and ELD
implementation through professional
development and implementation
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$30,000
$30,000
Base

$12,000
$12,000
Base

$30,003
$30,003
Base

$30,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Cost for ELA/ELD adoptionResource 0000 Object 4110

$12,000
B) Cost for NGSS adoption/pilotResource 0000 Object 4110

$30,003
B) Cost for CCS adoption and
science pilot- Resource 0000 Object
4110

01-0000-0-1610-1000-4110-000TXBK = $6,000 (science)
01-0000-0-1630-1000-4110-500TXBK = $6,000 (social studies)

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

01-0000-0-1610-1000-4110-000TXBK = $2,000 (science)
01-0000-0-1630-1000-4110-500TXBK = $5,123 (social studies)
01-0000-0-1100-1000-4110-000TXBK = $131,678 (science/social
studies/ELA)
01-6300-0-1630-1000-4110-500TXBK = $18,322 (social studies)

$8,567
$8,567
Base

$9,203
$9,203
Other

$8,758
$8,758
Other

$8,567
1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Staff time for review ELA/ELD

$9,203
C) Staff time for review and pilot

$8,758
C) Staff time for review and pilot

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$2,032,059
$2,032,059
Base

$2,355,425
$2,355,425
Base

$1,994,700
$1,994,700
Base

$2,032,059
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
-Implementation of Common Core
Standards in all subject areas for
student achievements (180 days of
instruction) RS 0000 Object 1100,
3xx1

$2,355,425
D) Implementation of Common Core
Standards in all subject areas for
student achievements (180 days of
instruction)

$1,994,700
D) Implementation of Common Core
Standards in all subject areas for
student achievement (180 days of
instruction)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx1100/1200/1300-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)
excludes salaries in other actions

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

Action 3
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services
Continue to evaluate STEM/PBL program
through adoption of instructional
materials, professional development and
collaborative work time.

2018-19 Actions/Services
Continue to evaluate STEM/PBL program
through adoption of instructional
materials, professional development and
collaborative work time.

2019-20 Actions/Services
Continue to evaluate Universal Design for
Learning (UDL) and Academic Vocabulary
development through the adoption of
instructional materials, professional
development and collaborative work time.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$1,350
$1,350
Base

2018-19
$850
$850
Base

2019-20
$891
$891
Base

$1,350
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
-Confirm timeline for implementing
science instructional materials. LCFF
Resource 0000 Object 1300

$850
A) Confirm timeline for implementing
science instructional materials

$891
A) Confirm timeline for implementing
science pilot instructional materials

01-0000-0-0000-7150-1300-500SUPT (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-7150-3xx1-500SUPT(administrative benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-7150-1300-500SUPT (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-7150-3xx1-500SUPT(administrative benefits)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$34,358
$34,358
Base

$32,212
$32,212
Base

$30,653
$30,653
Base

$34,358
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
-Certificated staff Collaboration time
for STEM/PBL

$32,212
B) Certificated staff Collaboration
time for STEM/PBL

$30,653
B) Certificated staff Collaboration
time for UDL and Academic
vocabulary programs.

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

Action 4
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services
Integrate Technology into curriculum
through implementation of a quality

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services
Integrate Technology into curriculum
through implementation of a quality
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services
Integrate Technology into curriculum
through implementation of a quality

Chromebook/gmail/google program for
students. -Continue training of using
technology as an instructional tool and to
give students access to 21st Century
learning skills.

Chromebook/gmail/google program for
students. -Continue training of using
technology as an instructional tool and to
give students access to 21st Century
learning skills.

Chromebook/gmail/google program for
students. -Continue training of using
technology as an instructional tool and to
give students access to 21st Century
learning skills.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$10,000
$10,000
Locally Defined

2018-19
$10,000
$10,000
Locally Defined

2019-20
$4,440
$4,440
Locally Defined

$10,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
-Integrate/replace chomebooks for
student use RS 0004 Fund object
4402

$10,000
A) Integrate/replace chomebooks for
student

$4,440
A) Integrate/replace chomebooks for
student

01-0004-0-0000-2490-4402-500TECH (equipment)

01-0004-0-0000-2490-5840-500TECH (equipment)

$3,500
$3,500
Title II

$1,674
$1,674
Title II

$1,674
$1,674
Title II

$3,500
5000-5999:
Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Provide Google training to teachers
Resource 4035 Object 5202

$1,674
B) Provide Google training to
teachers

$1,674
B) Provide Google and Onpoint
training to teachers

01-4035-0-1110-2140-5202-5000000 (conference)

01-4035-0-1110-2140-5202-5000000 (conference)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Budget
Reference

$10,000
$10,000
Locally Defined

$8,742
$8,742
Locally Defined

$8,880
$8,880
Locally Defined

$10,000
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
Work with Tech support to
implement Gmail accounts Resource
0004 Object 5840

$8,742
C) Work with Tech support to
implement Gmail accounts

$8,880
C)Work with Tech support to
implement Gmail accounts

01-0004-0-0000-7300-5840-500TECH (contracted services)

01-0004-0-0000-7300-5840-500TECH (contracted services)

0
0
0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

-Continue training of using
technology as an instructional tool
and to give students access to 21st
Century learning skills. Cost
included in Goal 1 Action 2
(implementation of Common Core
Standards in all subject areas)

D) Continue training of using
technology as an instructional tool
and to give students access to 21st
Century learning skills.

D) Continue training of using
technology as an instructional tool
and to give students access to 21st
Century learning skills.

Cost included in Goal 1 Action 2 D
(implementation of Common Core
Standards in all subject areas)

Cost included in Goal 1 Action 2 D
(implementation of Common Core
Standards in all subject areas)

Action 5
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]
OR

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)
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XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

XLEA-wide

XAll Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XModified

Action
Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

XUnchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services
-Review RtI strategies and programs for
implementation with struggling learners
including reading pull out and small group
instruction

2018-19 Actions/Services
-Review MTSS/ RtI strategies and
programs for implementation with
struggling learners including reading pull
out and small group instruction

2019-20 Actions/Services
-Review intervention strategies and
programs for implementation with
struggling learners including reading pull
out and small group instruction

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$17,135
$17,135
Supplemental

2018-19
$19,837
$19,837
Supplemental

$17,135
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
-Review RtI and MTSS strategies
and programs for implementation
with struggling learners

$19,837
A) Review MTSS/RtI strategies and
programs for implementation with
struggling learners
01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certified salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certified benefits)
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2019-20
$28,464
$28,464
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$28,464
A) Review intervention programs and
strategies for implementation with
struggling learners, through the
TOSA position and its execution
01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certified salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certified benefits)

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$84,592
$84,592
Title I

$88,313
$88,313
Title I

$81,034
$81,034
Title I

$84,592
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
-Offer Reading supports for
struggling readers in grades K-3

$88,313
B) Offer Reading supports for
struggling readers in grades K-3

$81,034
B) Differentiate reading support
though push in and pull out services
for students K-3.

01-3010-0-1560-1000-1100-5000000 (certified salaries)
01-3010-0-1560-1000-3xx1-5000000 (certified benefits)

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$106,949
$106,949
Supplemental

$95,423
$95,423
Supplemental

$106,949
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Provide small group instruction for
stugguling learners

$95,423
C) Provide small group instruction for
struggling learners
01-0000-0-1110-1000-2100300/100-SUPP (classified salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx2-300/100SUPP (classified benefits)
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01-3010-0-1560-1000-1100-5000000 (certified salaries)
01-3010-0-1560-1000-3xx1-5000000 (certified benefits)
$89,553
$89,553
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$89,553
C) Coordinate and provide small
group instruction for struggling
learners
01-0000-0-1110-1000-2100300/100-SUPP (classified salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx2-300/100SUPP (classified benefits)

Amount

$15,000
$15,000
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$15,000
Contract services with Dr. Kate
Kinsella for professional
development, consulting and teacher
coaching

Source
Budget
Reference

01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)

Action 6
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

Specific Student Groups: Special Education
OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services

Technology enhancements, supplemental
materials and program placements for
special education students will be utilized
along with evaluation program placements
for this population

Technology enhancements, supplemental
materials and program placements for
special education students will be utilized
along with evaluation program placements
for this population

Technology enhancements, supplemental
materials and program placements for
special education students will be utilized
along with evaluation program placements
for this population

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$9,800
$9,800
Base

2018-19
$11,368
$11,368
Base

2019-20
$11,774
$11,774
Base

$9,800
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Trainings and staff time to evaluation
best practices program and
placements RS 0000 Ob 1200,3xx1

$11,368
A) Trainings and staff time to
evaluation best practices program
and placements

$11,774
A) Trainings and staff time to
evaluation best practices program
and placements

01-0000-0-0000-3120-1200-500PSYC (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-0000-3120-3xx1-500PSYC (certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-3120-1200-500PSYC (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-0000-3120-3xx1-500PSYC (certificated benefits)

$175,379
$175,379
Special Education

$98,209
$98,209
Special Education

$132,514
$132,514
Special Education

$175,379
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Cost for alternative placement and
transportation for special education
students.

$98,209
B) Cost for alternative placement
and transportation for special
education students

$132,514
B) Cost for alternative placement
and transportation for special
education students

01-6500-0-5770-1180-5810-500xxxx (contracted NPS services)
01-6500-0-5770-1180-5110-500xxxx (contracted NPS services)

01-6500-0-5770-1180-5810-500xxxx (contracted NPS services)
01-6500-0-5770-1180-5110-500xxxx (contracted NPS services)
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Action 7
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services
Keep updated the excel spreadsheet that
includes seniority list, credential held and
expiration date(s). Provide this list to the
Teachers' Union (SETA) annually to share
with members. Highlight expiration of
credentials

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services
Keep updated the excel spreadsheet that
includes seniority list, credential held and
expiration date(s). Provide this list to the
Teachers' Union (SETA) annually to share
with members. Highlight expiration of
credentials

Budgeted Expenditures
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services
Keep updated the excel spreadsheet that
includes seniority list, credential held and
expiration date(s). Provide this list to the
Teachers' Union (SETA) annually to share
with members. Highlight expiration of
credentials

Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$7,465
$7,465
Base

2018-19
$7,347
$7,347
Base

2019-20
$8,352
$8,352
Base

$7,465
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Review credential status to teacher
assignments to ensure 100% highly
qualified teachers. Cost=LCFF
resource 0000 object 2400

$7,347
A) Review credential status to
teacher assignments to ensure
100% highly qualified teachers

$8,352
A) Review credential status to
teacher assignments to ensure
100% highly qualified teachers

01-0000-0-0000-7400-2400-500DADM (HR confidential salary)
01-0000-0-0000-7400-3xx2-500DADM (HR confidential benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-7400-2400-500DADM (HR confidential salary)
01-0000-0-0000-7400-3xx2-500DADM (HR confidential benefits)

Action 8
XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
XNew

XNew

Action

Action

XUnchanged

Muti-Tiered Systems of Supports (MTSS)
will be implemented to provide academic,
behavioral and social-emotional supports,
district-wide for all students. (SUMS Grant
Cohort 3)
Budgeted Expenditures
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Action

Muti-Tiered Systems of Supports (MTSS)
and Underperforming Student grant will be
implemented to provide academic,
behavioral and social-emotional supports,
district-wide for all students. (SUMS Grant
Cohort 3)

Amount
Source

$8,160
$8,160
Other

$0
$0
Other

Budget
Reference

$8,160
A) MTSS Implementation

$0
A) MTSS Implementation and
Underperforming grant
implementation

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500MTSS = $2,500
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500MTSS = $473
01-0000-0-1110-1000-2100-500MTSS = $600
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx2-500MTSS= $55
01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500MTSS = $4,532

Costs included in Goal 1 Action 2D

Action 9
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

[Add Location(s) selection here]

[Add Students to be Served selection here]
OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

XFoster Youth
[Add Students to be Served selection here]

XLEA-wide
[Add Scope of Services selection here]

XAll Schools
[Add Location(s) selection here]
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Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XModified

Action
XUnchanged Action
2017-18 Actions/Services
Coordinate services for Foster Youth
through a liaison hired by the District. This
will include orientation, review of records
and dissemination of information. Special
Education will be consulted as needed.

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services
Coordinate services for Foster Youth
through a liaison hired by the District. This
will include orientation, review of records
and dissemination of information. Special
Education will be consulted as needed.

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services
Coordinate services for Foster Youth
through a liaison hired by the District. This
will include orientation, review of records
and dissemination of information. Special
Education will be consulted as needed.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$21,148
$21,148
Supplemental

2018-19
$22,078
$22,078
Supplemental

$21,148
1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Liaison

$22,078
A) Liaison

2019-20
$34,729
$34,729
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$34,729
A) Liaison

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

15,000
15,000
Supplemental

$16,400
$16,400
Supplemental

15,000
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Special education staff for testing,
coordination and other services

$16,400
B) Special education staff for testing,
coordination and other services

$21,978
$21,978
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$21,978
B) Special education staff for testing,
coordination and other services

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)
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Goals, Actions, & Services
Strategic Planning Details and Accountability
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.
(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)
X Modified

Goal

Goal 2
Improved School Climate - Parents will be involved and knowledgeable about their child’s education through improved communication
for all populations (bilingual) and via electronic means while truants receive supports resulting in improved attendance. Restorative
Practices will continue to be utilized.
Parent Involvement - Success in seeking input from parent/guardians in school and district decision making and promote parental
participation in programs
Student Engagement: students will report that grading practices are clear and fair, that they clearly understand assignments and
teacher expectation and that there are opportunities for them to be involved in improving the school climate and culture.
Muti-Tiered Systems of Supports (MTSS) will be implemented to providing academic, behavioral and social-emotional supports,
district-wide for all students. (SUMS Grant Cohort 3)
Facilities and programming will be maintained for optimal health and safety, thus promoting a positive school climate
Other pupil outcomes (8): There will be sustained or increased enrollment to support the educational program defined in the District’s
Strategic Plan via marketing and a quality instructional and innovative program.
HS dropout and graduation rates NA because we are a TK-8 district.

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities:

X
X
X
X

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 3: Parental Involvement (Engagement)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)
Priority 6: School Climate (Engagement)
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Local Priorities:

Identified Need:
Academic Engagement/Chronic absenteeism is a new category this year and the District scored in the orange range. The subgroups
of low socioeconomic and Hispanic were in the orange while all others were yellow (White, disabilities, and two or more races).
Hispanic families (red for the district report) often leave to visit family out of the county and they, along with low socioeconomic
students, can find it difficult to complete and turn in independent study 5-day work contracts.
Attendance was a bright spot for Park Side with the percentage of students who were absent 10% or more of the instructional days
they were enrolled was 11.8% declining 2.6% scoring in the yellow range. Whites scored green while all other student groups scored
yellow: Students with Disabilities, ELs, Hispanics, Socioeconomically Disadvantaged and Two or More Races.
Performance level attendance varied:
 Students with Disabilities: 13.2% chronically absent (38 students) declining 4.6%
 English Learners: 13.7% chronically absent (73 students) declining 1.8%
 Hispanic: 13.1% chronically absent (99 students) declining 1.2%
 Socioeconomically Disadvantaged: 18.8% chronically absent (149 students) declining 1.8%
 Two or More Races: 20% chronically absent (35 students) declining 4.2%
Overall Park Side saw a decline in chronic absenteeism of 2.6% for 280 students
Brook Haven
Chronic Absenteeism/Academic Engagement – The percentage of students who were absent 10% or more of the instructional days
they were enrolled was 15.2% increasing 4.1 scorings in the red range. Whites scored green while all other student groups scored
yellow: Students with Disabilities, ELs, Hispanics, Socioeconomically Disadvantaged and Two or More Races.
Performance level attendance varied:
 Students with Disabilities: Were the only group scoring red with 25.7% chronically absent (35 students) increasing 2.6%
 English Learners: Orange 8.6% chronically absent (35 students) increasing 6.6%
 Hispanic: Orange 11.9% chronically absent (101 students) increasing 6.92%
 Socioeconomically Disadvantaged: Orange 19.1% chronically absent (131 students) increasing 4%
 White: Orange 19.1% chronically absent (110 students) increased by 1.8%
Overall Brook Haven saw an increase in chronic absenteeism of 4.1%% for 237 students
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District-wide the Suspension Rate improved (from orange to green) with the implementation of restorative practices. In 2018 the
district implemented PBIS as a part of the MTSS grant. We also offered parent education classes and seminars. Brook Haven’s
Suspension Rate (242) – Was green with 2.9 % of students suspended at least once and declining 2%. Students with disabilities were
orange with all others green. Park Side had no suspensions last year.
Based on parent surveyed in 18/19, on average between the two schools 88% of parents report the schools regularly seek parent
input and participation
Dataquest reports 0 8th grade dropouts for the 18/19 school year. No high school data reported as we are a K-8 grade district.
Maintain and/or expand the innovative program to retain enrollment; parent input data identifies that these programs are important and
enrollment data
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Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

Priority 6 - School
Climate Pupil
suspension/expulsion
rates
Surveys of pupils,
parents, teachers on the
sense of safety and
school connectedness
via the California
Healthy Kids Surveys
(CHKS and local).
Increase attendance
rate

In 16/17 Brook Haven
had 7 suspensions and
Park Side had none for
a suspension rate of
1.7%. No students were
reported expelled for the
year.
The suspension rate is
significantly below the
County average at
3.4%.
California Healthy Kids
Survey CHKS - Results
included:
Attendance rate is
currently 96.8%, in need
of improvement

Priority 3 - Parent
Involvement
Efforts to seek parent
input in decision making
at district and school
sites
Surveys, attendance
sheets, correspondence,

Based on parent
surveys, on average
between the two
schools, 88% of parents
surveyed, including the
parents of unduplicated
students and students
with exceptional needs,
reported the schools

2017-18

School Climate:
Continue suspension
and expulsion rates
below the county
average.
The CHKS survey data
will show improved rates
in the area of school
climate and student
focus groups will report
improved clarity around
assignments and
grading.
Participate in Keeping
Kids in School (KKIS) to
improve attendance rate

Parent Involvement:
Based on parent
surveys, on average
between the two
schools, 90% of parents
surveyed, including the
parents of unduplicated
students and students
with exceptional needs,
reported the schools
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2018-19

2019-20

School Climate:
Continue suspension
and expulsion rates
below the county
average. Increase
attendance rate at both
sites.

School Climate:
Continue suspension
and expulsion rates
below the county
average. Increase
attendance rate at both
sites.

The local survey data
(every other year) will
show improved rates in
the area of school
climate and student
focus groups will report
improved clarity around
assignments and
grading.

The CHKS (every other
year) data will show
improved rates in the
area of school climate
and student focus
groups will report
improved clarity around
assignments and
grading.

Participate in KKIS to
improve attendance rate

Participate in KKIS to
improve attendance rate

Based on parent
surveys, on average
between the two
schools, 95% of parents
surveyed, including the
parents of unduplicated
students and students
with exceptional needs,
reported the schools

Based on parent
surveys, on average
between the two
schools, 100% of
parents surveyed,
including the parents of
unduplicated students
and students with
exceptional needs,
reported the schools

Metrics/Indicators

website, email,
volunteer sign in sheets
IEP attendance
signature page

Priority 5 - Student
Engagement
School attendance rates
Chronic Absenteeism
rates
Middle School dropout
rates

Priority 1 - School
facilities maintained. as
evidenced by Ticket
System FIT report and
the Facility Master Plan.

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

regularly seek parent
input and participation.

regularly seek parent
input and participation.

regularly seek parent
input and participation.

regularly seek parent
input and participation.

80% of parents
participate in IEP for
exceptional needs
students

88% of parents
participate in IEP for
exceptional needs
students

90% of parents
participate in IEP for
exceptional needs
students

99% of parents
participate in IEP for
exceptional needs
students

The district attendance
rate (96%) as reported
in the District audit.

Increase the district
attendance rate to 96%

Increase the district
attendance rate by 1%
from baseline as
reported in the District
audit.

Student Engagement:
Increase the district
attendance rate by 1%
from baseline as
reported in the District
audit.

CALPADS reports
middle school dropout
rates, of which there are
0 dropout.

Maintain CALPADS
reports middle school
dropout rates, of which
there are 0 dropout.

Chronic
absentees(10%) are
reported to SARB
reports and notifications.

Decrease Chronic
absentees by 2% from
baseline are reported to
SARB reports and
notifications.

Attendance rate is
currently 94%, in need
of improvement

Participate in KKIS to
improve attendance rate

The District received a
FIT rating of good.

Maintain District FIT
rating of good or better
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Maintain CALPADS
reports middle school
dropout rates, of which
there are 0 dropout.
Decrease Chronic
absentees by 3% from
baseline are reported to
SARB reports and
notifications.

Maintain CALPADS
reports middle school
dropout rates, of which
there are 0 dropout.
Maintain Chronic
absentees rate of 3% at
baseline are reported to
SARB reports and
notifications.

Participate in KKIS to
improve attendance rate

Participate in KKIS to
improve attendance rate

Maintain District FIT
rating of good or better

Maintain District FIT
rating of good or better

Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Planned Actions / Services
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.
startcollapse

Action 1
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XModified

Action
XUnchanged Action
2017-18 Actions/Services
Parent Involvement: -Increased
opportunities for parent participation are
planned at the school and classroom
levels, inviting participation along with
bilingual supports. School website has

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services
Parent Involvement: -Increased
opportunities for parent participation are
planned at the school and classroom
levels, inviting participation along with
bilingual supports. School website has
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services
Parent Involvement: -Increased
opportunities for parent participation are
planned at the school and classroom
levels, inviting participation along with
bilingual supports. School website and e-

current information on school and
classroom activities and e-blasts are used.

current information on school and
classroom activities and e-blasts are used.

blasts have current information on school
and classroom activities.

Continue to provide Stakeholder input to
refine strategies and to sustain or increase
current enrollment through the promotion
of a positive school climate. And continue
to hold the Marketing Committee meetings
to add input on best strategies and
implement marketing products and
activities.

Continue to provide Stakeholder input to
refine strategies and to sustain or increase
current enrollment through the promotion
of a positive school climate. And continue
to hold the Marketing Committee meetings
to add input on best strategies and
implement marketing products and
activities.

Continue to provide Stakeholder input to
refine strategies and to sustain or increase
current enrollment through the promotion
of a positive school climate. And continue
marketing efforts and strategies for
implementing marketing products and
activities.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$5,538
$5,538
Base

2018-19
$3,000
$3,000
Base

2019-20
$3,500
$3,500
Base

$5,538
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Newsletters, Outreach, Q and A
Documents, Parent meetings
LCFF Object 5852 MGNT: STRG

$3,000
A) Newsletters, Outreach, Q and A
Documents, Parent meetings

$3,500
A) Newsletters, Outreach, Q and A
Documents, Parent meetings

01-0000-0-0000-7110-5852-500STRG (marketing community
services)

01-0000-0-0000-7110-5852-500STRG (marketing community
services)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$8,500
$8,500
Base

$4,450
$4,450
Base

$0
$0
Base

$8,500
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Marketing, website updates,
brochures and other promotional
materials Resource 0000 Object
5852

$4,450
B) Marketing, website updates,
brochures and other promotional
materials

$0
B) Marketing, website updates,
brochures and other promotional
materials

01-0000-0-8100-5000-5852-500STRG (marketing community
services)

Inclued in Goal 2 Action 1A

$11,457
$11,457
Base

$11,391
$11,391
Base

$12,618
$12,618
Base

$11,457
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
School office and district office send
phone and email messages to the
families in addition to updating
website.

$11,391
C) School office and district office
send phone and email messages to
the families in addition to updating
website

$12,618
C) School office and district office
send phone and e-blast messages to
the families in addition to updating
website

01-0000-0-0000-2700-2400100/300-SCAD (classified salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx2-100/300SCAD (classified benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-2700-2400100/300-SCAD (classified salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx2-100/300SCAD (classified benefits)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$1,000
$1,000
Base

$1,000
$1,000
Base

$700
$700
Base

$1,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Community meetings and districtwide celebrations Resource 0000
Object 4390

$1,000
D) Community meetings and districtwide celebrations

$700
D) Community meetings and districtwide celebrations

01-0000-0-8100-5000-4390-500STRG (other supplies; community)

01-0000-0-8100-5000-4390-500STRG (other supplies; community)

$1,550
$1,550
Locally Defined

$1,550
$1,550
Other

$3,925
$3,925
Other

$1,550
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Blackboard Connect mass address
e-blast system RS 0004 Ob 5806

$1,550
E) Parent Square mass address eblast system

$3,925
E) Parent Square mass address eblast system

01-0004-0-0000-2490-5806-500TECH (contracted services;
Blackboard service fee)

01-0004-0-0000-2490-5806-500TECH

$1,000
$1,000
Other

$0
$0

$0
$0

$1,000
0000: Unrestricted
Stakeholder meetings RS 0000
Object 4390

$0
F) Stakeholder meetings

$0
F) Stakeholder meetings

cost included in Goal 2 Action 1A

cost included in Goal 2 Action 1A
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Budget
Reference

$5,000
$5,000
Base

$2,550
$2,550
Base

$0
$0
Base

$5,000
0000: Unrestricted
Maintain a current district website
that reflects a 21st Century
education program RS 0000 Ob
5852

$2,550
G) Maintain a current district website
that reflects a 21st Century
education program

$0
Maintain a current district website
that reflects a 21st Century
education program

01-0000-0-8100-5000-5852-500STRG (marketing community
services)

included in Goal 2 Action 1A & 1B

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

Continue to hold the Marketing
Committee meetings to add input on
best strategies and implement
marketing products and activities.
Included in marketing expenses in
Goal 2 Action 1

H) Continue to hold the Marketing
Committee meetings to add input on
best strategies and implement
marketing products and activities.

H) Continue marketing efforts and
strategies for implementing
marketing products and activities.

Cost included in marketing expenses
in Goal 2 Action 1 A

Cost included in marketing expenses
in Goal 2 Action 1A

Action 2
[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]
OR

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

XLEA-wide

XAll Schools

XNew

XUnchanged

Actions/Services
Action
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Action

Attendance rate is currently 94%, in need
of improvement. Participate in KKIS to
improve attendance rate

Attendance rate is currently 94%, in need
of improvement. Participate in KKIS to
improve attendance rate

Budgeted Expenditures
Amount

$2,700
$2,700
Supplemental

Source
Budget
Reference

$2,700
A) Participate in KKIS to improve
attendance rate

$2,700
$2,700
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$2,700
A) Participate in KKIS to improve
attendance rate

01-0000-0-0000-2700-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)

01-0000-0-0000-2700-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)

Action 3
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Student Engagement:

Student Engagement:

Student Engagement:

Grading practices:
 Grade data from the on-line
grading program is up-to-date
and utilized for student and family
review of progress.
 Teachers will agree to common
grading practices, communication
of expectations and clarification
of directions. Teachers will
develop a calendar for large
projects to help support students
as they learn to manage their
time.

Grading practices:
 Grade data from the on-line
grading program is up-to-date
and utilized for student and family
review of progress.
 Teachers will agree to common
grading practices, communication
of expectations and clarification
of directions. Teachers will
develop a calendar for large
projects to help support students
as they learn to manage their
time.

Grading practices:
 Grade data from the on-line
grading program is up-to-date
and utilized for student and family
review of progress.
 Teachers will agree to common
grading practices, communication
of expectations and clarification
of directions. Teachers will
develop a calendar for large
projects to help support students
as they learn to manage their
time.

Restorative Practices will continue

Restorative Practices will continue

Restorative Practices will continue

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$2,670
$2,670
Base

2018-19
$2,700
$2,700
Base

2019-20
$2,728
$2,728
Base

$2,670
0000: Unrestricted
AERIES parent portal for grade
sharing and access to teacher
emails Resource 0000 Object 5807

$2,700
A) AERIES parent portal for grade
sharing and access to teacher
emails

$2,728
A) AERIES parent portal for grade
sharing and access to teacher
emails

01-0000-0-0000-7200-5807-500STIS (contracted services; Aeries
service fee)

01-0000-0-0000-7200-5807-500STIS (contracted services; Aeries
service fee)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$0
$0
Base

$19,797
$19,797
Supplemental

$0
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Teachers review and provide
feedback on instructional practices
and guided review of student
achievement data included in costs
above Goal 1 Action 2 (Common
Core Standards)

$19,797
B) Teachers review and provide
feedback on instructional practices
and guided review of student
achievement data

$23,746
$23,746
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$23,746
B) Teachers review and provide
feedback on instructional practices
and guided review of student
achievement data

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

$18,654
$18,654
Base

$19,674
$19,674
Base

$21,606
$21,606
Base

$18,654
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Data personnel for online grading,
parent e-communication,
assessment and reporting

$19,674
C) Data personnel for online grading,
parent e-communication,
assessment and reporting

$21,606
C) Data personnel for online grading,
parent e-communication,
assessment and reporting

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300/2420xxx-SCAD (school administrative
salaries)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1/3xx2xxx-SCAD (school administrative
benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300/2420xxx-SCAD (school administrative
salaries)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1/3xx2xxx-SCAD ((school administrative
benefits)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$5,726
$5,726
Base

$6,903
$6,903
Base

$4,749
$4,749
Base

$5,726
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Trainings for teachers on AERIES
grading process

$6,903
D) Trainings for teachers on AERIES
grading process

$4,749
D) Training for teachers and staff on
AERIES grading process

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

$17,179
$17,179
Base

$16,106
$16,106
Base

$15,327
$15,327
Base

$17,179
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Conduct focus groups to provide
feedback to teachers/staff and admin

$16,106
E) Conduct focus groups to provide
feedback to teachers/staff and admin

$15,327
E) Conduct focus groups to provide
feedback to teachers/staff and admin

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx1100/1200/1300-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx1100/1200/1300-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

Action 4
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
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Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services
School Climate - Attendance -

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services
School Climate - Attendance -

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services
School Climate - Attendance -



The school office will contact
parents quickly and consistently
about any and all absences and
tardies, strongly encourage
parents to get their child to school
on time and students will be
recognized for consistently
getting to school on time.



The school office will contact
parents quickly and consistently
about any and all absences and
tardies, strongly encourage
parents to get their child to school
on time and students will be
recognized for consistently
getting to school on time.



The school office will contact
parents quickly and consistently
about any and all absences and
tardies, strongly encourage
parents to get their child to school
on time and students will be
recognized for consistently
getting to school on time.



The district will continue to
participate in the West County
Consortium SARB process and
worked with the new coordinator
to align parent letters and
processes. Work with the West
County JPA SARB Coordinator
on process, procedure and follow
through for identified families.



The district will continue to
participate in the West County
Consortium SARB process and
worked with the new coordinator
to align parent letters and
processes. Work with the West
County JPA SARB Coordinator
on the process, procedure and
follow through for identified
families.



The district will continue to
participate in the West County
Consortium SARB process and
worked with the new coordinator
to align parent letters and
processes. Work with the West
County JPA SARB Coordinator
on the process, procedure and
follow through for identified
families.

Budgeted Expenditures
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Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$6,821
$6,821
Base

2018-19
$5,106
$5,106
Base

2019-20
$5,106
$5,106
Base

$6,821
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Staff contact with families and
recognition for good attendance

$5,106
A) Staff contact with families and
recognition for good attendance

$5,106
A) Staff contact with families and
recognition for good attendance

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300/2420xxx-SCAD (school administrative
salaries)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1/3xx2xxx-SCAD (school administrative
benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300/2420xxx-SCAD (school administrative
salaries)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1/3xx2xxx-SCAD (school administrative
benefits)

$2,417
$2,417
Base

$2,313
$2,313
Base

$2,520
$2,520
Base

$2,417
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Participation in the West County
Consortium SARB proces

$2,313
B) Participation in the West County
Consortium SARB process

$2,520
B) Participation in the West County
Consortium SARB process

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300-300SCAD (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1-300SCAD (administrative benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300-300SCAD (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1-300SCAD (administrative benefits)

Action 5
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

OR
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Schools

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services
School Climate:
Administer the California Healthy Kids
Survey to determine more information on
school climate.
 Continue student focus groups 58 to provide input on how they
can work together and with adults
at school to sustain a positive
social/emotional culture the
school
 Continue to work promoting a
sense of community
 Continue to utilize restorative
practices

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services
School Climate:-Administer local Survey
(Every other year) to determine more
information on school climate.
 Continue student focus groups 58 to provide input on how they
can work together and with adults
at school to sustain a positive
social/emotional culture the
school
 Continue to work promoting a
sense of community
 Continue to utilize restorative
practices

Budgeted Expenditures
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services
School Climate: Administer the California
Healthy Kids Survey (Every other year) to
determine more information on school
climate.
 Continue student focus groups 58 to provide input on how they
can work together and with adults
at school to sustain a positive
social/emotional culture the
school
 Continue to work promoting a
sense of community
 Continue to utilize restorative
practices
 Implementation of PBIS strategies
via planning and coordination

Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$565
$565
Base

2018-19
$590
$590
Base

2019-20
$627
$627
Base

$565
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
-Administer the California Healthy
Kids Survey to determine more
information on school climate. Goal
1530

$590
A) Administer the Local Survey to
determine more information on
school climate.

$627
A) Administer the California Healthy
Kids Survey to determine more
information on school climate.

01-0000-0-1530-1000-1100-3000000 (certificated salary; physical
education)
01-0000-0-1530-1000-3xx1-3000000 (certificated salary; physical
benefits)

01-0000-0-1530-1000-1100-3000000 (certificated salary; physical
education)
01-0000-0-1530-1000-3xx1-3000000 (certificated salary; physical
benefits)

Action 6
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XModified

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services
Provide counseling as needed for high risk
families

2018-19 Actions/Services
Provide counseling as needed for high risk
families

2019-20 Actions/Services
Provide counseling as needed for high risk
families

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$36,331
$36,331
Locally Defined

2018-19
$67,843
$67,843
Locally Defined

2019-20
$21,486
$21,486
Locally Defined

$36,331
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Counseling Services RS 0004 Ob
1200,3xx1

$67,843
A) Counseling Services

$21,486
A) Counseling Services

01-0004-0-1110-3110-1200-300COUN (certificated salary;
counselor)
01-0004-0-1110-3110-3xx1-300COUN (certificated benefits;
counselor)

01-0004-0-1110-3110-5830-3000000 (contracted services)

$2,417
$2,417
Base

$2,379
$2,379
Base

$2,653
$2,653
Base

$2,417
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Continue Restorative Justice
Program and provide training to
school personnel

$2,379
B) Continue Restorative Justice
Program and provide training to
school personnel

$2,653
B) Continue Restorative Justice
Program and provide training to
school personnel

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300-300SCAD (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1-300SCAD (administrative benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-2700-1300-300SCAD (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-2700-3xx1-300SCAD (administrative benefits)
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Action 7
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XModified

Action
XUnchanged Action
2017-18 Actions/Services

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services

Offer innovative programming, promoting
climate and to attract families and
students.

Offer innovative programming, promoting
climate and to attract families and
students.

Offer innovative programming, promoting
climate and to attract families and
students.

Provide either sustained or differentiated
professional development on instructional
strategies including RtI, STEM, CCS,
PBL, Daily 5 and technology resources.

Provide either sustained or differentiated
professional development on instructional
strategies including RtI, STEM, CCS,
PBL, Daily 5 and technology resources.

Provide either sustained or differentiated
professional development on instructional
strategies including RtI, CCS, ELD, PBL,
and technology resources.

Continue to provide and maintain
enrollment in innovative programs with
active students and parent engagement
such as the Multiage program,
International Baccalaureate (IB) and
Makers PBL/STEM Program

Continue to provide and maintain
enrollment in innovative programs with
active students and parent engagement

Continue to provide and maintain
enrollment in innovative programs with
active students and parent engagement
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Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$8,590
$8,590
Base

2018-19
$10,354
$10,354
Base

2019-20
$9,853
$9,853
Base

$8,590
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Provide professional develop on
instructional strategies and tech

$10,354
A) Provide professional develop on
instructional strategies and tech

$9,853
A) Provide professional develop on
instructional strategies and tech

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-1100-xxx-xxxx
(certificated salaries)
01-xxxx-0-xxxx-xxxx-3xx1-xxx-xxxx
(certificated benefits)

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

B) Continue professional
development to more thoroughly
implement innovate programs that
include parent participation and
create a sense of community

B) Continue professional
development to more thoroughly
implement innovate programs that
include parent participation and
create a sense of community

Included in line above; Goal 2 Action
7A

Included in line above; Goal 2 Action
7A

$0
$0
$0
0000: Unrestricted
Continue professional development
to more thoroughly implement
innovate programs that include
parent participation and create a
sense of community Included in line
above
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$500
$500
Other

$168
$168
Other

$888
$888
Other

$500
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Continue to offer professional
development in technology districtwide including information to parents
on cyber safety RS 0004 Ob 5840

$168
C) Continue to offer professional
development in technology districtwide including information to parents
on cyber safety

$888
C) Continue to offer professional
development in technology districtwide including information to parents
on cyber safety

01-0004-0-0000-7300-5840-500TECH (contracted services)

01-0004-0-0000-7300-5840-500TECH (contracted services)

$8,310
$8,310
Title I

$8,733
$8,733
Title I

$8,700
$8,700
Title I

$8,310
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
Continue to offer and implement the
International Baccalaureate Program
at Park Side School and provide
information to parents. Object 5300

$8,733
D) Continue to offer and implement
innovative programming and provide
information to parents.

$8,700
D) Continue to offer and implement
innovative programming and provide
information to parents, including
Parent Ed on PBIS

$2,550
$2,550
Title II

$2,550
$2,550
Base

$2,550
$2,550
Base

$2,550
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
Continue to offer and implement
PBL at Brook Haven and provide
information to parents

$2,550
E) Continue to offer and implement
PBL at Brook Haven and provide
information to parents

$2,550
E) Consider offering UDL training for
teachers to increase student
engagement thus improving climate
01-0000-0-1110-2140-5800-3000000 (contracted services)

01-3010-0-1110-1000-5300-1000000 (membership fees)

01-0000-0-1110-2140-5800-3000000 (contracted services)
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01-3010-0-1110-1000-5300-1000000 (membership fees)

Action 8
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services
-Parents will be involved by participating in
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) innovative
encouragement and educational activities
like weekly Walk/Roll days, Walking
School Buses, Spring Frequent Walk/Roll
programs, Family Bicycling Workshops
and School Team meetings.

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services
-Parents will be involved by participating in
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) innovative
encouragement and educational activities
like weekly Walk/Roll days, Walking
School Buses, Spring Frequent Walk/Roll
programs, Family Bicycling Workshops
and School Team meetings.

Budgeted Expenditures
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services
-Parents will be involved by participating in
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) innovative
encouragement and educational activities
like weekly Walk/Roll days, Walking
School Buses, Spring Frequent Walk/Roll
programs, Family Bicycling Workshops
and School Team meetings.

Year
Amount
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$0
$0
$0

2018-19
$0
$0
$0

2019-20
$0
$0
$0

Safe Routes to School No cost to
district

A) Safe Routes to School

A) Safe Routes to School

No cost to district

No cost to district

Action 9
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

XAll

XAll

Schools

Specific Student Groups: Special Education
OR
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services
Facility - The District will maintain optimal
School Climate for learning through
revision and implementation of its
Facilities Master Plan as scheduled (EC

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XModified

Action
XUnchanged Action
2018-19 Actions/Services
Facility-The District will maintain optimal
School Climate for learning through
revision and implementation of its
Facilities Master Plan as scheduled (EC
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services
Facility - The District will maintain optimal
School Climate for learning through
revision and implementation of its
Facilities Master Plan as scheduled (EC

17002(d)), as evidenced by ticket system
support and FIT rating of good or better.

17002(d)), as evidenced by ticket system
support and FIT rating of good or better.

17002(d)), as evidenced by ticket system
support and FIT rating of good or better.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source

2017-18
$0
$0
Base

2018-19
$0
$0

2019-20
$0
$0

$0
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Operating Ticket System
No cost to district for ticket system

$0
A) Ticket System

$0
A) Ticket System

No cost to district for ticket system

No cost to district for ticket system

$45,700
$45,700
Other

Budget
Reference

$45,700
6000-6999: Capital Outlay
Work with Architect on Master Plan
items using Bond funds Object 6220

Amount

$28,397
$28,397
Base

$31,148
$31,148
Other

$31,148
$31,148
Other

$28,397
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Work with Maintenance for FIT,
Ticket, Facility Plan
Resource object 8150 Object 2200

$31,148
B) Work with Maintenance for FIT,
Ticket, Facility Plan

$31,148
B) Work with Maintenance for FIT,
Ticket, Facility Plan

01-8150-0000-8110-2200-500-0000
(classified maintenance salary)
01-8150-0000-8110-3xx2-500-0000
(classified maintenance benefit)

01-8150-0000-8110-2200-500-0000
(classified maintenance salary)
01-8150-0000-8110-3xx2-500-0000
(classified maintenance benefit)

Source
Budget
Reference

Action 10
OR
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Actions/Services
Budgeted Expenditures
Budget
Reference

Action 11
OR
Actions/Services
Budgeted Expenditures
Budget
Reference

Action 12
OR
Actions/Services
Budgeted Expenditures
Budget
Reference
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Goals, Actions, & Services
Strategic Planning Details and Accountability
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.
(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)
X Modified

Goal

Goal 3
Special populations including low-socioeconomic, foster students and English learners will improve in academics, attendance, and
social-emotional health. Offer intervention/after-school academic and attendance supports, as well as on-site counseling.
English Learners will improve English proficiency and success as evidenced by their ELPAC scores and reclassification data.

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities:

X
X
X

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)

Local Priorities:

Identified Need:
Special populations including low-socioeconomic, foster students and English learners need improvement in academics and socialemotional health. Although numbers of Foster youth do not generate CAASPP subgroup populations, this population is in need of
intensive counseling and academic remediation due to poor attendance in previous settings.
Park Side
ELA: - Overall Park Side students overall maintained in ELA and achieved yellow status, 8 points above standard. However, Hispanic
and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups scored orange, while white students were green. This shows an achievement gap.
 Hispanic students (31) scored 22.5 points below standard and declined 10.4 points/State 31.3 points below standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (37) scored 24.4 points below standard, maintained achievement over the
year/State 34.7 points below standard
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ELL – Current EL’s (14 students) in ELA are 64.9 points below standard and declined 25.3 points. Compared to their English only
counterparts who performed 17.1 points above standard although declined 13.1 points. Park Side only had 8 Reclassified ELs tested
so no data for them was shown.
Math - Overall Park Side Math students overall declined 10.8 points in math and achieved yellow status, 7.3 points below standard.
Hispanic and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups scored orange, while white students were green. This shows an achievement
gap.
 Hispanic students (30) scored 33.2 points below standard and declined 21.5 points/State 65.8 points below standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (37) scored 36.9 points below standard, declining 12.1 points over the year/State
67.4 points below standard
ELL – Current EL’s (14 students) are 70.8 points below standard in Math and declined 39.1 points. Compared to their English only
counterparts who performed 1.2 points above standard although declined 15.4 points. Park Side only had 8 Reclassified ELs tested so
no data for them was shown.
Brook Haven
ELA: - Overall Brook Haven students overall increased 5.3 points in ELA and achieved yellow status, although were 21.5 points below
standard. All students achieved in the yellow range: White, Hispanic, ELs and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups.
 White: students (94) scored 1.8 points below standard and maintained/State 27.7 points above standard
 English Learners: students (61) scored 67.8 points below standard and increased 10.2 points/State 47.1 points below
standard
 Hispanic students (92) scored 45.8 points below standard and increased 12.6 points/State 31.3 points below standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (112) scored 44.3 points below standard, increasing by 9.5/State 34.7 points
below standard
ELL – Current EL’s (19 students) are 110.8 points below standard and declined 9.3 points. Compared to their English only
counterparts who performed 4 points below standard and increased 5.3 points. Reclassified ELs (42) tested scoring 48.4 points below
standard and maintaining.
Math - Overall Brook Haven students overall declined 7.4 points in math and achieved orange status, 84.3 points below standard.
Student groups achieving in the orange range: White, Hispanic, ELs groups, while Socioeconomically disadvantaged scored red 106.7
points below standard and declining 7.1 points
 Hispanic students (92) scored 103.3 points below standard while increasing 7.5 points/State 65.8 points below standard
 English Learners (61) scored 121.7 points below standard while increasing 8.5 points/State 69.9 points below standard
 White (93) scored 68.4 points below standard declining 20.6 points/State 1 point below standard
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Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (112) scored 106.7 points below standard, declining 7.1 points over the year/State
67.4 points below standard

ELL – Current EL’s (19 students) are 144.5 points below standard and increased 10.6 points. Compared to their English only
counterparts who performed 71.2 points below standard and declined 13.9 points. Reclassified ELs (42) tested 111.4 points below
standard declining 14.3 points.
ELAC/DELAC meetings provided parents a forum to discuss concerns and ways to improve communication. This is a high need area.
The SWIFT FIA report for both sites showed a need for increased coaching for teachers. Therefore, the district will create a Teacher
on Special Assignment position (TOSA) to coordinate intervention district-wide through the Title I, Title II, Title III, Underperforming
Grant, MTSS and Supplemental programs and funding. This will include working with classroom teachers through on-site coaching to
enhance instruction, implementation of intervention district-wide, and may include direct instruction to students as needed. The focus
of the TOSA work will be on intervention for the achievement of all students including a focus on underrepresented groups and long
term English learners.
The district will continue to work closely with parents of EL learners on how to be more engaged in the school program. They will be
provided information on attendance, immigration assistance, and ESL classes coordinated with Santa Rosa Junior College. The
parents will also be provided an App called Learning Upgrade to assist them in helping their children with beginning reading strategies
and their own English achievement. The ELAC/DELAC group will continue to play a large role in district direction and opportunities for
parent involvement.
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Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
Metrics/Indicators

Priority 4 Pupil
Achievement
Dashboard, student
reports, district/school
level reports,
CELDT/ELPAC testing
results, reclassification
rates

Baseline

ELD position was .35
FTE between the two
sites. This has
increased to .80 for
17/18
AMAO 1 (Making
Annual Progress in
Learning English) target
was 60.5%, district
achieved 62.8% for
Percentage of ELs

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Special populations ELs will realize growth
on assessments as
measured by the
CELDT testing results,
reclassification rates

Special populations ELs will realize growth
on assessments as
measured by the
ELPAC testing results,
reclassification rates

Special populations ELs will realize growth
on assessments as
measured by the
ELPAC testing results,
reclassification rates

Reclassification with
increase by 5% from
baseline

Reclassification with
increase by 5% from
baseline

Reclassification with
increase by 5% from
baseline

CELDT/ELPAC scores
will increase by 2% from

CELDT/ELPAC scores
will increase by 3% from

CELDT/ELPAC scores
will increase by 5% from
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Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

AMAO 2 (Percentage of
ELs Attaining the
English Proficient Level
on the CELDT) target for
less than 5 years target
was 24.2% and district
achieved 28.7%.
AMAO2 for more than 5
years target was 50.9%
and the district achieved
61.4%

baseline. New baseline
will be established by
ELPAC.

baseline. New baseline
will be established by
ELPAC.

baseline. New baseline
will be established by
ELPAC.

Low socioeconomic will
see improvement on the

Low socioeconomic will
see improvement on the

The reclassification rate
was 34.4%
Our English Learner
progress was 58.9%,
declining 10% per the
Dashboard.
The majority of English
Learners are in the
CELDT Intermediate
range (41%) with the
distribution falling in a
bell curve.
The majority of English
Learners are in the
Intermediate range
(41%) with the
distribution falling in a
bell curve.

Low Socioeconomic
students will see

On the fall Dashboard
low socioeconomic
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Metrics/Indicators

improved academic
scores on the
Dashboard

Baseline

2017-18

students were
suspended more (red)
and thus in need of
counseling.

2018-19

2019-20

Dashboard report in the
areas of suspension, (up
from red) and
academics (up from
yellow/orange)

Dashboard academics
(up from orange)

All foster youth currently
receive counseling
services. Many are also
below grade level
academically. Often
times they come without
an IEP and end up
being tested by Special
Education and qualifying
as having a learning
disability.

Foster youth will see
academic growth based
on their personal
assessment reports.

Foster youth will see
academic growth based
on their personal
assessment reports.

Foster youth will receive
regular counseling to
assist with improved
social-emotional health.

Foster youth will receive
regular counseling to
assist with improved
social-emotional health.

Foster youth will see
improvement in
attendance at the middle
school level, as
evidenced by their
AERIES attendance
data

Foster youth will see
improvement in
attendance at the middle
school level, as
evidenced by their
AERIES attendance
data

All cases that have been
referred to SARB have
been from low
socioeconomic.
Interventions have been
provided to middle
grade foster youth in
regards to attendance

Keeping Kids in School
will be used to improve
Chronic Absenteeism for
foster and low
socioeconomic youth.
Through these services
10% will see marked
attendance

Keeping Kids in School
will be used to improve
Chronic Absenteeism for
foster and low
socioeconomic youth.
Through these services
30% will see marked
attendance

They also scored below
their peers in academic
testing (orange/yellow)
Foster Youth, although
not enough to register
independently on the
Dashboard, are coming
to Sebastopol below
grade level and in need
to intense therapy.

Foster youth and low
socioeconomic often
times have challenges
with attendance
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Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

improvement and exit
out of the program

improvement and exit
out of the program

Planned Actions / Services
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.
startcollapse

Action 1
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]
OR

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

XEnglish Learners

XLimited to Unduplicated Student Group(s)

XAll Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XNew

Action
XUnchanged Action
2017-18 Actions/Services
Through the ELD program and support
services, EL students will gain proficiency.
Review ELD program and supplemental
instructional materials for these groups as
well as implement best practices

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action

2018-19 Actions/Services
Through the ELD program and support
services, EL students will gain proficiency.
Review ELD program and supplemental
instructional materials for these groups as
well as implement best practices
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services
Through the intervention programs and
support services through the TOSA, EL
students will gain proficiency. Review ELD
program and supplemental instructional
materials for these groups as well as
implement best practices

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$58,968
$58,968
Supplemental

2018-19
$57,232
$57,232
Supplemental

$58,968
1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel
Salaries
ELD Coordinator - .8 FTE

$57,232
A) ELD Coordinator - .8 FTE

2019-20
$17,244
$17,244
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$17,244
A) TOSA 1 FTE (.2 supplemental)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP (certificated benefits)

$11,080
$11,080
Supplemental

$10,475
$10,475
Supplemental

$11,080
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Instructional Materials for EL
Learners

$10,475
B) Instructional Materials for EL
Learners

$10,475
$10,475
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$10,475
B) Instructional Materials for
integrated and designated ELD
along with increased academic
vocabulary instruction

01-0000-0-1110-1000-4310-500SUPP = $5,000
01-0000-0-1450-1000-4110-500SUPP = $3,000
01-0000-0-1560-1000-4130-500SUPP = $2,475
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01-0000-0-1110-1000-4310-500SUPP = $5,000
01-0000-0-1450-1000-4110-500SUPP = $3,000
01-0000-0-1560-1000-4130-500SUPP = $2,475

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$9,700
$9,700
Supplemental

$4,560
$4,560
Supplemental

$9,700
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Purchase electronic programs for EL
Student - Learning Upgrade 1/2 total
cost Ob 5800 Mgt: SUPP

$4,560
C) Student Program/ App - Learning
Upgrade 1/2 total cost

$4,950
$4,950
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$4,950
C) Student Program/ App - Lexia for
use at home 1/2 total cost

01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP(contracted services)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)

$31,768
$31,768
Supplemental

$24,159
$24,159
Supplemental

$31,768
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Staff time for review of instructional
materials Resource 0000 Object
1100 (Supplemental)

$24,159
D) Staff time for review of
instructional materials

$32,843
$32,843
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$32,843
D) Staff time for review of
instructional materials

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$34,358
$34,358
Supplemental

$24,159
$24,159
Supplemental

$34,358
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Professional development on EL
instructional materials LCFF
Resource 0000 Object 1100
Supplemental

$24,159
E) Professional development on EL
instructional materials
01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)

$17,135
$17,135
Supplemental

$16,106
$16,106
Supplemental

$17,135
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Teachers receive a refresher training
on EL strategies for the classroom
LCFF Resource 0000 Supplemental

$16,106
F) Teachers receive a refresher
training on EL strategies for the
classroom
01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)
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$32,843
$32,843
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$32,843
E) Professional development on
supplemental ELD instructional
materials in the area of academic
vocabulary instruction
01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)
$37,222
$37,222
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$37,222
F) Teachers receive coaching on
instructional strategies for the
classroom for underserved
populations
01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salaries)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$7,993
$7,993
Supplemental

$8,082
$8,082
Supplemental

$7,993
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Assess EL students using the
CELDT and new state program,
analyze data for program placement
and redesignation

$8,082
G) Assess EL students using the
CELDT and new state program,
analyze data for program placement
and redesignation
01-0000-0-1110-1149-500-SUPP
(certificated substitutes salary)
01-0000-0-1110-3**1-500-SUPP
(certificated substitutes benefits)

$7,153
$7,153
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$7,153
G) Vice Principal to assess EL
students using the ELPAC, and
TOSA time to analyze data for
program placement and
redesignation
01-0000-0-1110-1149-500-SUPP
(certificated substitutes salary)
01-0000-0-1110-3**1-500-SUPP
(certificated substitutes benefits)

Action 2
For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]
OR

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

XEnglish Learners

XLimited to Unduplicated Student Group(s)

XAll Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
XUnchanged

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19
XUnchanged

Action
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20
XUnchanged

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Parents and Guardians of EL students will
be provided support and opportunities for
involvement (DELAC meetings, ESL
classes...).

Parents and Guardians of EL students will
be provided support and opportunities for
involvement (DELAC meetings, ESL
classes...).

Parents and Guardians of EL students will
be provided support and opportunities for
involvement (DELAC meetings, ESL
classes...).

Parent Involvement of English Learners:
ELAC/DELAC meetings continue to
receive input best ways to provide
engagement of these families and the
importance of attendance.

Parent Involvement of English Learners:
ELAC/DELAC meetings continue to
receive input best ways to provide
engagement of these families and the
importance of attendance.

Parent Involvement of English Learners:
ELAC/DELAC meetings continue to
receive input best ways to provide
engagement of these families and the
importance of attendance.

Spanish support provided to English
leaner pupils families in the school offices
and for translation and for IEPs and
parent/teacher conferences

Spanish support provided to English
leaner pupils families in the school offices
and for translation and for IEPs and
parent/teacher conferences

Spanish support provided to English
leaner pupils families in the school offices
and for translation and for IEPs and
parent/teacher conferences

Budgeted Expenditures
Year
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

2017-18
$5,916
$5,916
Supplemental

2018-19
$5,683
$5,683
Supplemental

$5,916
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Time for Administration team and
staff for ELAC/DELAC meeting

$5,683
A) Time for Administration team and
staff for ELAC/DELAC meeting

2019-20
$9,359
$9,359
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$9,359
A) Time for Administration team and
staff for ELAC/DELAC meeting

01-0000-0-0000-7150-1300-500SUPP (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-7150-3xx1-500SUPP (administrative benefits)

01-0000-0-0000-7150-1300-500SUPP (administrative salary)
01-0000-0-0000-7150-3xx1-500SUPP (administrative benefits)
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Amount
Budget
Reference

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

Child care for JC ESL classes for
adults paid for by the SRJC

B) Child care for JC ESL classes for
adults
paid for by the SRJC

B) Child care for Parent Ed classes
for adults
paid for by the SRJC

$5,000
$5,000
Supplemental

$4,000
$4,000
Supplemental

$5,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Parent App - Learning Upgrade 1/2
total cost

$4,000
C) Parent App - Learning Upgrade
1/2 total cost

$0
$0
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$0

01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)
Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$4,000
$4,000
Supplemental

$2,000
$2,000
Supplemental

$4,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Bilingual Support staff provides
outreach and services to families
such as translation. Resource 0000
Object 5803 Mgnt: SUPP

$2,000
D) Bilingual Support staff provides
outreach and services to families
such as translation

$2,000
$2,000
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$2,000
D) Bilingual Support staff provides
outreach and services to families
such as translation

01-0000-0-0000-2700-5803-500SUPP (contracted services)

01-0000-0-0000-2700-5803-500SUPP (contracted services)
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Amount
Source

$1,800
$1,800
Supplemental

$1,800
$1,800
Supplemental

Budget
Reference

$1,800
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
ELAC/DELAC supplies

$1,800
E) ELAC/DELAC supplies

$1,800
$1,800
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$1,800
E) ELAC/DELAC supplies

01-0000-0-0000-7200-4350-500SUPP (supplies)

01-0000-0-0000-7200-4350-500SUPP (supplies)

Action 3
[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]
OR

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

XLEA-wide

XAll Schools

XNew

XUnchanged

Actions/Services
Action

Intervention will be offered to low
socioeconomic students, English learners
and Foster youth including both academic
and counseling services
Budgeted Expenditures
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Action

Intervention will be offered to low
socioeconomic students, English learners
and Foster youth including both academic
and counseling services

Amount

$4,914
A) Counseling - West County
Services

$11,818
$11,818
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$11,818
A) Counseling - West County
Services

01-0000-0-1110-3110-5830-300SUPP

01-0000-0-1110-3110-5830-300SUPP

Source

$6,042
$6,042
Supplemental

Budget
Reference

$6,042
B) District Counseling

$0
$0
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$0
B) District Counseling
included in Goal 3 Action 3A

Source
Budget
Reference

Amount

$4,914
$4,914
Supplemental

01-0000-0-1110-3110-1200-300SUPP
01-0000-0-1110-3110-3xx1-300SUPP

Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$25,000
$25,000
Supplemental
$25,000
C) Boys and Girls Club After School
program at the Middle School level
M-Th

$25,000
$25,000
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$25,000
C)\ Boys and Girls Club After School
program at the Middle School level
M-Th

01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-5800-500SUPP (contracted services)
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Amount
Source
Budget
Reference

$17,243
$17,243
Supplemental
$17,243
Academic Intervention at the Middle
School in ELA and Math

$16,535
$16,535
LCFF Supplemental and
Concentration
$16,535
Academic Intervention at the Middle
School in ELA and Math

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)

01-0000-0-1110-1000-1100-500SUPP (certificated salary)
01-0000-0-1110-1000-3xx1-500SUPP(certificated benefits)

Action 4
Specific Student Groups: Special Ed
OR
[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Location(s) selection here]

Actions/Services
Budgeted Expenditures

Action 5
Specific Student Groups: Special Education
OR
[Add Students to be Served selection here]

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

Actions/Services
Budgeted Expenditures
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[Add Location(s) selection here]

Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Pupils
LCAP Year: 2019-20
Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds

Percentage to Increase or Improve Services

$425,230

11.41%

Describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage identified above, either
qualitatively or quantitatively, as compared to services provided for all students in the LCAP year.
Identify each action/service being funded and provided on a schoolwide or LEA-wide basis. Include the required descriptions
supporting each schoolwide or LEA-wide use of funds (see instructions).
The district will continue to support current programs as the increase was minimal at 11.41% for fiscal year 2019-20.
Special populations including low-socioeconomic, foster students and English learners need improvement in academics and socialemotional health. Although numbers of Foster youth do not generate CAASPP subgroup populations, this population is in need of
intensive counseling and academic remediation due to poor attendance in previous settings.
Low socioeconomic students do not have access to support at home, either via adults or technology. They also often times experience
poor attendance and the need for counseling interventions. On the fall Dashboard, low socioeconomic students were suspended more
(red) and thus in need of counseling. They also scored below their peers in academic testing (orange/yellow)
All foster youth currently receive counseling services. Many are also below grade level academically. Often times they come without
an IEP and end up being tested by Special Education and qualifying as having a learning disability.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Data Analysis
Park Side
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ELA: - Overall Park Side students overall maintained in ELA and achieved yellow status, 8 points above standard. However, Hispanic
and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups scored orange, while white students were green. This shows an achievement gap.
 Hispanic students (31) scored 22.5 points below standard and declined 10.4 points/State 31.3 points below standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (37) scored 24.4 points below standard, maintained achievement over the
year/State 34.7 points below standard
ELL – Current EL’s (14 students) in ELA are 64.9 points below standard and declined 25.3 points. Compared to their English only
counterparts who performed 17.1 points above standard although declined 13.1 points. Park Side only had 8 Reclassified ELs tested
so no data for them was shown.
Math - Overall Park Side Math students overall declined 10.8 points in math and achieved yellow status, 7.3 points below standard.
Hispanic and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups scored orange, while white students were green. This shows an achievement
gap.
 Hispanic students (30) scored 33.2 points below standard and declined 21.5 points/State 65.8 points below standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (37) scored 36.9 points below standard, declining 12.1 points over the year/State
67.4 points below standard
ELL – Current EL’s (14 students) are 70.8 points below standard in Math and declined 39.1 points. Compared to their English only
counterparts who performed 1.2 points above standard although declined 15.4 points. Park Side only had 8 Reclassified ELs tested so
no data for them was shown.
Brook Haven
ELA: - Overall Brook Haven students overall increased 5.3 points in ELA and achieved yellow status, although were 21.5 points below
standard. All students achieved in the yellow range: White, Hispanic, ELs and Socioeconomically disadvantaged groups.
 White: students (94) scored 1.8 points below standard and maintained/State 27.7 points above standard
 English Learners: students (61) scored 67.8 points below standard and increased 10.2 points/State 47.1 points below
standard
 Hispanic students (92) scored 45.8 points below standard and increased 12.6 points/State 31.3 points below standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (112) scored 44.3 points below standard, increasing by 9.5/State 34.7 points
below standard
ELL – Current EL’s (19 students) are 110.8 points below standard and declined 9.3 points. Compared to their English only
counterparts who performed 4 points below standard and increased 5.3 points. Reclassified ELs (42) tested scoring 48.4 points below
standard and maintaining.
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Math - Overall Brook Haven students overall declined 7.4 points in math and achieved orange status, 84.3 points below standard.
Student groups achieving in the orange range: White, Hispanic, ELs groups, while Socioeconomically disadvantaged scored red 106.7
points below standard and declining 7.1 points
 Hispanic students (92) scored 103.3 points below standard while increasing 7.5 points/State 65.8 points below standard
 English Learners (61) scored 121.7 points below standard while increasing 8.5 points/State 69.9 points below standard
 White (93) scored 68.4 points below standard declining 20.6 points/State 1 point below standard
 Socioeconomically disadvantaged students (112) scored 106.7 points below standard, declining 7.1 points over the year/State
67.4 points below standard
ELL – Current EL’s (19 students) are 144.5 points below standard and increased 10.6 points. Compared to their English only
counterparts who performed 71.2 points below standard and declined 13.9 points. Reclassified ELs (42) tested 111.4 points below
standard declining 14.3 points.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Last year the district has adopted new instructional materials in Math grades K-8 and ELA/ELD for grades K-5. Through Professional
Development, the district expected to see improvement in EL achievement. The new ELA/ELD materials provide the EL students with
previews of the lesson and scaffolding which has shown minimal increased success in the classroom.
EL learners are low in the reclassification rate and CELDT achievement (Red). Almost all of our EL subgroup is also a parent of the
Hispanic subgroup and analysis of the data shows that addressing these issues with our EL students will have positive results in
academic indicators and reclassification rates.
ELAC/DELAC meetings provided parents a forum to discuss concerns and ways to improve communication. This is a high need area.
Based on the MTSS SUMS FIA the data showed more teacher coaching is a need. The district will create a TOSA position to
coordinate intervention district-wide through Title I, Title II, Title III, Underperforming Grant, MTSS, and supplemental programs and
funding. This will include working with classroom teachers through on-site coaching to enhance instruction, implementation of
intervention district-wide, and may include direct instruction to students as needed. The focus of the TOSA work will be on intervention
for the achievement of all students including a focus on underrepresented groups and long term English learners.
The district will continue to work closely with parents of EL learners on how to be more engaged in the school program. They will be
provided information on attendance, immigration assistance, and ESL classes coordinated with Santa Rosa Junior College. The
ELAC/DLAC will continue to play a large role in district direction and opportunities for parent involvement.
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The total past increase in funding for low income (SED), foster youth and English learner pupils $386,309. There is no additional
funding this year. These funds provided specific and targeted services to address the specific needs of these subgroups that are
beyond the funding for the base program for all students. SED youth, in particular, will benefit from teachers being trained in Response
to Intervention (RtI), engaging instructional strategies, parent inservice on how to understand their role in the school system and
parent/ child classes on how to read with a child and school readiness activities.
For foster youth in particular, the teachers, administration and school counselor will work with the SCOE foster Youth Coordinator
(based on their research-based expertise) and/or foster parents to differentiate instruction using RtI and provide access to additional
technology resources to individualize services. R-FEP students will benefit from the strategies implemented for EL students and in
addition, will be monitored as a subgroup and individually to ensure that students are continuing to make progress in core classes.
Students will receive additional support through RtI as needed. Use of these funds will be specific to the subgroup (not school wide or
district-wide).
The District's Unduplicated Percentage is 54.58%, below the 55% threshold and will receive only Supplemental Grant funding, and not
receive any Concentration Grant funding. Due to a projected LCFF Target Gap Funding percentage, the district is projecting an
increase in the amount of funds it will receive via the Supplemental Grant above last year’s levels. The continuing services provided
from the previous year will include: maintaining the additional staff support EL students and the ELD Rotation classes, counseling and
psychologist time. The Bilingual Para-Professional positions will continue to focus specifically on the targeted students and provide
assistance to English learner students as well as low income. In addition to the Bilingual Paraprofessional support, an additional
allocation for the EL teacher to monitor the EL data and assessments to ensure the growth of our EL students and reclassification of
eligible students. Assistance in ELA and Math will be the primary focus of the additional support to the students. The Research-based
programs Lexia reading and iXL for math will be used for our designated subgroups utilizing the Supplemental LCAP funding.

------------LCAP Year: 2018-19
Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds

Percentage to Increase or Improve Services

$386,309

10.44%
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Describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage identified above, either
qualitatively or quantitatively, as compared to services provided for all students in the LCAP year.
Identify each action/service being funded and provided on a schoolwide or LEA-wide basis. Include the required descriptions
supporting each schoolwide or LEA-wide use of funds (see instructions).
The district will continue to support current programs as the increase was minimal at 10.44% for fiscal year 2018/19.
Special populations including low-socioeconomic, foster students and English learners need improvement in academics and socialemotional health. Although numbers of Foster youth do not generate CAASPP subgroup populations, this population is in need of
intensive counseling and academic remediation due to poor attendance in previous settings.
Low socioeconomic students do not have access to support at home, either via adults or technology. They also often times experience
poor attendance and the need for counseling interventions. On the fall Dashboard, low socioeconomic students were suspended more
(red) and thus in need of counseling. They also scored below their peers in academic testing (orange/yellow)
All foster youth currently receive counseling services. Many are also below grade level academically. Often times they come without
an IEP and end up being tested by Special Education and qualifying as having a learning disability.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
In 18-19 the district has adopted new instructional materials in Math grades K-8 and ELA/ELD for grades K-5. Through Professional
Development, the district expected to see improvement in EL achievement. The new ELA/ELD materials provide the EL students with
previews of the lesson and scaffolding which has shown minimal increased success in the classroom.
EL learners are low in the reclassification rate and CELDT achievement (Red). Almost all of our EL subgroup is also a parent of the
Hispanic subgroup and analysis of the data shows that addressing these issues with our EL students will have positive results in
academic indicators and reclassification rates.
ELAC/DELAC meetings provided parents a forum to discuss concerns and ways to improve communication. This is a high need area.
The district will continue to work closely with parents of EL learners on how to be more engaged in the school program. They will be
provided information on attendance, immigration assistance, and ESL classes coordinated with Santa Rosa Junior College. The
ELAC/DLAC will continue to play a large role in district direction and opportunities for parent involvement.
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The total past increase in funding for low income (SED), foster youth and English learner pupils $386,309. There is no additional
funding this year. These funds provided specific and targeted services to address the specific needs of these subgroups that are
beyond the funding for the base program for all students. SED youth, in particular, will benefit from teachers being trained in Response
to Intervention (RtI), engaging instructional strategies, parent inservice on how to understand their role in the school system and
parent/ child classes on how to read with a child and school readiness activities.
For foster youth in particular, the teachers, administration and school counselor will work with the SCOE foster Youth Coordinator
(based on their research-based expertise) and/or foster parents to differentiate instruction using RtI and provide access to additional
technology resources to individualize services. R-FEP students will benefit from the strategies implemented for EL students and in
addition, will be monitored as a subgroup and individually to ensure that students are continuing to make progress in core classes.
Students will receive additional support through RtI as needed. Use of these funds will be specific to the subgroup (not school wide or
district-wide).
The District's Unduplicated Percentage is 54.58%, below the 55% threshold and will receive only Supplemental Grant funding, and not
receive any Concentration Grant funding. Due to a projected LCFF Target Gap Funding percentage, the district is projecting an
increase in the amount of funds it will receive via the Supplemental Grant above last year’s levels. The continuing services provided
from the previous year will include: maintaining the additional staff support EL students and the ELD Rotation classes, counseling and
psychologist time. The Bilingual Para-Professional positions will continue to focus specifically on the targeted students and provide
assistance to English learner students as well as low income. In addition to the Bilingual Paraprofessional support, an additional
allocation for the EL teacher to monitor the EL data and assessments to ensure the growth of our EL students and reclassification of
eligible students. Assistance in ELA and Math will be the primary focus of the additional support to the students. The Research-based
programs Lexia reading and iXL for math will be used for our designated subgroups utilizing the Supplemental LCAP funding.

------------LCAP Year: 2017-18
Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds

Percentage to Increase or Improve Services

$347,950

8.97%
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Describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage identified above, either
qualitatively or quantitatively, as compared to services provided for all students in the LCAP year.
Identify each action/service being funded and provided on a schoolwide or LEA-wide basis. Include the required descriptions
supporting each schoolwide or LEA-wide use of funds (see instructions).
The total past increase in funding for low income (SED), foster youth and English learner pupils was $347,950. These funds provided
specific and targeted services to address the needs of subgroups that are beyond the funding for the base program for all students.
SED youth, in particular, will benefit from teachers being trained in Response to Intervention (RtI), engaging instructional strategies,
parent inservice on how to understand their role in the school system and parent/ child classes on how to read with a child and school
readiness activities.
EL youth, in particular, will benefit from having integrated ELD (K-5) and designated ELD (6-8) by implementing, monitoring and
support of the Title III Plan. Teachers will have more training through the TOSA. This position will coordinate intervention district-wide
through the Title I, Title II, Title III, Underperforming Grant, MTSS and supplemental programs and funding. This will include working
with classroom teachers through on-site coaching to enhance instruction, implementation of intervention district-wide, and may include
direct instruction to students as needed. The focus of the TOSA work will be on intervention for the achievement of all students
including a focus on underrepresented groups and long term English learners. Supplemental instructional materials will be purchased.
For foster youth, in particular, the teachers, administration and school counselor will work with the SCOE foster Youth Coordinator
(based on their research-based expertise) and/or foster parents to differentiate instruction using RtI and provide access to additional
technology resources to individualize services. R-FEP students will benefit from the strategies implemented for EL students and in
addition will be monitored as a subgroup and individually to ensure that students are continuing to make progress in core classes.
Students will receive additional support through RtI as needed. Use of these funds will be specific to the subgroup (not school wide or
district wide).
The District's Unduplicated Percentage is 47.98%, below the 55% threshold and will receive only Supplemental Grant funding, and not
receive any Concentration Grant funding. Due to a projected LCFF Target Gap Funding percentage, the district is projecting an
increase in the amount of funds it will receive via the Supplemental Grant above last year’s levels. The continuing services provided
from the previous year will include: coordination of the TOSA services and program as well as counseling and psychologist time. The
Bilingual Para-Professional positions will continue to focus specifically on the targeted students and provide assistance to English
learner students as well as low income. In addition to the Bilingual Paraprofessional support, an additional allocation for the TOSA and
Vice Principal to monitor the EL data and assessments to ensure the growth of our EL students and reclassification of eligible
students. Assistance in ELA and Math will be the primary focus of the additional support to the students. The Research-based
programs Lexia reading and iXL for math will be used for our designated subgroups utilizing the Supplemental LCAP funding.
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Addendum
The Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) and Annual Update Template documents and
communicates local educational agencies’ (LEAs) actions and expenditures to support student
outcomes and overall performance. The LCAP is a three-year plan, which is reviewed and updated
annually, as required. Charter schools may complete the LCAP to align with the term of the charter
school’s budget, typically one year, which is submitted to the school’s authorizer. The LCAP and
Annual Update Template must be completed by all LEAs each year.
For school districts, the LCAP must describe, for the school district and each school within the district,
goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and each student group identified by
the Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) (ethnic, socioeconomically disadvantaged, English
learners, foster youth, pupils with disabilities, and homeless youth), for each of the state priorities and
any locally identified priorities.
For county offices of education, the LCAP must describe, for each county office of educationoperated school and program, goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and
each LCFF student group funded through the county office of education (students attending juvenile
court schools, on probation or parole, or expelled under certain conditions) for each of the state
priorities and any locally identified priorities. School districts and county offices of education may
additionally coordinate and describe in their LCAPs services funded by a school district that are
provided to students attending county-operated schools and programs, including special education
programs.
If a county superintendent of schools has jurisdiction over a single school district, the county board of
education and the governing board of the school district may adopt and file for review and approval a
single LCAP consistent with the requirements in Education Code (EC) sections 52060, 52062, 52066,
52068, and 52070. The LCAP must clearly articulate to which entity’s budget (school district or county
superintendent of schools) all budgeted and actual expenditures are aligned.
Charter schools must describe goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and
each LCFF subgroup of students including students with disabilities and homeless youth, for each of
the state priorities that apply for the grade levels served or the nature of the program operated by the
charter school, and any locally identified priorities. For charter schools, the inclusion and description
of goals for state priorities in the LCAP may be modified to meet the grade levels served and the
nature of the programs provided, including modifications to reflect only the statutory requirements
explicitly applicable to charter schools in the EC. Changes in LCAP goals and actions/services for
charter schools that result from the annual update process do not necessarily constitute a material
revision to the school’s charter petition.
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For questions related to specific sections of the template, please see instructions below:

Instructions: Linked Table of Contents
Plan Summary
Annual Update
Stakeholder Engagement
Goals, Actions, and Services
Planned Actions/Services
Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students
For additional questions or technical assistance related to completion of the LCAP template, please
contact the local county office of education, or the CDE’s Local Agency Systems Support Office at:
916-319-0809 or by email at: lcff@cde.ca.gov.

Plan Summary
The LCAP is intended to reflect an LEA’s annual goals, actions, services and expenditures within a
fixed three-year planning cycle. LEAs must include a plan summary for the LCAP each year.
When developing the LCAP, enter the appropriate LCAP year, and address the prompts provided in
these sections. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3, enter the appropriate LCAP year and
replace the previous summary information with information relevant to the current year LCAP.
In this section, briefly address the prompts provided. These prompts are not limits. LEAs may include
information regarding local program(s), community demographics, and the overall vision of the LEA.
LEAs may also attach documents (e.g., the California School Dashboard data reports) if desired
and/or include charts illustrating goals, planned outcomes, actual outcomes, or related planned and
actual expenditures.
An LEA may use an alternative format for the plan summary as long as it includes the information
specified in each prompt and the budget summary table.
The reference to California School Dashboard means the California School Dashboard adopted by
the State Board of Education under EC Section 52064.5.

Comprehensive Support and Improvement
An LEA with a school or schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement (CSI)
under the Every Student Succeeds Act must respond to the following prompts:


Schools Identified: Identify the schools within the LEA that have been identified for CSI.



Support for Identified Schools: Describe how the LEA supported the identified schools in
developing CSI plans that included a school-level needs assessment, evidence-based
interventions, and the identification of any resource inequities to be addressed through the
implementation of the CSI plan.



Monitoring and Evaluating Effectiveness: Describe how the LEA will monitor and evaluate
the implementation and effectiveness of the CSI plan to support student and school
improvement.
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Annual Update
The planned goals, expected outcomes, actions/services, and budgeted expenditures must be copied
verbatim from the previous year’s* approved LCAP; in addition, list the state and/or local priorities
addressed by the planned goals. Minor typographical errors may be corrected.
* For example, for LCAP year 2017/18 of the 2017/18 – 2019/20 LCAP, review the goals in the
2016/17 LCAP. Moving forward, review the goals from the most recent LCAP year. For example,
LCAP year 2020/21 will review goals from the 2019/20 LCAP year, which is the last year of the
2017/18 – 2019/20 LCAP.

Annual Measurable Outcomes
For each goal in the prior year, identify and review the actual measurable outcomes as
compared to the expected annual measurable outcomes identified in the prior year for the
goal.

Actions/Services
Identify the planned Actions/Services and the budgeted expenditures to implement these
actions toward achieving the described goal. Identify the actual actions/services implemented
to meet the described goal and the estimated actual annual expenditures to implement the
actions/services. As applicable, identify any changes to the students or student groups served,
or to the planned location of the actions/services provided.

Analysis
Using actual annual measurable outcome data, including data from the California School
Dashboard, analyze whether the planned actions/services were effective in achieving the goal.
Respond to the prompts as instructed.


Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated
goal. Include a discussion of relevant challenges and successes experienced with the
implementation process.



Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal
as measured by the LEA.



Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual
Expenditures. Minor variances in expenditures or a dollar-for-dollar accounting is not
required.



Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and
services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and analysis of the data provided
in the California School Dashboard, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be
found in the LCAP.

Stakeholder Engagement
Meaningful engagement of parents, students, and other stakeholders, including those representing
the student groups identified by LCFF, is critical to the development of the LCAP and the budget
process. EC identifies the minimum consultation requirements for school districts and county offices
of education as consulting with teachers, principals, administrators, other school personnel, local
bargaining units of the school district, parents, and pupils in developing the LCAP. EC requires
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charter schools to consult with teachers, principals, administrators, other school personnel, parents,
and pupils in developing the LCAP. In addition, EC Section 48985 specifies the requirements for the
translation of notices, reports, statements, or records sent to a parent or guardian.
The LCAP should be shared with, and LEAs should request input from, school site-level advisory
groups, as applicable (e.g., school site councils, English Learner Advisory Councils, student advisory
groups, etc.), to facilitate alignment between school-site and district-level goals and actions. An LEA
may incorporate or reference actions described in other plans that are being undertaken to meet
specific goals.
Instructions: The stakeholder engagement process is an ongoing, annual process. The
requirements for this section are the same for each year of a three-year LCAP. When developing
the LCAP, enter the appropriate LCAP year, and describe the stakeholder engagement process
used to develop the LCAP and Annual Update. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3,
enter the appropriate LCAP year and replace the previous stakeholder narrative(s) and describe
the stakeholder engagement process used to develop the current year LCAP and Annual
Update.
School districts and county offices of education: Describe the process used to consult
with the Parent Advisory Committee, the English Learner Parent Advisory Committee,
parents, students, school personnel, the LEA’s local bargaining units, and the community
to inform the development of the LCAP and the annual review and analysis for the
indicated LCAP year.
Charter schools: Describe the process used to consult with teachers, principals,
administrators, other school personnel, parents, and students to inform the development of
the LCAP and the annual review and analysis for the indicated LCAP year.
Describe how the consultation process impacted the development of the LCAP and annual
update for the indicated LCAP year, including the goals, actions, services, and expenditures.

Goals, Actions, and Services
LEAs must include a description of the annual goals, for all students and each LCFF identified group
of students, to be achieved for each state priority as applicable to type of LEA. An LEA may also
include additional local priorities. This section shall also include a description of the specific planned
actions an LEA will take to meet the identified goals, and a description of the expenditures required to
implement the specific actions.
School districts and county offices of education: The LCAP is a three-year plan, which is
reviewed and updated annually, as required.
Charter schools: The number of years addressed in the LCAP may align with the term of the
charter schools budget, typically one year, which is submitted to the school’s authorizer. If year
2 and/or year 3 is not applicable, charter schools must specify as such.
New, Modified, Unchanged
As part of the LCAP development process, which includes the annual update and stakeholder
engagement, indicate if the goal, identified need, related state and/or local priorities, and/or
expected annual measurable outcomes for the current LCAP year or future LCAP years are
modified or unchanged from the previous year’s LCAP; or, specify if the goal is new.
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Goal
State the goal. LEAs may number the goals using the “Goal #” box for ease of reference. A
goal is a broad statement that describes the desired result to which all actions/services are
directed. A goal answers the question: What is the LEA seeking to achieve?
Related State and/or Local Priorities
List the state and/or local priorities addressed by the goal. The LCAP must include goals that
address each of the state priorities, as applicable to the type of LEA, and any additional local
priorities; however, one goal may address multiple priorities. (Link to State Priorities)
Identified Need
Describe the needs that led to establishing the goal. The identified needs may be based on
quantitative or qualitative information, including, but not limited to, results of the annual update
process or performance data from the California School Dashboard, as applicable.
Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
For each LCAP year, identify the metric(s) or indicator(s) that the LEA will use to track
progress toward the expected outcomes. LEAs may identify metrics for specific student
groups. Include in the baseline column the most recent data associated with this metric or
indicator available at the time of adoption of the LCAP for the first year of the three-year plan.
The most recent data associated with a metric or indicator includes data as reported in the
annual update of the LCAP year immediately preceding the three-year plan, as applicable. The
baseline data shall remain unchanged throughout the three-year LCAP. In the subsequent
year columns, identify the progress to be made in each year of the three-year cycle of the
LCAP. Consider how expected outcomes in any given year are related to the expected
outcomes for subsequent years.
The metrics may be quantitative or qualitative, but at minimum an LEA must use the applicable
required metrics for the related state priorities, in each LCAP year as applicable to the type of
LEA. For the student engagement priority metrics, as applicable, LEAs must calculate the
rates as described in the LCAP Template Appendix, sections (a) through (d).

Planned Actions/Services
For each action/service, the LEA must complete either the section “For Actions/Services not
included as contributing to meeting Increased or Improved Services Requirement” or the
section “For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved
Services Requirement.” The LEA shall not complete both sections for a single action.
For Actions/Services Not Contributing to Meeting the Increased or Improved Services
Requirement
Students to be Served
The “Students to be Served” box is to be completed for all actions/services except for those
which are included by the LEA as contributing to meeting the requirement to increase or
improve services for unduplicated students. Indicate in this box which students will benefit from
the actions/services by entering “All”, “Students with Disabilities”, or “Specific Student
Group(s)”. If “Specific Student Group(s)” is entered, identify the specific student group(s) as
appropriate.
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Location(s)
Identify the location where the action/services will be provided. If the services are provided to
all schools within the LEA, the LEA must identify “All Schools”. If the services are provided to
specific schools within the LEA or specific grade spans only, the LEA must enter “Specific
Schools” or “Specific Grade Spans”. Identify the individual school or a subset of schools or
grade spans (e.g., all high schools or grades K-5), as appropriate.
Charter schools operating more than one site, authorized within the same charter
petition, may choose to distinguish between sites by entering “Specific Schools” and
identifying the site(s) where the actions/services will be provided. For charter schools
operating only one site, “All Schools” and “Specific Schools” may be synonymous and,
therefore, either would be appropriate. Charter schools may use either term provided they
are used in a consistent manner through the LCAP.
For Actions/Services Contributing to Meeting the Increased or Improved Services
Requirement:
Students to be Served
For any action/service contributing to the LEA’s overall demonstration that it has increased or
improved services for unduplicated students above what is provided to all students (see
Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students section, below),
the LEA must identify the unduplicated student group(s) being served.
Scope of Service
For each action/service contributing to meeting the increased or improved services
requirement, identify the scope of service by indicating “LEA-wide”, “Schoolwide”, or “Limited
to Unduplicated Student Group(s)”. The LEA must identify one of the following three options:
 If the action/service is being funded and provided to upgrade the entire educational
program of the LEA, enter "LEA-wide."
 If the action/service is being funded and provided to upgrade the entire educational
program of a particular school or schools, enter “schoolwide”.
 If the action/service being funded and provided is limited to the unduplicated students
identified in “Students to be Served”, enter “Limited to Unduplicated Student Group(s)”.
For charter schools and single-school school districts, “LEA-wide” and “Schoolwide”
may be synonymous and, therefore, either would be appropriate. For charter schools
operating multiple schools (determined by a unique CDS code) under a single charter, use
“LEA-wide” to refer to all schools under the charter and use “Schoolwide” to refer to a
single school authorized within the same charter petition. Charter schools operating a
single school may use “LEA-wide” or “Schoolwide” provided these terms are used in a
consistent manner through the LCAP.
Location(s)
Identify the location where the action/services will be provided. If the services are provided to
all schools within the LEA, the LEA must indicate “All Schools”. If the services are provided to
specific schools within the LEA or specific grade spans only, the LEA must enter “Specific
Schools” or “Specific Grade Spans”. Identify the individual school or a subset of schools or
grade spans (e.g., all high schools or grades K-5), as appropriate.
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Charter schools operating more than one site, authorized within the same charter
petition, may choose to distinguish between sites by entering “Specific Schools” and
identify the site(s) where the actions/services will be provided. For charter schools
operating only one site, “All Schools” and “Specific Schools” may be synonymous and,
therefore, either would be appropriate. Charter schools may use either term provided they
are used in a consistent manner through the LCAP.
Actions/Services
For each LCAP year, identify the actions to be performed and services provided to meet the
described goal. Actions and services that are implemented to achieve the identified goal may
be grouped together. LEAs may number the action/service using the “Action #” box for ease of
reference.

New/Modified/Unchanged:



Enter “New Action” if the action/service is being added in any of the three years of
the LCAP to meet the articulated goal.



Enter “Modified Action” if the action/service was included to meet an articulated goal
and has been changed or modified in any way from the prior year description.



Enter “Unchanged Action” if the action/service was included to meet an articulated
goal and has not been changed or modified in any way from the prior year
description.
o If a planned action/service is anticipated to remain unchanged for the
duration of the plan, an LEA may enter “Unchanged Action” and leave the
subsequent year columns blank rather than having to copy/paste the
action/service into the subsequent year columns. Budgeted expenditures
may be treated in the same way as applicable.

Note: The goal from the prior year may or may not be included in the current three-year
LCAP. For example, when developing year 1 of the LCAP, the goals articulated in year 3
of the preceding three-year LCAP will be from the prior year.
Charter schools may complete the LCAP to align with the term of the charter school’s budget
that is submitted to the school’s authorizer. Accordingly, a charter school submitting a one-year
budget to its authorizer may choose not to complete the year 2 and year 3 portions of the
“Goals, Actions, and Services” section of the template. If year 2 and/or year 3 is not
applicable, charter schools must specify as such.
Budgeted Expenditures
For each action/service, list and describe budgeted expenditures for each school year to
implement these actions, including where those expenditures can be found in the LEA’s
budget. The LEA must reference all fund sources for each proposed expenditure. Expenditures
must be classified using the California School Accounting Manual as required by EC sections
52061, 52067, and 47606.5.
Expenditures that are included more than once in an LCAP must be indicated as a duplicated
expenditure and include a reference to the goal and action/service where the expenditure first
appears in the LCAP.
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If a county superintendent of schools has jurisdiction over a single school district, and chooses
to complete a single LCAP, the LCAP must clearly articulate to which entity’s budget (school
district or county superintendent of schools) all budgeted expenditures are aligned.

Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for
Unduplicated Students
This section must be completed for each LCAP year. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3,
copy the “Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students” table and
enter the appropriate LCAP year. Using the copy of the section, complete the section as required for
the current year LCAP. Retain all prior year sections for each of the three years within the LCAP.
Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds
Identify the amount of funds in the LCAP year calculated on the basis of the number and
concentration of low income, foster youth, and English learner students as determined
pursuant to California Code of Regulations, Title 5 (5 CCR) Section 15496(a)(5).
Percentage to Increase or Improve Services
Identify the percentage by which services for unduplicated pupils must be increased or
improved as compared to the services provided to all students in the LCAP year as calculated
pursuant to 5 CCR Section 15496(a)(7).
Consistent with the requirements of 5 CCR Section 15496, describe how services provided for
unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage calculated as compared to
services provided for all students in the LCAP year. To improve services means to grow services in
quality and to increase services means to grow services in quantity. This description must address
how the action(s)/service(s) limited for one or more unduplicated student group(s), and any
schoolwide or districtwide action(s)/service(s) supported by the appropriate description, taken
together, result in the required proportional increase or improvement in services for unduplicated
pupils.
If the overall increased or improved services include any actions/services being funded and provided
on a schoolwide or districtwide basis, identify each action/service and include the required
descriptions supporting each action/service as follows.
For those services being provided on an LEA-wide basis:


For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of 55% or more, and for charter
schools and county offices of education: Describe how these services are principally directed
to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities.



For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of less than 55%: Describe how these
services are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in
the state and any local priorities. Also describe how the services are the most effective use of
the funds to meet these goals for its unduplicated pupils. Provide the basis for this
determination, including any alternatives considered, supporting research, experience or
educational theory.
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For school districts only, identify in the description those services being funded and provided on a
schoolwide basis, and include the required description supporting the use of the funds on a
schoolwide basis:


For schools with 40% or more enrollment of unduplicated pupils: Describe how these services
are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for its unduplicated pupils in the
state and any local priorities.



For school districts expending funds on a schoolwide basis at a school with less than 40%
enrollment of unduplicated pupils: Describe how these services are principally directed to and
how the services are the most effective use of the funds to meet its goals for English
learners, low income students and foster youth, in the state and any local priorities.
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State Priorities
Priority 1: Basic Services addresses the degree to which:
A. Teachers in the LEA are appropriately assigned and fully credentialed in the subject area and for the
pupils they are teaching;
B. Pupils in the school district have sufficient access to the standards-aligned instructional materials; and
C. School facilities are maintained in good repair.
Priority 2: Implementation of State Standards addresses:
A. The implementation of state board adopted academic content and performance standards for all
students, which are:
a. English Language Arts – Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts
b. Mathematics – CCSS for Mathematics
c. English Language Development (ELD)
d. Career Technical Education
e. Health Education Content Standards
f. History-Social Science
g. Model School Library Standards
h. Physical Education Model Content Standards
i. Next Generation Science Standards
j. Visual and Performing Arts
k. World Language; and
B. How the programs and services will enable English learners to access the CCSS and the ELD
standards for purposes of gaining academic content knowledge and English language proficiency.
Priority 3: Parental Involvement addresses:
A. The efforts the school district makes to seek parent input in making decisions for the school district and
each individual school site;
B. How the school district will promote parental participation in programs for unduplicated pupils; and
C. How the school district will promote parental participation in programs for individuals with exceptional
needs.
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. Statewide assessments;
B. The Academic Performance Index;
C. The percentage of pupils who have successfully completed courses that satisfy University of California
(UC) or California State University (CSU) entrance requirements, or programs of study that align with
state board approved career technical educational standards and framework;
D. The percentage of English learner pupils who make progress toward English proficiency as measured
by the California English Language Development Test (CELDT);
E. The English learner reclassification rate;
F. The percentage of pupils who have passed an advanced placement examination with a score of 3 or
higher; and
G. The percentage of pupils who participate in, and demonstrate college preparedness pursuant to, the
Early Assessment Program, or any subsequent assessment of college preparedness.
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. School attendance rates;
B. Chronic absenteeism rates;
C. Middle school dropout rates;
D. High school dropout rates; and
E. High school graduation rates;
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Priority 6: School Climate as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. Pupil suspension rates;
B. Pupil expulsion rates; and
C. Other local measures, including surveys of pupils, parents, and teachers on the sense of safety and
school connectedness.
Priority 7: Course Access addresses the extent to which pupils have access to and are enrolled in:
A. S broad course of study including courses described under EC sections 51210 and 51220(a)-(i), as
applicable;
B. Programs and services developed and provided to unduplicated pupils; and
C. Programs and services developed and provided to individuals with exceptional needs.
Priority 8: Pupil Outcomes addresses pupil outcomes, if available, for courses described under EC sections
51210 and 51220(a)-(i), as applicable.
Priority 9: Coordination of Instruction of Expelled Pupils (COE Only) addresses how the county
superintendent of schools will coordinate instruction of expelled pupils.
Priority 10. Coordination of Services for Foster Youth (COE Only) addresses how the county
superintendent of schools will coordinate services for foster children, including:
A. Working with the county child welfare agency to minimize changes in school placement
B. Providing education-related information to the county child welfare agency to assist in the delivery of
services to foster children, including educational status and progress information that is required to be
included in court reports;
C. Responding to requests from the juvenile court for information and working with the juvenile court to
ensure the delivery and coordination of necessary educational services; and
D. Establishing a mechanism for the efficient expeditious transfer of health and education records and the
health and education passport.
Local Priorities address:
A. Local priority goals; and
B. Methods for measuring progress toward local goals.
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APPENDIX A: PRIORITIES 5 AND 6 RATE
CALCULATION INSTRUCTIONS
For the purposes of completing the LCAP in reference to the state priorities under EC sections 52060
and 52066, as applicable to type of LEA, the following shall apply:
(a) “Chronic absenteeism rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The number of K-8 students who were absent 10 percent or more of the school days
excluding students who were:
(A) enrolled less than 31 days
(B) enrolled at least 31 days but did not attend at least one day
(C) flagged as exempt in the district attendance submission. K-8 students are considered to
be exempt if they:
(i) are enrolled in a Non-Public School
(ii) receive instruction through a home or hospital instructional setting
(iii) are attending a community college full-time.
(2) The number of students who meet the enrollment requirements.
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(b) “High school dropout rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The number of cohort members who dropout by the end of year 4 in the cohort where
“cohort” is defined as the number of first-time grade 9 pupils in year 1 (starting cohort) plus
pupils who transfer in, minus pupils who transfer out, emigrate, or die during school years
1, 2, 3, and 4.
(2) The total number of cohort members.
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(c) “High school graduation rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) For a 4-Year Cohort Graduation Rate:
(A) The number of students in the cohort who earned a regular high school diploma by the
end of year 4 in the cohort.
(B) The total number of students in the cohort.
(C) Divide (1) by (2).
(2) For a Dashboard Alternative Schools Status (DASS) Graduation Rate:
(A) The number of students who either graduated as grade 11 students or who earned any
of the following:
(i) a regular high school diploma
(ii) a High School Equivalency Certificate
(iii) an adult education diploma
(iv) a Certificate of Completion and was eligible for the California Alternative
Assessment if under the age of 20.
(B) The number of students in the DASS graduation cohort.
(C) Divide (1) by (2).
(d) “Suspension rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The unduplicated count of pupils involved in one or more incidents for which the pupil was
suspended during the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during
the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(e) “Expulsion rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The unduplicated count of pupils involved in one or more incidents for which the pupil was
expelled during the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during
the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
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(3) Divide (1) by (2).
NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 42238.07 and 52064, Education Code. Reference: Sections 2574,
2575, 42238.01, 42238.02, 42238.03, 42238.07, 47605, 47605.6, 47606.5, 48926, 52052, 52060,
52061, 52062, 52063, 52064, 52066, 52067, 52068, 52069, 52070, 52070.5, and 64001,; 20 U.S.C.
Sections 6312 and 6314.
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APPENDIX B: GUIDING QUESTIONS
Guiding Questions: Annual Review and Analysis
1)

2)

3)
4)
5)

6)

How have the actions/services addressed the needs of all pupils and did the provisions of
those services result in the desired outcomes?
How have the actions/services addressed the needs of all subgroups of pupils identified
pursuant to EC Section 52052, including, but not limited to, English learners, low-income
pupils, and foster youth; and did the provision of those actions/services result in the desired
outcomes?
How have the actions/services addressed the identified needs and goals of specific school
sites and were these actions/services effective in achieving the desired outcomes?
What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was examined to review
progress toward goals in the annual update?
What progress has been achieved toward the goal and expected measurable outcome(s)?
How effective were the actions and services in making progress toward the goal? What
changes to goals, actions, services, and expenditures are being made in the LCAP as a result
of the review of progress and assessment of the effectiveness of the actions and services?
What differences are there between budgeted expenditures and estimated actual annual
expenditures? What were the reasons for any differences?

Guiding Questions: Stakeholder Engagement
1)

2)
3)

4)

5)

6)

How have applicable stakeholders (e.g., parents and pupils, including parents of unduplicated
pupils and unduplicated pupils identified in EC Section 42238.01; community members; local
bargaining units; LEA personnel; county child welfare agencies; county office of education
foster youth services programs, court-appointed special advocates, and other foster youth
stakeholders; community organizations representing English learners; and others as
appropriate) been engaged and involved in developing, reviewing, and supporting
implementation of the LCAP?
How have stakeholders been included in the LEA’s process in a timely manner to allow for
engagement in the development of the LCAP?
What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was made available to
stakeholders related to the state priorities and used by the LEA to inform the LCAP goal setting
process? How was the information made available?
What changes, if any, were made in the LCAP prior to adoption as a result of written
comments or other feedback received by the LEA through any of the LEA’s engagement
processes?
What specific actions were taken to meet statutory requirements for stakeholder engagement
pursuant to EC sections 52062, 52068, or 47606.5, as applicable, including engagement with
representatives of parents and guardians of pupils identified in EC Section 42238.01?
What specific actions were taken to consult with pupils to meet the requirements 5 CCR
Section 15495(a)?
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7) How has stakeholder involvement been continued and supported? How has the involvement
of these stakeholders supported improved outcomes for pupils, including unduplicated pupils,
related to the state priorities?

Guiding Questions: Goals, Actions, and Services
What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to “Conditions of Learning”: Basic
Services (Priority 1), the Implementation of State Standards (Priority 2), and Course Access
(Priority 7)?
2) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to “Pupil Outcomes”: Pupil
Achievement (Priority 4), Pupil Outcomes (Priority 8), Coordination of Instruction of Expelled
Pupils (Priority 9 – COE Only), and Coordination of Services for Foster Youth (Priority 10 –
COE Only)?
3) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to parent and pupil
“Engagement”: Parental Involvement (Priority 3), Pupil Engagement (Priority 5), and School
Climate (Priority 6)?
4) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address any locally-identified priorities?
5) How have the unique needs of individual school sites been evaluated to inform the
development of meaningful district and/or individual school site goals (e.g., input from site level
advisory groups, staff, parents, community, pupils; review of school level plans; in-depth
school level data analysis, etc.)?
6) What are the unique goals for unduplicated pupils as defined in EC Section 42238.01 and
groups as defined in EC Section 52052 that are different from the LEA’s goals for all pupils?
7) What are the specific expected measurable outcomes associated with each of the goals
annually and over the term of the LCAP?
8) What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was considered/reviewed to
develop goals to address each state or local priority?
9) What information was considered/reviewed for individual school sites?
10) What information was considered/reviewed for subgroups identified in EC Section 52052?
11) What actions/services will be provided to all pupils, to subgroups of pupils identified pursuant
to EC Section 52052, to specific school sites, to English learners, to low-income pupils, and/or
to foster youth to achieve goals identified in the LCAP?
12) How do these actions/services link to identified goals and expected measurable outcomes?
13) What expenditures support changes to actions/services as a result of the goal identified?
Where can these expenditures be found in the LEA’s budget?
1)

Prepared by the California Department of Education, January 2019
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LCAP Expenditure Summary
Total Expenditures by Funding Source
Funding Source
All Funding Sources
Base
LCFF Supplemental and Concentration
Locally Defined
Other
Special Education
Supplemental
Title I
Title II

2018-19
2018-19
Annual Update Annual Update
Budgeted
Actual
3,321,062.00
0.00
2,599,629.00
0.00
86,585.00
50,229.00
98,209.00
387,690.00
97,046.00
1,674.00

3,309,021.00
0.00
2,656,667.00
0.00
29,480.00
72,941.00
86,169.00
371,578.00
92,186.00
0.00

* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.
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2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

3,059,842.00
0.00
2,332,480.00
0.00
57,881.00
47,200.00
175,379.00
347,950.00
92,902.00
6,050.00

3,321,062.00
0.00
2,599,629.00
0.00
86,585.00
50,229.00
98,209.00
387,690.00
97,046.00
1,674.00

2,968,364.00
0.00
2,239,505.00
425,412.00
34,806.00
44,719.00
132,514.00
0.00
89,734.00
1,674.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
9,349,268.00
0.00
7,171,614.00
425,412.00
179,272.00
142,148.00
406,102.00
735,640.00
279,682.00
9,398.00

Total Expenditures by Object Type
Object Type
All Expenditure Types
0000: Unrestricted
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
2000-2999: Classified Personnel Salaries
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
6000-6999: Capital Outlay

3,321,062.00
3,321,062.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3,309,021.00
3,309,021.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3,059,842.00
0.00
8,670.00
2,527,622.00
179,743.00
58,880.00
218,367.00

3,321,062.00
3,321,062.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2,968,364.00
2,968,364.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
9,349,268.00
6,289,426.00
8,670.00
2,527,622.00
179,743.00
58,880.00
218,367.00

0.00

0.00

20,860.00

0.00

0.00

20,860.00

0.00

0.00

45,700.00

0.00

0.00

45,700.00

2018-19
2018-19
Annual Update Annual Update
Budgeted
Actual

* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.
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2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Object Type
All Expenditure Types

0000: Unrestricted
0000: Unrestricted
0000: Unrestricted
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries
2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures

Total Expenditures by Object Type and Funding Source
2018-19
2018-19
Annual
Annual
Funding Source
2017-18
Update
Update
Budgeted
Actual
All Funding Sources
3,321,062.00 3,309,021.00 3,059,842.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Base
2,599,629.00 2,656,667.00
0.00
LCFF Supplemental and
0.00
0.00
0.00
Concentration
Locally Defined
86,585.00
29,480.00
0.00
Other
50,229.00
72,941.00
0.00
Special Education
98,209.00
86,169.00
0.00
Supplemental
387,690.00
371,578.00
0.00
Title I
97,046.00
92,186.00
0.00
Title II
1,674.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Base
0.00
0.00
7,670.00
Other
0.00
0.00
1,000.00
Base
0.00
0.00
2,197,278.00

2018-19

2019-20

3,321,062.00
0.00
2,599,629.00
0.00

2,968,364.00
0.00
2,239,505.00
425,412.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
9,349,268.00
0.00
4,839,134.00
425,412.00

86,585.00
50,229.00
98,209.00
387,690.00
97,046.00
1,674.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

34,806.00
44,719.00
132,514.00
0.00
89,734.00
1,674.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

121,391.00
94,948.00
230,723.00
387,690.00
186,780.00
3,348.00
0.00
7,670.00
1,000.00
2,197,278.00

Locally Defined

0.00

0.00

36,331.00

0.00

0.00

36,331.00

Supplemental

0.00

0.00

209,421.00

0.00

0.00

209,421.00

Title I

0.00

0.00

84,592.00

0.00

0.00

84,592.00

Base

0.00

0.00

72,794.00

0.00

0.00

72,794.00

Supplemental

0.00

0.00

106,949.00

0.00

0.00

106,949.00

Base

0.00

0.00

31,000.00

0.00

0.00

31,000.00

Locally Defined

0.00

0.00

10,000.00

0.00

0.00

10,000.00

Supplemental

0.00

0.00

17,880.00

0.00

0.00

17,880.00

Base

0.00

0.00

23,738.00

0.00

0.00

23,738.00
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Object Type
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
6000-6999: Capital Outlay

Total Expenditures by Object Type and Funding Source
2018-19
2018-19
Annual
Annual
Funding Source
2017-18
Update
Update
Budgeted
Actual
Locally Defined
0.00
0.00
1,550.00

2018-19

2019-20

0.00

0.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
1,550.00

Other

0.00

0.00

500.00

0.00

0.00

500.00

Special Education

0.00

0.00

175,379.00

0.00

0.00

175,379.00

Supplemental

0.00

0.00

13,700.00

0.00

0.00

13,700.00

Title II

0.00

0.00

3,500.00

0.00

0.00

3,500.00

Locally Defined

0.00

0.00

10,000.00

0.00

0.00

10,000.00

Title I

0.00

0.00

8,310.00

0.00

0.00

8,310.00

Title II

0.00

0.00

2,550.00

0.00

0.00

2,550.00

Other

0.00

0.00

45,700.00

0.00

0.00

45,700.00

* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.
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Total Expenditures by Goal

Goal

2018-19
Annual Update
Budgeted

2018-19
Annual Update
Actual

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total

Goal 1

2,886,602.00

2,901,921.00

2,651,252.00

2,886,602.00

2,581,992.00

8,119,846.00

Goal 2

223,005.00

205,281.00

220,872.00

223,005.00

177,130.00

621,007.00

Goal 3

211,455.00

201,819.00

187,718.00

211,455.00

209,242.00

608,415.00

Goal 4

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Goal 5

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Goal 6

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Goal 7

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Goal 8

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Goal 9

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Goal 10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.
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Expenditures Contributing to Increased/Improved Requirement by Funding Source
Funding Source

2018-19
Annual Update
Budgeted

2018-19
Annual Update
Actual

All Funding Sources
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2017-18
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Expenditures NOT Contributing to Increased/Improved Requirement by Funding Source
Funding Source

2018-19
Annual Update
Budgeted

2018-19
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Actual

All Funding Sources
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Background
Like all school districts around the state, Sebastopol Union School District (SUSD) is required to measure
progress toward its goals established for the Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) priorities in its Local
Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP). Toward this end, SUSD contracted with an independent research
firm, Mulholland Research & Evaluation Services (MRES), to conduct an analysis of teacher and parent
perspectives related to the LCFF/LCAP goals. MRES worked with the district to revise the surveys used to
inform the district’s 2017 LCAP reporting. This work expands on even earlier SUSD research efforts,
incorporating materials from the State and County Offices of Education, and added new items of local
interest. Survey drafts were reviewed by district leadership with informal pilot testing of final surveys.
Both parent and teacher surveys are shown in Appendices A and B of this report.
This final abbreviated report provides analysis and discussion around parent and teacher surveys but
excludes Appendices C and D that show actual parent and teacher comments. References to- and
discussion of these comments are included in this report, however. The full final report includes the
appendices related to respondent comments. Surveys for parents and teachers were different but had
several similar elements. Teachers were asked several questions about the implementation of the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS). Several questions on the teacher survey mirrored those on the
parent surveys to allow comparison of perspectives between the two groups. This comparative analysis is
shown in Appendix F to this report.

Parent Survey Implementation
The parent survey was implemented with the help of school and district staff using multiple strategies.
First parents were alerted to the upcoming survey in the school newsletters. An initial message was sent
to all district families via Parent Square and included both links to the English and Spanish parent surveys
online as well as printable surveys attached to the message. The survey was open from February 13 th
through March 31st. Many efforts were made to obtain an adequate response rate, including multiple
district- and school-generated email blasts, with downloadable surveys with embedded weblinks and
attachments to both English and Spanish surveys. Surveys were also placed in the front offices of both
schools along with confidential envelopes in which to place completed surveys. MRES along with SUSD
staff made additional efforts to obtain more surveys from Spanish-speaking families by sending email and
parent square messages to the English Language Learner (ELL) family list and including the participation
of the English Language Advisory Committee (ELAC).
Incentives for participation in the parent survey consisted of entry into five random gift card drawings for
those completing surveys. In order to distribute incentives, parents were instructed to include their initials
and a phone number. Within each communication to families about the survey, families were informed
that an outside survey researcher was conducting and analyzing results and that responses were
confidential.
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Parent Survey Sample and Response Rate
The survey sample for the parent survey was complex. The unit of analysis for the survey was families,
and this number is constantly changing. At the time a survey sample was constructed, there were 359
families within the district. A total of 107 families were considered Spanish speakers. Given the entire
population of families with children enrolled in SUSD schools, a sample size of 127 was needed for a
confidence level of 95% (with a 7-point confidence interval). A total of 133 families completed the survey
(121 English surveys and 12 Spanish surveys), a 37 percent overall response rate. For comparison, in 2017,
136 surveys were completed, a 34 percent response rate. This year’s 37 percent response rate is adequate
for the entire district population of families. Unfortunately, despite extensive efforts, the response from
Spanish-speaking families was so low that it cannot be considered a representative sample of this
population. The caveat here relates to overestimating the validity of responses from Spanish speaking
families—that responders represent the opinions of all the district’s Spanish-speaking families. It may be
that those who responded are not representative of the wider population of district Spanish-speaking
families. The table below shows the composition of schools and district in terms of dominant language as
well as the response rate.
Total
Survey
Response
133

Survey Responses
Survey Survey
Total
English Spanish Response
Rate
121

12

37%

Unique Families
District
District
English- Spanishspeaking speaking
256

107

Unique Families by School & Language
Park
Brook
Park Side
Brook
Side
Haven
SpanishHaven
EnglishEnglishspeaking Spanishspeaking speaking
speaking
163
120
63
55

As described above, the district estimates that there are 107 families or households where Spanish is
spoken almost exclusively by parents. The survey response from such families was 12, not enough to
estimate the opinions of this population in the SUSD schools accurately. However, to determine whether
there were statistically significant differences between the English and Spanish speakers, independent ttests were run with language as the grouping variable. These tests revealed only two small but statistically
significant differences between the responses of English and Spanish-speakers.1 2
Given the fact that these were the only real differences based on respondent language, and they were
not that important in terms of magnitude, all English and Spanish surveys were combined for further
analysis. Additionally, the district considers all efforts to convey opinions about families’ experiences in
the schools important and so while the low response rate might not be a defensibly representative
component of that subpopulation, for SUSD’s intents and purposes, it is a very important component.

Parent Surveys Participants
When the survey was administered, the request was that each family complete one survey regardless of
which schools their child/children attended. Further, the parents were asked, if they had children at both
schools, to gear their answers toward their older child’s experience. However, looking at results and
comments, it is unlikely that this request was complied with or that it made a difference in the results.
The sample of parents completing surveys was a broad mix of the SUSD community with a few differences.
Parents of students in each grade level, and at one or both schools were well represented. The sample
underrepresented students from Hispanic backgrounds and overrepresented students from White and
other racial backgrounds. The tables that follow show sample characteristics.
1

Spanish-speaking parents had stronger agreement that the school is a safe place for students than English-speaking parents: Mean (Standard
Deviation) = 3.80 (SD.58) vs. 3.38 (SD .42), respectively; t(129)=2.233, p <.027, Levene’s test indicated equal variances, F= 6.067, p=.015.
2
Spanish-speaking parents had stronger agreement that the school climate is welcoming to parents than English-speakers: 3.75 (SD.45) vs. 3.34
(SD .59), respectively; t(131)=2.309, p <.023, Levene’s test indicated equal variances, F= 4.104, p=.045.
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Participation by School, Grade, and Number of Children per Family in SUSD Schools (n=133)

Total # of Parent Surveys*
With 1 child in the school
With 2 children in the school

Respondents with
Children only at
Park Side
2019: 63 (47.4%)

Respondents with
Children only at Brook
Haven
2019: 46 (34.6%)

Respondents with
Children at Both
Schools
2019: 24 (18.0%)

46
14
3

38
8
0

18
6

With 3 + children in the school
Grade Levels Represented in Sample
TK/K
Grade 1

17
11

0
5

Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

30
10
16

3
8
7
8
6
10
1

15
11
10
21

* A total of 8 families indicated they also had children attending Castle Preschool and 56 at Castle Before/Aftercare.
Racial / Ethnic Composition of Survey Sample
Race/Ethnicity

# out of 133
Surveys
4

% of Total
3.0%

District
Composition*
<1%

Asian

2

1.5%

<1%

Black/African American

4

3.0%

1.7%

Filipino

2

1.5%

<1%

Hispanic/Latino

29

21.8%

38.4%

White

83

62.4%

48.2%

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

1

0.75%

<1%

0Multi-racial/Multi-ethnic

12

9.0%

9.9%

Declined to identify

8

6.0%

0

Note: Could mark all that applied

American Indian/AK Native

* CA Department of Education Educational Demographics Unit, Enrollment by Ethnicity for 2018-19. Note: Green shading represents
subpopulations which are over-represented in sample; red shading represents those which are underrepresented in sample.

Parent Survey Analysis by School
Given that some families have experience with only Park Side, some with Brook Haven, and some with
both schools, it stands to reason that there may be some differences in responses by school. Because the
largest number of families had children either at Park Side or Brook Haven (only 18% had children at both
schools), statistical tests were conducted to determine significant differences by school. Using all three
groups (adding in surveys from parents at both schools) would have overestimated the differences
primarily due to the large differences in numbers of respondents. Therefore, the first analysis was limited
to surveys from parents of students at either school. These t-tests revealed a total of eight items where
parents at Park Side responded in a significantly different way than parents at Brook Haven. Based on the
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significant differences were found among these eight items, another set of analyses were conducted
among all three groups (i.e., Park Side, Brook Haven, and multi-school families). To determine if
differences between average ratings from all three groups were statistically significant, Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) tests were conducted on the eight items for which differences were verified between
the two schools. The results of these analyses as well as the t-tests between the two schools are shown
and briefly discussed in Appendix E.

Parent Survey Responses
A. School Climate, Programs, Policies and Practices
Questions in this section relate to the features that make a school climate inviting to parents and students,
the value parents place on school programs (both academic and extracurricular), and school and district
policies and practices around grading and discipline. Unless otherwise noted, each question in this section
used a Likert-type scale ranging from the most positive response of “strongly agree” (4) to “strongly
disagree” (1). All questions offered a choice of “don’t know” which held a zero weight and was not
included in average ratings. For programs that only apply to some families or children, “does not apply”
was included as a choice and given a value of zero that was not included in average ratings.
A1. School Safety
When asked if school is a safe place
for students, parents gave a rating
of 3.41 on a 4-point scale. Three
other questions related to issues of
student health and safety and are
shown in Figure A1.

Figure A1. How much of a problem are these issues at this school?
1.00

BULLYING

2.00

3.00

4.00

2.86

DRUGS/ALCOHOL
Parents were asked how much of a
3.66
problem each of three issues
(bullying, drugs/alcohol, and
physical
fighting
between
FIGHTS
3.49
students) are at their schools. They
were asked to rate each one from
“not a problem” receiving the
SCALE: 1 = A large problem; 2 = A moderate problem; 3 = A small problem; 4 = Not a problem
highest score of 4, to “a large
problem” with the corresponding lowest score of 1. Parents believe that bullying is the largest problem of
the three, at 2.86. Physical fights between students is rated as much less of a problem (3.66), and drugs
and alcohol are viewed as even less of a problem (3.49).

A2. School Climate
Five items within the parent survey comprised elements of school climate, such as teacher support for
students, homework expectations, respect and school discipline. Ratings were generally positive as shown
in Figure A2.
First, and most highly rated of these items, was the idea that SUSD teachers are caring and supportive of
their students. This was rated on average 3.53, between “agree” and “strongly agree.” Also highly rated
was the feeling that teachers do their best to help students reach their potential. There was agreement
that students are respectful to teachers and staff, homework amounts are mostly appropriate, and
discipline policies are consistently implemented across students.
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Figure A2. School Climate
1

2

3

TEACHERS HERE ARE CARING AND
SUPPORTIVE OF STUDENTS

4
3.53

TEACHERS HERE DO THEIR BEST TO HELP
STUDENTS REACH THEIR POTENTIAL

3.41

THE HOMEWORK MY CHILD HAS IS ABOUT
THE RIGHT AMOUNT

3.03

STUDENTS ARE RESPECTFUL TO
TEACHERS/STAFF

3.25

SCHOOL DISCIPLINE POLICIES ARE
IMPLEMENTED CONSISTENTLY ACROSS
STUDENTS

3.2

A3. School Facilities
Two
items
addressed
physical elements of the
school itself. On average,
parents’ rating fell between
agreement and strong
agreement (3.42) for the
statement, “School facilities
and grounds are well
maintained.” Their ratings
were also between the two
positive responses (3.35)
that “Classrooms have the
right learning materials and
technology.”

SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree

A4. Academics and Extracurricular Programs
A large section of the parent survey focused on academic and other programming at the schools. The first
item asked parents their level of agreement with a statement that teachers are well-trained in changes in
the academic standards. Parents more than agreed, giving it a 3.31 rating. To gauge parents’ beliefs about
school programming quality, parents rated their agreement with the idea that “the school does a good
job …” followed by domains of development, academic programming, and school programs. Figure A4.1
below shows combined ratings at both Park Side and Brook Haven.
Overall, parents agreed that their schools do a good job providing children with each item, though two
items did not quite reach the “agree” mark. An average rating of 2.94 was given for extracurricular
activities and 2.59 was provided for nutritional and appealing school lunches.
Figure A4.1. This school does a good job promoting children's ...
1

2

3

PROVIDING CHILDREN WITH A WELL-ROUNDED EDUCATION

3.22

ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

3.18

UNDERSTANDING AND USE OF TECHNOLOGY

3.22

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT (P.E.)

3.15

ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOMENT (ELD)

3.29

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

3.14

INVOLVEMENT IN EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

2.94

MEANINGFUL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR COMMUNITY
THROUGH VOLUNTEER SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

3.08

INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PLAN (IEP)
NUTRITION WITH HEALTHY AND APPEALING SCHOOL LUNCHES

4

3.23
2.59

SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree
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Other questions asked parents to rate the importance they place on their schools’ offerings in specific
extracurricular programming. With the preface that funding for these activities is limited, it was hoped
that respondents would rate programs keeping in mind the relative value that these activities have for
their children. Ratings for these items used a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 is not at all important and 10 is
extremely important, are shown in Figure A4.2.
Figure A4.2. Given limited resources, rate the importance to you that each
extracurricular program is offered and receives funding
(Scale: 1 low; 10 high)
1
4

7

10

VISUAL ARTS (PAINTING, DRAWING, PHOTOGRAPHY)
VIDEO PRODUCTION
BAND/MUSIC/CHOIR

DRAMA
COMPUTERS/TECHNOLOGY

8.4
6.57
8.23
7.66
8.13

GARDENING/SUSTAINABILITY

7.78

WOOD SHOP/MAKERSPACE

7.71

FIELD TRIPS
ATHLETICS/SPORTS

8.16

8.34

BH CLUBS (INTERACT, CODING CLUB, BOOK CLUB)

7.82

AFTER SCHOOL CARE (CASTLE/BOYS & GIRLS CLUB)

7.74

SCALE: 1 = Not at all important to me – 10 = Extremely important to me

Most extracurricular offerings were rated highly (seven or above) by parents. The lowest rated item was
the newest addition, video production, which received a 6.57 rating out of a possible 10.
At this point in the survey, parents could provide any comments they had about the School Climate,
Programs, and Policies and Practices sections. These comments are included in Appendix C of the full
report.

B. Parent Participation, Involvement & Communication
Several questions gauged parents’ perceptions of the ways their schools welcome their participation and
involvement, and the effectiveness of school and district communications with families.
B1. Welcome and Participation and B2. Parent Involvement
Six items related to the extent to which parents feel welcomed and respected by the schools and how
encouraged they are to participate in the schools, classrooms, in school- and district-wide involvement
opportunities and in the decision-making process. Their responses are shown in Figure B1/B2.
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FIgure B1/B2. Welcome, Participation, and Parent Involvement
1

2

3

THIS SCHOOL CLIMATE IS WELCOMING TO PARENTS

4
3.38

THIS SCHOOL ENCOURAGES PARENTS TO HELP AND
PARTICIPATE

3.29

THIS SCHOOL TREATS STUDENTS, FAMILIES WITH RESPECT
REGARDLESS OF RACE, LANGUAGE, RELIGION, INCOME OR
OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

3.48

THIS SCHOOL ENCOURAGES PARENTS TO SHARE THEIR
OPINIONS AND IDEAS ABOUT SCHOOL DECISIONS/CHANGES

3.22

THE DISTRICT ENCOURAGES PARENTS TO SHARE THEIR
OPINIONS ABOUT IMPORTANT DISTRICT LEVEL
DECISIONS/CHANGES

3.07

SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree

Parents agreed with each statement provided. The most agreement was noted for the respect for all
families, regardless of any personal characteristics, rated 3.48. The lowest rated item, which still showed
agreement, was for district encouragement of parents to share opinions about district decisions.
B3. Communication
The next nine questions requested parents’ feedback about the ways in which teachers, the schools, and
district communicates with families in general and around specific information. The average
ratings are shown in Figure B3.
Figure B3. Communication
1

2

3

4

TEACHERS HERE RESPOND QUICKLY WHEN PARENTS EXPRESS CONCERNS

3.35

THE AERIES PORTAL IS A USEFUL TOOL TO RELAY STUDENT PROGRESS

3.38

PARENT SQUARE IS A USEFUL TOOL FOR COMMUNICATIONS FROM
SCHOOL.

3.22

THIS SCHOOL DOES A GOOD JOB COMMUNICATING WITH PARENTS

3.21

THE DISTRICT DOES A GOOD JOB COMMUNICATING WITH PARENTS
PARENTS RECEIVE NOTICES TO PARTICIPATE IN SCHOOL/DISTRICT
OPPORTUNITIES

2.92

3.16

THE SCHOOL PROVIDES ENOUGH INFORMATION FOR MONOLINGUAL
SPANISH SPEAKERS

3.38

THIS SCHOOL PROVIDES TIMELY/HELPFUL INFORMATION ABOUT:
SCHOOL EVENTS/ACTIVITIES

3.17

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

3.2

HEALTH CONCERNS

3.02

SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree
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Overall, parents agree that teachers and the schools do a good job communicating with families. Rated at
2.92 was a single item related to the job the district does communicating with parents.
Among the highest ratings were the usefulness of the Aeries Portal 3.38. Parents (both monolingual
Spanish-speakers and presumably bilingual speakers) rate the schools’ provision of information in Spanish
as sufficient (3.38). Further analysis on this item showed average ratings for parents taking the Spanish
survey gave an average rating of 3.42 and English survey respondents rated it 3.38. This difference was
not statistically significant, however.
Finally, parents were asked to indicate the ways in which they have received information from the school
and district this year as well as their preferred methods of receiving information. Results are shown here.

So far, this year, I have been
kept informed about …
This year I have received
information by this school/
the district in these ways:

My preferred way to get
information from the school
is …

Newsletter

Website

Email

Parent
Square

Sebastopol Education
Foundation
(SEF)

Notice sent
home with
child

48.9%

33.8%

88.7%

73.7%

20.3%

56.4%

Newsletter

Website

Email

Parent
Square

Mail

Phone

Notice sent
home with
child

15.8%

14.3%

78.9%

44.4%

7.5%

16.5%

26.3%

The finding that stands out most in the tables above is that the majority of families (79%) find Email to be
the best way to keep them informed. And, at this point, 89% of them indicate they are receiving Email
communications from the school and district. Though Parent Square was well-utilized in this, its first year
of implementation (74% of parents have accessed information this way), it is not viewed as the preferred
method. No information collected provides clarification for this difference, but it may be that it is a oneway communication channel for receiving information from school.
The last open-ended question allowed parents to provide any comments about either the Parent
Participation, Involvement and Communication sections of the survey. These comments are included in
Appendix C of the full report.

Support for Spanish Speaking Students and Families
A few items were added to the Spanish survey this year to determine the level of support that Spanishspeaking families are experiencing at the SUSD schools. The responses from the 12 individuals completing
the Spanish survey are shown here.
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Item

Average Rating (n=12)
1=Strongly disagree;
4=Strongly agree
3.25

This school does a good job …
communication with Spanish speakers.
including Spanish speaking children and families in the school community.

3.33

seeking feedback from Spanish-speaking parents about ways to meet their
children’s needs in school.

3.33

Do you feel comfortable approaching your child’s teacher with questions or
concerns you have?

Yes: 5 (41.7%)
No: 0
It depends: 1 (8.3%)

Open-ended Items
Are there any services missing from this school that would help English language learners?
•
•
•

Classes after school
Summer classes
Getting books for students to read at home

Are there any supports or activities this school could add to improve Spanish-speaking parents’
experiences in this school?
•
•

I believe what we have is good
In my opinion, all is good

Are there any support or activities that you think this school does really well to support Spanishspeaking students and/or parents?
•
•
•

Songs, books, and activities
Translators and forms in Spanish
Having an interpreter

While all 12 parents responded to the multiple-choice items, only one-fourth or fewer responded to the
open-ended questions. Those responding indicated they agree that the schools are doing a good job
communicating with, including, and seeking feedback from Spanish speakers. Almost half indicate they
feel comfortable approaching their child’s teacher, but the majority did not respond to this item. This may
indicate that there is some level of discomfort raising questions or discussing concerns which may involve
factors unrelated to school. However, it may be something to discuss further. The minority who
responded to open-ended items had few suggestions, namely, additional classes outside of school and
books for students to keep at home. However, resources such as books and activities in addition to
translation services were also noted as supports that the schools provide that are highly valued by Spanish
speaking parents.

School Differences
It stands to reason that certain survey items would differ by school due to the age differences at each
school alone. To determine whether there were consistent differences in responses by school, statistical
analysis was conducted on all items by school. Only a few items were statistically significant in their
differences, and the magnitude of the differences is not concerning for a broader interpretation of results.
These items, the mean scores by school, and the tests conducted are shown in Appendix E.
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Teacher Survey Implementation
A total of 29 teachers; 14 at Park Side Elementary (grades TK – 4) and 15 at Brook Haven Middle School
(grades 5 – 8), completed the survey. Several elements of the teacher survey mirrored the parent survey,
but items related to implementation of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) were specific only to
teachers.

A. School Climate, Programs, Policies and Practices
Like the parent survey, questions in this section relate to the features that make a school climate inviting,
the value placed on school programs, and school and district policies and practices around grading and
discipline.

A1. School Safety
When asked if their school is a safe
place for the students, teachers
gave a rating of 3.56 on a 4-point
scale (up from 3.24 in 2017). The
extent that teachers consider three
safety concerns to be problematic at
their schools are shown in Figure A1.
Teachers believe that bullying is the
largest of the three issues, giving it
an average rating of 2.93
(representing “a small problem”).
This is an improved score over 2017
when it was lower at 2.76.

Figure A1: How much of a problem are these issues at
your school?
1

2

3

BULLYING

4

2.93

DRUGS/ALCOHOL

3.82

FIGHTS

3.82

1=large Problem; 2=A moderate problem; 3=A small problem; 4=Not a problem

A2. School Policies & Practices
Average ratings on items related to important practices at the schools showed less consensus, though
most items approaching the “agree” category. These appear in Figure A2 below.
Figure A2. School Policies & Practices

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

2.60
GRADING PRACTICES ARE CONSISTENT BETWEEN TEACHERS.

2.79
STUDENTS HERE ARE RESPECTFUL TO TEACHERS AND STAFF.
SCHOOL DISCIPLINE POLICIES ARE AN APPROPRIATE BLEND OF
PREVENTION, CONSEQUENCES AND RESTORATIVE PRACTICES.
SCHOOL DISCIPLINE POLICIES ARE IMPLEMENTED CONSISTENTLY
ACROSS STUDENTS.
I FEEL SUPPORTED IN MY EFFORTS TO ADDRESS EXTREME
BEHAVIORAL CHALLENGES IN MY STUDENTS.

2.85

2.76

3.08

1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree
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Notably, teachers felt most supported in addressing students’ extreme behaviors, with an average rating
of 3.08. The least agreement was shown for beliefs about consistency of grading practices across
teachers (2.60).
A3. School Facilities
Average ratings for facility related issues are shown here:
•
•

The ticket system for facilities repair orders is effective: 3.69
Classrooms have the right learning materials & technology: 3.44

A4. Programs / Academics
Teachers were also asked about the quality of academic and extracurricular programming at SUSD
schools. Responses are shown in Figure A4 below.
Figure A4. Academics & Programs
0

1

2

3

TEACHERS ARE WELL-TRAINED IN CHANGES IN THE ACADEMIC
STANDARDS

3.04

THIS SCHOOL PROVIDES CHILDREN A WELL-ROUNDED EDUCATION

3.00

PROMOTING CHILDREN'S ... * ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT (ENGLISH,
MATH, SCIENCE, HISTORY)

3.00

* UNDERSTANDING/USE OF TECHNOLOGY

4

3.07

* PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT (P.E.)

2.86

* ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING

2.61

* SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

2.93

* EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

3.00

* MEANINGFUL CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMMUNITY VIA VOLUNTEER
OPPS

2.67

* INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PLANS

3.07

* NUTRITION, HEALTHY & APPEALING SCHOOL LUNCH

2.28

1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree

Teachers agreed that the schools provide a well-rounded education to children and that the schools do a
good job promoting children’s understanding/use of technology and academic development. Teachers
also agree that the school provides opportunities for involvement in extracurricular activities. Ratings
approached agreement for social/emotional development (2.93) and physical development (2.86). Rated
lower were items related growth through service opportunities (2.67) and support of English Language
Learners (2.61). The lowest rated item was healthy and appealing lunches which was rated at 2.28.
Teacher views on extracurricular offerings are shown in Figure A5 below.
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FIgure A5. Extracurricular Programming
"Given limited resources, rate the importance you place on each extracurricular program being
offered and receiving funding"
1

4

7

10

VISUAL ARTS (PAINTING, DRAWING, PHOTOGRAPHY)
VIDEO PRODUCTION

8.48
6.38

BAND/MUSIC/CHOIR
DRAMA

9.07
7.24

COMPUTERS/TECHNOLOGY

7.72

GARDENING/SUSTAINABILITY

7.76

WOOD SHOP/MAKERSPACE

8.28

FIELD TRIPS

8.21

ATHLETICS/SPORTS
BROOK HAVEN CLUBS (INTERACT, CODING CLUB, BOOK CLUB, BIKE
CLUB)
AFTER SCHOOL CARE (CASTLE, BOYS & GIRLS CLUB)

8.38
8.21
8.59

SCALE: 1 = Not at all important to me – 10 = Extremely important to me

Most extracurricular offerings were rated highly by teachers with the highest ratings being provided for
music and art and after school care. The lowest rated item (video production) is a recent addition to Brook
Haven program offerings and received an average rating of 6.38 out of 10.

B. Parent Participation, Involvement & Communication
Several questions gauged teachers’ views of the ways SUSD schools welcome parent
participation/involvement, and the effectiveness of school/district’s communications with them. Items
related to participation and involvement are shown in Figure B1.

B1. Welcome and Participation
Teachers agreed with each statement provided. The strongest agreement was noted for the respect for
all families, regardless of any personal characteristics which was rated at 3.48. Even the lowest rated item
(i.e., district encourages parents to participate in the school and classroom) was still rated above “agree”
receiving an average of 3.22.
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Figure B1: Parent Participation and Involvement

1

2

3

THIS SCHOOL CLIMATE IS WELCOMING TO PARENTS.

4

3.28

THIS SCHOOL ENCOURAGES PARENTS TO HELP/PARTICIPATE IN THE
SCHOOL AND CLASSROOMS

3.22

THIS SCHOOL TREATS STUDENTS, FAMILIES WITH RESPECT
REGARDLESS OF RACE, LANGUAGE, RELIGION, INCOME, OTHER
CHARACTERISTICS

3.48

AS A TEACHER, I FEEL EQUIPPED TO WORK EFFECTIVELY WITH
PARENTS

3.44

THIS SCHOOL ENCOURAGES PARENTS TO SHARE OPINIONS/IDEAS
ABOUT IMPORTANT SCHOOL MATTERS

3.33

THE DISTRICT ENCOURAGES PARENTS TO SHARE OPINIONS ABOUT
IMPORTANT DISTRICT-LEVEL DECISIONS/CHANGES.

3.25

SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree

B2. Communication
Teachers, like parents, rated the schools and district on communication with families, shown in Figure B2.
Figure B2. Communication
1

2

3

4

TEACHERS HERE RESPOND QUICKLY WHEN PARENTS EXPRESS
CONCERNS

3.29

THE AERIES PORTAL IS A USEFUL TOOL TO RELAY STUDENT PROGRESS

3.29

PARENT SQUARE IS A USEFUL TOOL FOR COMMUNICATION FROM
SCHOOL

3.33

THIS SCHOOL DOES A GOOD JOB COMMUNICATING WITH PARENTS

3.31

PARENTS RECEIVE NOTICES TO PARTICIPATE IN SCHOOL/DISTRICT
OPPORTUNITIES (E.G., SITE COUNCIL, COMMITTEES, MEETINGS)

3.52

THIS SCHOOL PROVIDES USEFUL PARENT EDUCATION OPPS (E.G.,
POSITIVE DISCIPLINE, TEENS/TWEENS, CYBERBULLYING)
THIS SCHOOL PROVIDES ENOUGH INFORMATION IN SPANISH FOR
SPANISH SPEAKERS

3.46
2.96

THIS SCHOOL PROVIDES TIMELY/HELPFUL INFO. TO PARENTS ABOUT … *
SCHOOL EVENTS OR ACTIVITIES (E.G., BIKE CLINICS, OPEN HOUSE, …

3.45

* ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS (E.G., CALENDAR CHANGES, IMPORTANT
DATES)
* HEALTH CONCERNS (E.G., STREP THROAT, LICE, ETC.)

3.39
3.18

SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree
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Overall, teachers agree that they themselves, the schools, and the district are doing a good job
communicating with families. The highest rating a 3.52 (parents receive notices to participate in
school/district level involvement opportunities). All but one item was rated higher than a 3.0 (agree). A
rating of 2.96 was given for providing enough information in Spanish for Spanish-speakers.

5. Common Core State Standards Implementation
The last section of the teacher survey focuses specifically on issues related to the implementation of the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS). Because all but two of these items are content specific, fewer
teachers rated subject matter with which they are less familiar. In such cases, teachers appropriately
chose the “don’t know/does not apply” response choice.
The questions included in this section focus on the following components of implementation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Level of district implementation;
District progress in providing professional development around teaching to the CCSS;
District progress in making available instructional materials that are aligned to the CCSS;
District progress in providing support to teachers for improved instruction, assessment, and data
analysis toward the CCSS (e.g., providing collaborative time, teacher pairing, focused classroom
walkthroughs). This item is heretofore referred to as “CCSS teacher support mechanisms.”

Responses about each of the four components are grouped according to subject matter.
The items and rating scales used for these items are taken directly from the California Department of
Education’s Self Reflection Tool. For the general level of district implementation (item 1 above), the
following responses/ratings were used:
Initial
Awareness

Developing
Awareness

Full
Awareness

Student
Awareness

Full
Implementation

1

2

3

4

5

The rest of the items (2 – 4) use this set of responses/ratings:
Exploration &
Research
Phase

Beginning
Development

Initial
Implementation

1

2

3

Full
Implementation

4

Full
Implementation &
sustainability

5

5A. English Language Arts
Teacher perception around the implementation of the English Language arts CCSS shows a slightly mixed
picture. While teachers indicate that the English Language Arts CCSS are implemented at the “student
awareness” level (4.04), and instructional materials are aligned and available (4.45), professional
development and CCSS teacher support mechanisms, trail around initial implementation (3.57 and 3.22,
respectively). See Figure 5A below.
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Figure 5A. English Language Arts Common Core State Standards (CCSS)
1

2

3

4

DISTRICT'S LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CCSS

5

4.04

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHING TO THE CCSS

3.57

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN MAKING INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS ALIGNED TO THE CCSS AVAILABLE

4.45

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING SUPPPORT TO
TEACHERS FOR IMPROVED INSTRUCTION, ASSESSMENT,
AND DATA ANALYSIS TOWARD THE CCSS

3.22

5B. English Language Development (ELD)
Regarding ELD, teachers rate the general level of implementation as “full awareness,” (3.14), with “initial
implementation” around material alignment and availability at 3.55. Professional development and CCSS
teacher support mechanisms are hovering between “beginning development” and “initial
implementation” as shown here:
Figure 5B. English Language Development CCSS
1

2

3

DISTRICT'S LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
CCSS

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHING
TO THE CCSS

5

3.14

2.81

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN MAKING
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ALIGNED TO THE
CCSS AVAILABLE
DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING SUPPPORT
TO TEACHERS FOR IMPROVED INSTRUCTION,
ASSESSMENT, AND DATA ANALYSIS TOWARD THE
CCSS

4

3.55

2.64

5C. Mathematics
Teachers rated the level of implementation of Mathematics CCSS the highest of any content area (4.13),
beyond “student awareness.” The Mathematics CCSS are rated at levels on par with the English CCSS. Both
professional development and CCSS teacher improvement mechanisms were rated somewhere between
“initial” and “full implementation.”
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Figure 5C. Mathematics CCSS
1

2

3

4

DISTRICT'S LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CCSS

4.13

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHING TO THE CCSS

3.62

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN MAKING INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS ALIGNED TO THE CCSS AVAILABLE

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING SUPPPORT TO
TEACHERS FOR IMPROVED INSTRUCTION, ASSESSMENT,
AND DATA ANALYSIS TOWARD THE CCSS

5

4.32

3.18

5D. Next Generation Science Standards
Science standards received lower overall ratings than any of the content areas above. In terms of general
level of implementation, teachers rated it between “developing awareness” and “full awareness.” District
progress in providing professional development and CCSS teacher improvement mechanisms are rated
just beyond the “beginning development” stage, whereas making aligned instructional materials available
is right between “beginning development and “initial implementation.” This likely makes sense given that
the major push for state and county education agencies has been first to implement Math and English
standards. See ratings for Next Generation Science Standards below:

FIgure 5D. Next Generation Science CCSS
1

2

DISTRICT'S LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CCSS

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHING TO THE CCSS
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4

5

2.62

2.1

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN MAKING INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS ALIGNED TO THE CCSS AVAILABLE
DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING SUPPPORT TO
TEACHERS FOR IMPROVED INSTRUCTION,
ASSESSMENT, AND DATA ANALYSIS TOWARD THE
CCSS

3

2.47

1.86
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5E. History – Social Science
Teachers rated the district implementation of History—Social Science CCSS almost at “full awareness”
(2.95), and district progress in each of the other components supporting implementation as somewhere
between beginning development and initial implementation.
FIgure 5E. History CCSS
1

2

DISTRICT'S LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CCSS

3

4

5

2.95

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHING TO THE CCSS

2.3

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN MAKING INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS ALIGNED TO THE CCSS AVAILABLE

2.22

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING SUPPPORT TO
TEACHERS FOR IMPROVED INSTRUCTION, ASSESSMENT, AND
DATA ANALYSIS TOWARD THE CCSS

1.85

5F. Health – Physical Education Model Content Standards
Average ratings for the district’s level of implementing Health—Physical Education Model Content
Standards are nearing full awareness, according to teachers. Ratings for district progress around the rest
of the components supporting implementation are quite similar to those of Next Generation Science
Standards—almost at or beyond “beginning development.” These average ratings are shown below.
Figure 5F. Health -- Physical Education Model
Content Standards
1

2

3

DISTRICT'S LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
CCSS

2.29

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN MAKING INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS ALIGNED TO THE CCSS AVAILABLE
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5

2.95

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHING TO THE CCSS

DISTRICT'S PROGRESS IN PROVIDING SUPPPORT TO
TEACHERS FOR IMPROVED INSTRUCTION,
ASSESSMENT, AND DATA ANALYSIS TOWARD THE
CCSS

4

2.63

1.8
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Teacher Comments
After each major section of the survey, teachers were asked to provide any comments they felt added
context to their answers. Several teachers responded with comments for each of the three sections. Due
to the extensive nature of the comments, they are included in Appendix D of the full report.

Comparison of Parent and Teacher Perceptions
Several survey items were asked of both parents and teachers. This was done to illuminate areas of
agreement and disagreement between the two groups. As each group has its own perspective, revealing
these similarities and differences can help direct improvement efforts. This comparison is shown in
Appendix F to this report.

Comparison of 2017 and 2019 Survey Implementation
Finally, a brief comparison of survey responses from both 2017 and 2019 is provided in Appendix G.

Summary and Recommendations
The 2019 LCAP survey process has yielded insights into parent and teacher perceptions around a variety
of important issues. This information contributes to future survey efforts and act as a another datapoint
from which to measure change. It also provides some direction for improvement efforts and where to
focus further information gathering. What follows is a summary of the key findings from surveys of each
group and recommendations for future improvement efforts. The summary and recommendations follow
the same order as the survey sections and not in any order conveying their importance.

Summary of Key Points from Parent Surveys
The follow are highlighted findings from the administration of parent surveys.
•

Parents view the schools as safe places for their children overall with a rating of 3.41 out of 4.0. Of
three specific concerns listed (bullying, alcohol and drugs, and physical fights), only bullying is was
characterized between a small and moderate problem (2.86), where a small problem would be a 3.0
and a moderate problem would be rated at a 2.0.

•

Parents gave positive ratings to all aspects of school climate on average. The most highly rated item
was given for teachers care and support of students (3.53).

•

Parents agreed that their schools do a good job providing children with a well-rounded education
(3.22). Only two items fell shy of full agreement; involvement in extracurricular activities (2.94), and
nutrition with healthy and appealing school lunches (2.59).

•

Each type of extracurricular programming received positive ratings as providing value for children,
though the lowest rated was the video production (6.57), a program that debuted this school year.

•

Overall, parents report that their schools are welcoming to them (3.38), that families are treated with
respect (3.48), and encourage the participation and involvement of all families.

•

Regarding communicating with families, parents agree that the schools do a good job (3.21), but the
district a little less so (2.92). Teachers respond quickly to parent concerns (3.35). And, the Aeries Portal
is seen as a helpful tool for monitoring children’s progress (3.38).
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•

A strong majority (89%) of parents receive email communications from the school, and this is a
method of communication that 79% prefer. Parent Square was well-utilized in this, its first year of
implementation, with 74% of respondents having accessed these messages from school.

•

Out of the 12 parents who completed the parent survey in Spanish, ratings for support of parents and
students learning English were positive. When asked whether families felt comfortable approaching
their children’s teachers with questions/concerns, only 41% so indicated. However, few comments
were provided as to improvements that could be made to support Spanish-speaking families.

•

Finally, for the second administration of these LCAP surveys, it is very encouraging that the parent
survey had the best response rate of any survey yet, with 133 parents participating out of 359 families
in the district, a 37% response rate. For comparison, the 2017 LCAP surveys had a 34% response rate
(136 surveys from 400 families). Even more surprising was the extent of comments made by parents.
This is not usually the case with survey research. It indicates that parents are invested in the SUSD
schools, want to be heard and help improve their schools.

Summary of Key Points from Teacher Surveys
The items below can be considered the key findings from the teacher surveys.
•

SUSD teachers agree that their schools are a safe place for students overall, with a rating of 3.56 out
of 4.0. Of three safety issues (bullying, drugs and alcohol, and fights), the issue of most concern to
teachers was bullying, rated at 2.93. This rating is closer to a “small” problem (3.0) but falls between
that and a “moderate” problem (2.0).

•

Teachers view some policies and practices could be improved. Most items included received average
ratings between disagree and agree, with only one rated above agree (i.e., I feel supported in my
efforts to address extreme behavioral challenges in my students, 3.08). The lowest rated item, at 2.60,
was for consistency of grading practices between teachers.

•

Views on academic program components are generally positive. Teachers report agreement that they
are well-trained in changes to the Common Core State Standards and that their schools provide
children with a well-rounded education. In regard to specific content areas, there is most agreement
that the schools promote children’s academic development, use of technology, involvement in
extracurricular activities, and IEPs. Rated just below agreement, social emotional development (2.93)
and physical development (2.86). Rated midway between “agree” and “disagree” were meaningful
contributions to their community through volunteer activities (2.67), ELD (2.61), and rated closer to
disagree was providing nutritious and appealing lunches (2.28).

•

Teachers viewed most extracurricular programming as worthy of resources, with the strongest ratings
given for more traditional extracurriculars of band/music/choir (9.07 out of ten), visual arts (8.48),
Sports/athletics (8.38), and Wood Shop/Makerspace (8.28). Also rated highly was the availability of
after school care (8.59). The item receiving least importance was video production (6.38)., the most
recent addition to extracurricular programming at Brook Haven.

•

Overall, teachers believe their schools are welcoming (3.28) and encourage participation and
involvement of all families. Rated most highly was that schools treat all families with respect
regardless of personal characteristics (3.48). Teachers also believe they are equipped to work
effectively with families (3.44). They believe the schools and district do a good job of communicating
with families, providing ratings 3.29 and 3.52. The exception to this was an average rating of 2.96
given to the provision of information in Spanish to Spanish-speakers.
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•

Regarding the implementation of the CCSS, results are consistent with the amount of time and work
that has been given to each subject. When asked what is most needed for them to successfully work
with the new CCSS, comments focused most often on time to plan and collaborate with colleagues.

Recommendations
Based on the analysis of the 2019 administration of parent and teacher surveys, the following
recommendations are offered to assist SUSD with its continuous improvement efforts.

School Safety and School Climate
Conduct additional research involving both teachers, parents, other staff and students to better
understand bullying and determine how to reduce it. Of three safety-related issues listed (i.e., bullying,
drugs and/or alcohol, and physical fights between students), only bullying was rated by both parents and
teachers as any kind of problem. Both provided average ratings that characterize bullying somewhere
between a ‘small’ and ‘moderate’ problem. Given the strong emphasis SUSD schools place on social and
emotional health, it would be beneficial to learn about how, when, and why this problem is manifesting
itself at the schools. Growing awareness of bullying, its consequences and intervention programs (some
of which SUSD has already utilized), have increased parent and community support to address the issue.
Further, with the increasing use of smart phones among middle school-age and younger students, this
problem is likely to become larger and change over time. Take advantage of insights from staff on the
front lines of bullying, such as the school counselor and school psychologist. With increasingly younger
students’ use of social media, and perceptions around getting “likes” and its impact on communications,
it is an opportune time to develop strategies and perhaps policies regarding phone use as well as providing
parents with information to make informed choices for their children.

School Policies and Practices
Discuss with teachers, policy and actual practice in grading consistency, to identify if any aspects
warrant attention. Teacher responses reveal less agreement around areas such as the consistency of
grading practices across teachers. There may be some disparities that can be clarified and addressed with
a facilitated discussion and training.

Academics and Extracurricular Programs
Consider sharing some information with parents about the school lunch program. Parents and teachers
rated the lunch program poorly. To some degree this is not unusual. Large scale production of meals does
not always result in rave reviews, and schools are not known for fine dining. Further, the school lunch
program is heavily regulated with limited freedom to innovate while continuing to comply with state and
federal rules. Sometimes, just providing information about the lunch program and required lunch
specifications, as well as the ways that SUSD tries to provide healthy and appealing fare, can overpower
some of the negativity that parents hear from their children. Such information could be shared on the
district website, along with monthly menus.

Welcome, Participation, and Parent Involvement
Continue to share the positive feedback parents provided about the SUSD schools. Both parents and
teachers gave the schools similarly high ratings for welcoming parents and families and encouraging
parent participation and involvement in the schools. This information is important to share with currently
enrolled families, but also with families who might be considering a move to SUSD schools. Newsletters
(paper and on the district website), direct mail, and/or community newspaper ads are great ways to share
pieces of information that matter to families when choosing schools for their children—as well as
validating the choice of those families already enrolled. Parents and teachers say that the SUSD schools
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are welcoming, that they like participation from families, and that they treat all families with respect.
These are strong selling points. The district’s recent marketing efforts can well-utilize this information.

Communication
Continue ongoing efforts to provide timely and helpful information to SUSD families and attempt to
match communication preferences. Parents and teachers overall rated school and district communication
with families as positive. Parents gave school-generated communications higher ratings than districtgenerated communication, with communications about school district changes getting the lowest ratings
at just below the “agree” mark. Certainly, district communication, as well as school communication, is
something that needs constant attention. Creating the right mix of message, frequency, and mode of
communication is a challenge. Survey results indicate that the largest share of families (79%) prefer email
communications to stay informed. Keeping close track of email addresses and communication preferences
can help keep this element of school life trending in a positive direction.
Carefully review survey comments about communication and make any changes warranted. Comments
made about communication are a combination of individual experiences and overall perceptions. Though
there is always room for improvement, a few items were raised multiple times. Parents indicated that
receiving notice well in advance of events is highly valued and that communications regarding sports
teams can be challenging. Given that the school has multiple activities occurring simultaneously, staying
on top of every activity is easier said than done. Further, extracurricular sports teams are run by volunteer
coaches, so it may be necessary to develop strategies on a case by case basis, to determine how best to
match volunteer coach communication preferences with some kind of predictable and standard protocol
for keeping parents informed of practices, games, and any changes to either.

Common Core State Standards Implementation
Share survey results around CCSS, both charts and comments, with teachers to help determine next
steps in supporting implementation. The survey did what it should do—revealed where teachers see the
efforts taking shape. These results are consistent with the efforts made to date, revealing patterns based
on the length of time and effort that has been made around each subject area. The highest level of
implementation was for English Language Arts and math, and for those subjects, instructional materials
aligned to the CCSS were also highly rated. Comments teachers made about what they need to implement
the CCSS successfully are very useful and provide a good basis for discussion of the next steps.
Determine how to find the time teachers say they need to support implementation of the CCSS as well
as providing additional professional development. More than any other requests, teachers indicated that
they need time to plan and to collaborate with peers. The challenge will be finding that time for them.

General Recommendation
Set SUSD up for future successful LCAP/LCFF survey administrations by promoting this year’s results.
This year’s survey for parents and teachers was clearly successful. The multiple coordinated efforts
between district administration, principals, teachers, and MRES paid off. Comments provided by all
respondents were thoughtful and substantive. It’s rather surprising given the length of the survey. Taken
together, this provides evidence that that the SUSD community is invested in the ongoing efforts to make
the school experience even more positive for students and their families. It would be validating to all
parents and teachers who participated to provide a summary of findings and next steps to be taken—
either in meetings or in a newsletter – perhaps along with the announcement of the gift card winners. If
SUSD is going to implement this survey to parents and teachers bi-annually, it is critical to honor their
hard work by thanking them and sharing the results.
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APPENDIX A
Parent Surveys
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SEBASTOPOL UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT – PARENT SURVEY 2019
(Please complete one per household)
This survey gives you a chance to give your schools and the school district your perspective on important factors related to your
child/children’s education. Our ability to improve depends on your honest opinions, including if you don’t feel like you know
enough to give an answer. Choose “Does Not Apply” for questions that don’t relate to you or your child/children. Space for your
comments follows each major section of the survey. Responses are confidential and analyzed by an external survey researcher.
A $100 Visa gift card and five $20 Visa gift cards will be given to random survey (paper and online) participants. If you prefer the
online survey, please go to: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SEBUPARENTS. Provide your initials and phone number at end of
the survey for the drawing. If you complete the survey on the paper form, just return it to either school’s front office. Thanks!
Please indicate the grade levels of your
child/children in Sebastopol Union Schools:

TK

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Do you also have a child/children in:

Castle Preschool

Castle Before/After School Care

⃝

⃝

NOTE: If you have children at Brook Haven and Park Side, please answer school related items for your OLDEST child.
A. LEARNING ENVIRONMENT & SCHOOL CLIMATE
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

Does Not
Apply

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Use the
here 

Not a
Problem

A little
Problem

Moderate
Problem

A large
Problem

Don’t
know

Bullying

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Drugs or alcohol

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Physical fighting between students

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Agree

Disagree

⃝

⃝

Strongly
Disagree
⃝

Don’t
Know
⃝

A1. Safety
1. The school is a safe place for the students.
2. How much of a problem do you
scale believe these issues are at this school:

A2. School Climate
1. Teachers here are caring and supportive of students.

Strongly
Agree
⃝

2. Teachers here do their best to help students reach their potential.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. The homework my child has is about the right amount.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. Students here are respectful to teachers and staff.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. School discipline policies are implemented consistently with students.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

1. School facilities and grounds are well maintained.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. Classrooms have the right learning materials and technology.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. Academic development (English, Math, Science, History).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. Understanding of and use of technology.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. Physical development (physical education).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

6. English language learning (English Language Development).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

A3. School Facilities

A4. Programs/Academics
1.Teachers are well-trained in changes in the academic standards.
2. This school does a good job of providing children with a wellrounded education.

Does Not
Apply

Does Not
Apply

Does Not
Apply

This school does a good job promoting children’s ...
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⃝

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

7. Social and emotional development.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

8. Involvement in extracurricular activities.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

9. Meaningful contributions to their community (by volunteering).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

10. Individual education plan (Special education).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

11. Nutrition with healthy and appealing school lunches.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

A4. Programs/Academics (Continued)

Given limited resources, please rate the importance to
you that each extracurricular program is offered and
receives funding:

Not at all
important to me

Does Not
Apply

Extremely
important to me

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

a. Visual arts (painting, drawing, photography)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

b. Video Production

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

c. Music/Band//Choir

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

d. Drama

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

e. Computers/technology

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

f. Gardening/Sustainability

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

g. Wood shop/Makerspace

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

h. Field trips

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

i. Athletics/sports

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

j. Clubs (Interact, Coding Club, Book Club, Bike Club)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

k. After School Care (Castle, Boys & Girls Club)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Please provide any comments you would like to about the LEARNING ENVIRONMENT and SCHOOL CLIMATE section.

B. PARENT PARTICIPATION, INVOLVEMENT & COMMUNCIATION
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

1. This school climate is welcoming to parents.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. This school encourages parents’ participation in school and classes.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. This school treats students, families with respect regardless of race,
language, religion, income, or other characteristics.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

1. This school encourages parents to share their opinions and ideas
about important school decisions or changes.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. The district encourages parents to share their opinions about
important district-level decisions or changes.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

B1. Welcome and Participation

B2. Parent Involvement
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

1. Teachers here respond quickly when parents express concerns.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. The Aeries Portal helps me stay informed of my child’s progress.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. Parent Square is a useful tool for communication from school.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. This school does a good job communicating with parents.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. The district does a good job communicating with parents.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

6. The school provides useful parent education opportunities
(like Positive Discipline, Teens/Tweens, Cyberbullying)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

7. The school provides enough information in Spanish for Spanish speakers.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

B3. Communication

Does Not
Apply

⃝

This school provides timely and helpful information to parents about . . .
8. Upcoming school events or activities (for example, bike clinics, open
house, student performances).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

9. Administrative issues (like calendar changes, important dates).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

10. Health concerns (like strep throat, lice, etc.)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

This year, I have received information by
this school or the district in these ways:

Newsletter

Website

Email

Parent
Square

Sebastopol Education
Foundation (SEF) Meeting

Notice sent home
with child

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

My preferred way to get information
from the school is:

Newsletter

Website

Email

Parent
Square

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Mail

Phone

Sent home

⃝

⃝

⃝

Please provide your comments needed about PARENT PARTICIPATION, INVOLVEMENT & COMMUNICATION section.

Demographics:
Are you the student’s:

⃝ Parent/Stepparent

⃝ Guardian

⃝ Grandparent

⃝ Asian
⃝ White/Caucasian

⃝ Black/African American
⃝ Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

⃝ Foster Parent

⃝ Other

Races/Ethnicities:
⃝ American Indian/AK Native
⃝ Hispanic/Latino

Total years with children in Sebastopol Union Schools:
GIFT CARD DRAWING: Your initials: _____ ______

⃝ This is our 1st year or

⃝ Filipino
⃝ Multi-racial/Multi-ethnic

_______ (# of years including this year)

Phone # to contact you if you win: (________) ______ -- ___________

…. this survey to the front office or your child’s teacher. Thank you so much!
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Cuál es Sú
opinión?

La Unión del Distrito Escolar de Sebastopol – ENCUESTA 2019
(Por favor complete una encuesta por familia)

Con esta acuesta tiene la oportunidad de darle a sus escuelas y al distrito su perspectiva sobre factores importantes relacionados
con la educación de su hijo/hijos. Nuestra capacidad de mejorar depende de su honesta opinión, incluyendo si usted siente que
no sabe lo suficiente como para dar una respuesta. Escoja “No Aplica” para preguntas que no son relacionadas con usted o con
su hijo/hijos. Se provee de un espacio para sus comentarios en cada sección de la encuesta. Las respuestas son confidenciales y
son analizadas por un investigador externo encuestas.
Los participantes en esta encuesta serán premiados al azar con una tarjeta de regalo de Visa de $100 y cinco tarjetas de regalo de
Visa de $20 dólares. (Esto será en línea o llenando las hojas). Si usted prefiere la encuesta en línea, por favor entre a
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SUSDPADRES. Por favor escriba sus iniciales y su número de teléfono al final de la encuesta
para participar. Si usted complete la encuesta en papel, solamente entréguela en la oficina de la escuela. ¡Gracias!
Por favor indique los niveles de grado de su
niños en las escuelas de Sebastopol Unión:
Usted también tiene niños en:

TK

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Preescolar Castle

Castle cuidado después de la escuela

⃝

⃝

NOTA: Si usted tiene niños en Brook Haven y Park Side, por favor responda cosas relacionadas con la escuela de su hijo/a mayor.

A. AMBIENTE DE APRENDIZAJE Y EL AMBIENTE DE LA ESCUELA
Muy de
Acuerdo

De
Acuerdo

En
Desacuerdo

Muy en
Desacuerdo

No lo
Se

No
Aplica

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Use la escala
de aqui 

No
Problema

Un
Pequeno
Problema

Un
Problema
moderado

Un
Problema
Grande

No Lo
Se

Acoso de burla

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Drugas o alcol

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
Muy de
Acuerdo

⃝
De
Acuerdo

⃝
En
Desacuerdo

⃝
Muy en
Desacuerdo

⃝
No lo
Se

No
Aplica

1. Los maestros son cuidadosos y apoyan a los alumnos.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. Los maestros aquí hacen lo mejor para ayudar a los alumnos a alcanzar
todo su potencial.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. La tarea que mi hijo/a tiene parece ser la cantidad adecuada.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. Los alumnos aquí son respetuosos hacia los maestros y docentes.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. Las pólizas de disciplina de la escuela son implementadas
constantemente entre los alumnos.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Muy de
Acuerdo

De
Acuerdo

En
Desacuerdo

Muy en
Desacuerdo

No lo
Se

No
Aplica

1. Los servicios de la escuela están bien mantenidos.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

1. Los salones tienen el material y la tecnología correcta para el
aprendizaje.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Muy de
Acuerdo

De
Acuerdo

En
Desacuerdo

Muy en
Desacuerdo

No lo
Se

No
Aplica

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

A1. Seguridad
1. La escuela es un lugar seguro para los alumnos.
2. Que tan problemático es
esto en esta escuela:

Peleas físicas entre alumnos

A2. Ambiente de la Escuela

A3. Servicios de la Escuela

A4. Programa/Académicos
1. Los maestros están bien entrenados en los cambios de los
estandares académicos.
2 Esta escuela hace un buen trabajo al proporcionar a los niños
una educación integral.

La escuela hace buen trabajo promoviendo…..
3. Desarrollo académico (Ingles, Matematicas, Ciencia, Historia).
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Muy en

Muy de
Acuerdo

De
Acuerdo

En
Desacuerdo

Desacuerdo

No lo
Se

4. Uso y entendimiento de tecnología.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. Desarrollo Fisico (educacion fisica).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

6. Aprendizaje del idioma Ingles (Desarrollo del idioma Ingles).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

7. Desarroyo social y emocional.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

8. Participación en actividades extracurriculares.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

9. Contribución significativa en su comunidad (a través de servicios
de voluntariado).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

10. Plan de educación especial (Educación especial).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

11. Nutrición con almuerzos ricos y saludables.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

A4. Programa/Académicos (Continuado)

No
Aplica

Con recursos limitados, por favor evalue la importancia
que tiene para usted que cada programa extracurricular
sea ofrecido y reciba fondos:

Nada importante
para mí

Muy importante
para mí

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

a. Artes visuales (pintura, dibujo, fotografía)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

b. Producción de video

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

c. Música/Banda/Coro

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

d. Drama

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

e. Computadoras/tecnología

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

f. Jardinería/Sostenibilidad

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

g. Trábajo de madera/Manualidad

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

h. Paseos

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

i. Atléticos/deportes

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

j. BH Clubs (Interactuar, club de codigos, club de libros,
club de bicicleta)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

k. Cuidado de despues de escuela (Castle, Club de Niño y Ninas)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Por favor proporcione cualquier comentario que desee relacionado LA SECCION del AMBIENTE DE APRENDIZAJE Y EL
AMBIENTE EN LA ESCUELA.

B. PARTICIPACIÓN DE LOS PADRES, ENVOLVIMIENTO Y COMUNICACIÓN
Muy de
Acuerdo

De
Acuerdo

En
Desacuerdo

Muy en
Desacuerdo

No lo
Se

1. El ambiente de la escuela se siente de bienvenida para los padres.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. Esta escuela motiva a los padres a que ayuden y participen en la
escuela y en los salones.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. Esta escuela trata a los alumnos y familias con respeto no importando
su raza, idioma, religión, salario, u otras características.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

B1. Bienvenida y Participación
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Muy de
Acuerdo

De
Acuerdo

En
Desacuerdo

Muy en
Desacuerdo

No lo
Se

1. Esta escuela motiva a los padres a compartir su opinión e ideas y
decisiones importantes o cambios en la escuela.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. Este distrito motiva a los papás a compartir sus opiniones acerca
de decisiones importantes y cambios a nivel districto.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Muy de
Acuerdo

De
Acuerdo

En
Desacuerdo

Muy en
Desacuerdo

No lo
Se

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. Esta escuela hace buen trabajo en comunicarse con los papas.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. El distrito hace buen trabajo comunicándose con los padres.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

6. Yo recibo notificación para participar en oportunidades de la
escuela o distrito (como consejo directivo, comités, juntas).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

7. La escuela probé suficiente información en Español.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

B2. Participación de los Padres

B3. Comunicación
1. Los maestros aquí responden rápido cuando los padres
expresan preocupación por algo.
2. El Portal de Aieries me ayuda a mantenerme informado sobre el
progreso de mi hija/o.
3. Parent Square es una manera útil para comunicación de la
escuela.

No
Aplica

⃝

⃝

Esta escuela probé información a tiempo y de ayuda para los padres de familia acerca de. . .
ayuda para los padres de familia acerca de. . .

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

8. Próximos eventos o actividades escolares (por ejemplo, clínicas de

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

9. Asuntos administrativo (cambios en el calendario, días importantes).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

10.Preocupaciones de salud (como laringitis, piojos, etc.)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

bicicleta, casa abierta, actuaciones de los estudiantes).

Este año, he recibido información por medio
de esta escuela o el distrito en esta forma:

Carta

⃝

Mi forma preferida de obtener información
de la escuela es:

Carta

⃝

Red
Social

Electonico

Parent
Square

⃝

⃝

⃝

Red
social

Correo
Electronico

⃝

Correo

⃝

Parent
Square

⃝

Reunión con La
Fundación de Educación
(SEF)

Enviar una nota con su
hijo/a

⃝

⃝
Por correo

Telefono

Enviar a casa

⃝

⃝

⃝

Por favor provea cualquier comentario que desee relacionado con el tema de arriba de las secciones PARTICIPACION DE
LOS PADRES DE FAMILIA, ENVOLVIMIENTO Y COMUNICACION.
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Las siguientes preguntas son específicamente acerca de las experiencias de su familia en la escuela como hablantes de español
Muy de
Acuerdo

De
Acuerdo

En
Desacuerdo

Muy en
Desacuerdo

No lo
Se

1. Comunicándose con los hablantes de español.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2.Incluyendo estudiantes y padres que hablan español en la comunidad de la escuela

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3.En pedir las opiniones a los padres de habla español para maneras de
cómo lograr las necesidades de los estudiantes en la escuela.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

C. Esta escuela Hace buen trabajo…

D. Se siente agosto preguntándole preguntas, pidiendo información, o si tiene preocupaciones a los maestros?
Si

No

⃝

⃝

depende

Si marco no o depende por favor explique aqui:

⃝

E. ¿Hay algunos servicios que falten en esta escuela para ayudar los estudiantes de aprendiz de inglés?

F. ¿Se podría agregar o cambiar algo para mejorar las experiencias de los padres que hablan español en esta escuela?

G.¿Hay cosas que crees que esta escuela hace realmente bien para apoyar a los estudiantes y /o padres que hablan
español?

Demográficos:
Es usted del alumno/s:
Razas/Etnicidad:

⃝ Padre/Padrastro

⃝ Indio Americano/AK Nativo
⃝ Hispano/Latino

⃝ Guardián

⃝ Asiático
⃝ Blanco/Caucásico

⃝ Abuelo/a

⃝ Padre Adoptivo

⃝ Black/Negro Americano
⃝ Nativo Hawaiano/Pacific Islander

⃝ Otro

⃝ Filipino
⃝ Multirracial/Multiétnico

Total de años con sus hijos en La Unión de Escuelas de Sebastopol:
⃝

Este es nuestro primer ano

o

_________ (# de años incluyendo este)

TARJETA DE REGALO: Sus iniciales: _____ ______

# de teléfono para contactarlo si usted gana: (______) ______ -- __________

…. Por favor entréguela en la oficina de la escuela. ¡Gracias!
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APPENDIX B
Teacher Survey
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SEBASTOPOL UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT – LCAP TEACHER & STAFF SURVEY 2019
This survey gives you a chance to give your school and SUSD your perspective on important factors related to school
climate and issues related to the district’s implementation of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). If only certain
CCSSs apply – or none apply, mark “Don’t Know/NA” as needed.
Space is also provided for your comments within each major section of the survey. PLEASE NOTE: This survey is being
conducted and analyzed by an external research consultant. Your individual responses are anonymous and will be
analyzed in aggregate by school and overall.
Please indicate all the grade level/s you
teach and/or other roles you fill:
Special Programs (Such as
P.E., Electives, Title I, RSP)

⃝

TK

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Classified
Staff

⃝

Total years you have been employed in SUSD
(including this year):

_____

A. SCHOOL CLIMATE, PROGRAMS, POLICIES AND PRACTICES
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Not a
Problem

A little
Problem

Moderate
Problem

A large
Problem

Don’t
know

Bullying

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Drugs or alcohol

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Physical fighting between students

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

Does Not
Apply

1. Grading practices are consistent between teachers.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. Students here are respectful to teachers and staff.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. School discipline policies are an appropriate blend of
prevention, consequences and restorative practices.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. School discipline policies are implemented consistently across students.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. I feel supported in my efforts to address extreme behavioral challenges
in my students.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

Does Not
Apply

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

A1. Safety
1.The school is a safe place for the students.
2. How much of a problem do you
believe these issues are at your school:

Use the scale
here 

A2. School Policies & Practices

A3. School Facilities
1. The ticket system for facilities repair orders is effective.
2. Classrooms have the right learning materials and technology.

A4. Programs/Academics
1. Teachers are well-trained in changes in the Common Core State
Standards.
2. My school does a good job of providing children with a wellrounded education.
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⃝

This school does a good job promoting children’s ...
3. Academic development (English, Math, Science, History).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. Understanding of and use of technology.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. Physical development (physical education).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

6. English language learning (English Language Development).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

7. Social and emotional development.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

8. Involvement in extracurricular activities.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

9. Meaningful contributions to their community (through
volunteer service opportunities).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

10.Individual education plan (Special education).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

11. Nutrition with healthy and appealing school lunches.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Given limited resources, please rate the importance you
place on each extracurricular program being offered and
receiving funding:

Not at all
important to me

Extremely
important to me

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

a. Visual arts (painting, drawing, photography)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

b. Video Production

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

c. Band/music/Choir

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

d. Drama

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

e. Computers/technology

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

f. Gardening/Sustainability

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

g. Wood shop/Makerspace

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

h. Field trips

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

i. Athletics/sports

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

j. BH Clubs (Interact, Coding Club, Book Club, Bike Club)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

k. After School Care (Castle, Boys & Girls Club)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Please provide any comments you would like to about any of the items above related to the SCHOOL CLIMATE,
PROGRAMS, POLICIES AND PRACTICES section.

B. PARENT PARTICIPATION, INVOLVEMENT & COMMUNCIATION
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

1. This school climate is welcoming to parents.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. This school encourages parents to help and participate in the
school and the classrooms.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. This school treats students, families with respect regardless of race,
language, religion, income, or other characteristics.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. As a teacher, I feel equipped to work effectively with parents.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

B1. Welcome and Participation
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Does
Not
Apply

⃝

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

1. This school encourages parents to share their opinions and ideas
about important school decisions or changes.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. The district encourages parents to share their opinions about
important district-level decisions or changes.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Don’t
Know

1. Teachers here respond quickly when parents express concerns.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. The Aeries Portal is a useful tool to relay student progress.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. Parent Square is a useful tool for communication from school.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. My school does a good job communicating with parents.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. Parents receive notices to participate in school- or district-wide
opportunities (like site council, committees, meetings).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

6. The school provides useful parent education opportunities (like
Positive Discipline, Teens/Tweens, Cyberbullying).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

7. This school provides enough information in Spanish for Spanish speakers.

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

B2. Parent Involvement

B2. Communication

This school provides timely and helpful information to parents about . . .
8. Upcoming school events or activities (for example, bike clinics,
open house, student performances).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

9. Administrative items (like calendar changes, important dates).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

10. Health concerns (like strep throat, lice, etc.).

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

C. COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS IMPLEMENTATION

Initial
Awareness

Developing
Awareness

Full
Awareness

Student
Awareness

Full Implementation

Don’t
Know /

1

2

3

4

5

NA

1. English Language Arts – Common Core State Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. English Language Development (ELD)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. Mathematics – Common Core State Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. Next Generation Science Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. History—Social Science

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

6. Health/Physical Education Content Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Exploration
& Research
Phase

Beginning
Development

Initial
Implementation

Full
Implementation

1

2

3

4

Full
Implementation &
Sustainability

1. English Language Arts – Common Core State Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. English Language Development (ELD)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. Mathematics – Common Core State Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. Next Generation Science Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. History—Social Science

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

6. Health/Physical Education Content Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

C1. Describe the district’s level of implementation of the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) below:

C2. Rate the district’s progress in providing professional
development for teaching to the CCSS below:
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Don’t
Know /
NA

5

Full
Implementation &
Sustainability

C3. Rate the district’s progress in making instructional
materials aligned to the CCSS available in all classrooms
where the subject is taught shown below:

Exploration
& Research
Phase

Beginning
Development

Initial
Implementation

Full
Implementation

1

2

3

4

1. English Language Arts – Common Core State Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. English Language Development (ELD)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. Mathematics – Common Core State Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. Next Generation Science Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. History—Social Science

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

6. Health/Physical Education Content Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Exploration &
Research
Phase

Beginning
Development

Initial
Implementation

Full
Implementation

Don’t
Know /

1

2

3

4

Full
Implementation &
Sustainability

1. English Language Arts – Common Core State Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

2. English Language Development (ELD)

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

3. Mathematics – Common Core State Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4. Next Generation Science Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

5. History—Social Science

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

6. Health/Physical Education Content Standards

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

C4. Rate the district’s progress in providing support to
teachers for improved instruction, assessment, and data
analysis toward the CCSS (e.g., collaborative time,
teacher pairing):

Don’t
Know /
NA

5

NA

5

At this point in time, what do you need most to help you work effectively with the Common Core State Standards?

Please provide any comments you would like to about any of the items above related to the PARENT PARTICIPATION,
INVOLVEMENT, COMMUNICATION & COMMON CORE STANDARDS IMPLEMENTATION section.
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APPENDIX C
Parent Survey – Comments
(See Full Report)
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APPENDIX D
Teacher Survey – Comments
(See Full Report)
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APPENDIX E
Comparison of Parent Survey Results by School
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To determine whether parent survey responses differed significantly by school, each survey was categorized according to whether
parents had children only at Park Side, only at Brook Haven, or at both schools. The percentage of parents with students at both
schools was 18% of all surveys, much lower than those from parents of students at Park Side (47.4%) or Brook Haven (34.6%). Because
of the large difference in numbers, the first analysis attempted to show differences between responses of only Park Side and Brook
Haven parents. Including a group with much lower numbers would artificially enhance differences, finding significance in differences
that are more likely a product of the disparity in numbers of surveys. Using t-tests, the items below revealed significant differences in
average responses from Park Side and Brook Haven families.
Item
How much of a problem are drugs or alcohol?
Teachers here are caring and supportive of students.
Students here are respectful to teachers and staff.
The school does a good job of promoting children’s
English language learning.
The school does a good job of promoting children’s
social and emotional development.
This school climate is welcoming to parents.
This school encourages parents to share their opinions
and ideas about important school decisions or changes.
This school provides timely and helpful information to
parents about … upcoming school events or activities.

School

N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Park Side

58

3.98

.131

Brook Haven
Park Side

30
63

3.20
3.67

.996
.475

Brook Haven
Park Side
Brook Haven

46
58
36

3.35
3.41
3.08

.640
.531
.500

Park Side
Brook Haven

50
26

3.38
3.12

.567
.516

2.049(55.21), p<.045

Park Side
Brook Haven

62
43

3.27
3.00

.605
.617

2.256(89.33), p<.026

Park Side
Brook Haven
Park Side

63
46
58

3.51
3.24
3.36

.564
.524
.765

Brook Haven
Park Side
Brook Haven

41
62
46

3.10
3.27
3.02

.490
.682
.614

T test result (df)
4.283(29.52), p <.000
2.853(79.20), p<.006
3.041(77.75), p<.003

2.559(100.92), p<.012
2.094(96.19), p<.039
2.015(101.99), p<.047

In total, eight survey items differed significantly by school. For these items, another test for equality of means was run using all three
groups of survey respondents (i.e., those with students at Park Side only, Brook Haven only, and with students at both schools).
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used for this analysis. In this case, only three items were determined to have significant differences.
Item
How much of a problem are drugs or alcohol?

Teachers here are caring and supportive of
students.
Students here are respectful to teachers and staff.

This school climate is welcoming to parents.

School

N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Park Side

58

3.98

.131

Brook Haven

30

3.20

.996

F(2, 105)=16.942, p =.000

Both Schools
Park Side
Brook Haven

20
63
46

3.40
3.67
3.35

.821
.475
.640

F(2, 130)=4.605,p=.012

Both Schools
Park Side

24
58

3.50
3.41

.511
.531

Brook Haven
Both Schools

36
20

3.08
3.10

.500
.447

Park Side
Brook Haven
Both Schools

63
46
24

3.51
3.24
3.29

.564
.524
.751

Anova result

F(2, 111)=5.825, p=.004

F(2, 130)=3.070, p=.05

Looking across both tables, the items vary in ways that are intuitively understandable. Park Side, as a K-4 school, is viewed by parents
as having more developmentally appropriate components that would be expected of schools serving younger children. For example,
drugs and alcohol are seen as less of a concern at Park Side. Teachers care and support of students and a focus on social and emotional
development gets stronger agreement from Park Side parents than Brook Haven parents. In the second analysis, it’s also reasonable
that the parents with children at both schools rate the items somewhere between the Park Side and Brook Haven ratings, having
experience at both schools. These are the only items for which there are significant differences by school groupings, and the magnitude
of difference, while statistically significant, is not necessarily important. However, it may be useful in determining enhancements by
school.
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APPENDIX F
Comparison of Parent and Teacher Surveys on Identical Items
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Comparison of Parent and Teacher Perceptions
Several survey items were asked of both parents and teachers. This was done to illuminate areas of agreement and
disagreement between the two groups. As each group has its own perspective, revealing these similarities and differences
can help direct improvement efforts.

A1. School Safety
Both parents and teachers rated the same school safety questions. On most items, their ratings were fairly close, though
teachers gave slightly higher ratings on each item. Both rated the school as a safe place for students (Parents: 3.41 and
teachers: 3.55 on 4-point scale where 4 is strongly agree). On the issues of bullying, drugs/alcohol use, and fights, the
differences between groups were small, .06 to .33-point differences.

A2. School Climate

SCALE:
= Aalarge
problem;
2 =these
A moderate
problem;
A small problem; 4 = Not a problem
A1. How
much1of
problem
are
issues
at this3 =school?
1
2
3
4
Only two items about school
climate were identical between
2.93
Bullying
the teacher and parent versions
2.87
of the survey. Here, parents
3.82
Drugs/Alcohol
gave more positive ratings on
3.66
both items than teachers. On
3.82
average, parents were almost
Fights
3.49
half a point more positive than
3.55
teachers
about
students’
This school is safe place for Students
3.41
respectful behavior at school
and one-third a point less
Teachers
Parents
positive than parents about
discipline consistency. This may reflect the much greater amount of time teachers are with the students at school, versus
parents who either get glimpses of behavior or hear of isolated issues from their own child.

A2. School Climate Related Items
1

2

3

3.25

Students are respectful to
teachers/Staff

2.79

Discipline policies are implemented
consistently across students

2.76

Parents

4

3.2

Teachers

SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree

A4. Academics and Extracurricular Programs
Within academic programming, teachers provided slightly to moderately lower ratings for each item than parents with
the exception of “involvement in extracurricular activities,” which teachers rated slightly higher. The largest differences
were for ELD, for which parents provided a .65 point higher rating than teachers, and meaningful contributions through
service opportunities for which parents provided on average a .41 point more positive rating than teachers. A new item
added this year shows parents solidly agree that their school provides children with a well-rounded education. Teachers
feel the same but provided a rating that was about one-quarter of a point lower than parents.
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A4.1. This school does a good job of promoting children's ...
1

2

3

3.18
3.00

Academic development

3.22
3.07

Understanding and use of technology

Physical development (P.E.)

3.15

2.86

English language develoment (ELD)

3.29

2.61

Social/Emotional development

2.93

3.14

2.94
3.00

Involvement in extracurricular activities
Meaningful contributions to their community through
volunteer service opportunities

2.67

3.08

3.24
3.07

Individual Education Plan (IEP)
Nutrition with healthy and appealing school lunches

2.28

2.59

This school does a good job of providing children with
a well-rounded education
Parents

4

3.00

3.22

Teachers
SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree

In terms of the extracurricular programming, ratings
between parents and teachers were very mostly
positive and similar, with neither group giving consistently higher or lower ratings. Teachers provided ratings

A4.2. Given limited resources, rate the importance to you that each extracurricular
program is offered and receives funding:
1

4

7

10

8.41

Visual arts
Video Production

8.48

6.57

6.38

8.32

Band/Music/Choir
Drama

7.66

7.24

8.13

Computers/technology

7.72

Gardening/Sustainability

7.78

Wood shop/makerspace

7.76

7.71

8.28
8.16
8.21

Field trips

8.34

Athletics/sports
BH Clubs
After School Care
Parents

9.07

8.38

7.82

8.21

7.74

8.59

Teachers
SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree
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higher than parents for programs typically considered standard electives (art, music/band, woodshop), but also gave
higher ratings than parents did for Brook Haven clubs and after school care. The least important item for both parents and
teachers was the video production program. Not coincidentally, this is one of the newest offerings at Brook Haven, so it
may be that the limited familiarity with it impacted respondents’ ratings.

B. Parent Participation, Involvement, and Communication
Parents and teachers gave similar positive ratings to questions in this grouping. Rated by both parents and teachers at
almost 3.5 was the idea that the schools treat students and families well without regard to personal characteristics.
Parents gave higher ratings for feeling welcomed by the schools and being encouraged to help and participate in their
school. Teachers gave slightly higher ratings than parents for the items related to school and district encouragement of
parent participation and opinion sharing in local level decisions.

B1/B2 Welcome, Parent Participation and Involvement
1

2

This school climate is welcoming to
parents
This school encourages parents to help
and participate
This school treats students, families with
respect regardless of race, language,
religion, income or other characteristics
This school encourages parents to share
their opinions and ideas about school
decisions/changes
The district encourages parents to share
their opinions about important district
level decisions/changes
Parents

3

4

3.38
3.28
3.29
3.22
3.48
3.48
3.22
3.33
3.07
3.25

Teachers

SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree

B2. Communication
The final set of questions given to both parents and teachers relate to school/home communications. Differences in ratings
between parents and teachers were generally small, the largest difference involved perceptions of support for Spanish
speakers, which parents more strongly agreed was adequate than teachers (3.38 vs. 2.96). This was the only item for
either group that dipped below an average rating of three out of four points.
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B2. Communication

1

2

3

4

Teachers here respond quickly when parents express
concerns

3.35
3.29

The Aeries Portal is a useful tool to relay student progress

3.38
3.29

Parent Square is a useful tool for communications from the
school

3.22
3.33

This school does a good job communicating with parents

3.21
3.31

Parents receive notices to participate in school/district
opportunities

3.16

3.48
3.46

The school provides useful parent education opportunities
The school provides enough information for monolingual
Spanish speakers
This school provides timely/helpful information about:
School events/activities
Administrative issues
Health concerns
Parents

3.52

2.96

3.38

3.17

3.45

3.19
3.39
3.2
3.18

Teachers
SCALE: 1 = Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3=Agree; 4=Strongly agree
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APPENDIX G
Comparison of Results 2017 to 2019
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School Safety Issues:
2019: How much of a problem are these issues at this school?
1

2

3

4

2.93
2.87

Bullying

3.82
3.66

Drugs/Alcohol

3.82

Fights

3.49
3.55
3.41

This school is safe place for Students

Teachers

Parents

2017: How much of a problem are these issues at this school?
1

2

Bullying

3

4

2.76
2.88
3.67
3.79

Drugs/Alcohol

Fights

This school is a safe place for
students

Teachers

3.68
3.53

3.24
3.36

Parents

Teachers have improved ratings in 2019 over 2017.
Parents have slight improved overall perception of safety slightly since 2017 with slight negative changes in perception
around views on drugs/alcohol and fights.
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School Culture:
2019: School Climate Related Items
1

2

4

3.25

Students are respectful to
teachers/Staff

2.79

3.2

Discipline policies are implemented
consistently across students
Parents

3

2.76

Teachers

2017: School Climate Related Items
1

2

Students are respectful to
teachers/Staff

Discipline policies are implemented
consistently across students

Parents

3

4

3.26
2.68

3.18
2.83

Teachers

Parents: Very slight change from 2017 to 2019.
Teachers: Improvement in perceptions of student respect for teachers/staff from 2017 to 2019; slight decrease in
agreement that discipline is implemented consistently.
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Academics and Programs
2019: This school does a good job of promoting children's ...
1

2

3

3.18
3.00

Academic development

3.22
3.07

Understanding and use of technology
Physical development (P.E.)

3.15

2.86

English language develoment (ELD)

3.29

2.61

Social/Emotional development

2.93

3.14

2.94
3.00

Involvement in extracurricular activities
Meaningful contributions to their community
through volunteer service opportunities

3.08

2.67

3.24
3.07

Individual Education Plan (IEP)
Nutrition with healthy and appealing school
lunches
This school does a good job of providing children
with a well-rounded education
Parents

4

2.28

2.59
3.00

3.22

Teachers

2017: This school does a good job of promoting children's ...
1

2

3

Academic development

3.34

3.12

3.35
3.32

Understanding and use of technology
Physical development (P.E.)

2.84

English language develoment (ELD)

3.16
3.4

3.00

Social/Emotional development

2.80

Involvement in extracurricular activities

2.68

Meaningful contributions to their community
through volunteer service opportunities

3.21
3.14
3.02
3.04

Individual Education Plan (IEP)

2.00

Nutrition with healthy and appealing school
lunches

2.00

Parents

4

3.02
2.59

Teachers

Parents: Decreased agreement in all areas except volunteer opportunities and school lunch from 2017 to 2019.
Teachers: Increases for all areas except academics, technology, ELD, and volunteer opportunities.
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2019: Given limited resources, rate the importance to you that each extracurricular
program is offered and receives funding:
1

4

7

10

8.41

Visual arts

8.48

6.57

Video Production

6.38

8.32

Band/Music/Choir

7.66

Drama

7.24

8.13

Computers/technology

7.72

Gardening/Sustainability

7.78

Wood shop/makerspace

7.71

7.76

8.28
8.16
8.21

Field trips

8.34

Athletics/sports

8.38

7.82

BH Clubs

8.21

7.74

After School Care

Parents

9.07

8.59

Teachers

2017: Given limited resources, rate the importance to you that each extracurricular
program is offered and receives funding
1

4

7

10

8.57

Visual arts

8.52

8.18

Band/music
Drama

8.44

7.23

7.61

Computers/technology
Gardening

7.63

7.45

8.04

7.85

Wood shop/makerspace

7.96

8.46

Field trips

8.64

Athletics/sports
Clubs
Parents

8.18

7.63

8.38

7.3

7.17

Teachers

Parents and Teachers: Results are mixed over the two surveys.
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Parent Participations, Involvement, and Communication
2019: Welcome, Parent Participation and Involvement
1

2

3

This school climate is welcoming to
parents

3.38
3.28

This school encourages parents to help
and participate

3.29
3.22

This school treats students, families with
respect regardless of race, language,
religion, income or other characteristics

3.48
3.48

This school encourages parents to share
their opinions and ideas about school
decisions/changes

3.22
3.33

The district encourages parents to share
their opinions about important district
level decisions/changes
Parents

4

3.07
3.25

Teachers

2017: Welcome, Parent Participation and Involvement
1

2

3

4

This school climate is welcoming to
parents

3.35
3.4

This school encourages parents to help
and participate

3.38
3.38

This school treats students, families with
respect regardless of race, language,
religion, income or other characteristics
This school encourages parents to share
their opinions and ideas about school
decisions/changes
The district encourages parents to share
their opinions about important district
level decisions/changes
Parents

3.5
3.6
3.25
3.17
3.06
3.08

Teachers

Parents: Increased agreement on welcome, but slight decreases elsewhere from 2017 to 2019.
Teachers: Decreased agreement except for school encouragement of parental involvement.
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2019: Communication

1

2

3

4

Teachers here respond quickly when parents express
concerns

3.35
3.29
3.38
3.29

The Aeries Portal is a useful tool to relay student progress
Parent Square is a useful tool for communications from the
school

3.22
3.33

This school does a good job communicating with parents

3.21
3.31

Parents receive notices to participate in school/district
opportunities

3.16

3.52
3.48
3.46

The school provides useful parent education opportunities
The school provides enough information for monolingual
Spanish speakers

3.38

2.96

This school provides timely/helpful information about:
School events/activities

3.17

Administrative issues

3.19

Health concerns

3.2
3.18

Parents

3.45
3.39

Teachers

2017: Communication
1

2

3

4

Teachers here respond quickly when parents express concerns

3.4
3.46

The Aeries Portal is a useful tool to relay student progress

3.46
3.28
3.11
3.28

This school does a good job communicating with parents
Parents receive notices to participate in school/district
opportunities

3.04

The school provides enough information for monolingual
Spanish speakers

3.36
3.18

This school provides timely/helpful information about: School
events/activities
School district changes
Administrative issues
Health concerns
Parents

3.48

3.17
3.25
2.9

3.14
3.11

3.39

3.08
3.17

Teachers

Parents: Change over time is mixed.
Teachers: Change over time is mixed.
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